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Eero Lehto

1. INTRODUCTION 

The benefits of concentrating retail trade, insurance and banking operations have increased 
in Finland and elsewhere in Europe, as customer tracking has become easier. Generally 
speaking, these customer loyalty programmes reward customers for concentrating their 
purchases to a company that offers benefits. The nature of the programmes differ in terms 
of whether the bonus is given in cash or as a discount on the company's products. From 
the viewpoint of consumers and competition, even more important is whether a potential 
discount is given for the same type of products or other types of goods entirely.

This study investigates Finnish customer loyalty programmes. Chapter 2 illustrates 
various forms of tying and bundling. At the same time, the main features of the programmes 
prevalent in Finland and Sweden are discussed. The most significant programmes in 
Finland are focused on the retail trade, aviation, insurance and banking. When looking at 
the different programmes we see how much consumers spend on these programmes and 
how large the bonuses are. We also highlight the extent to which a single customer loyalty 
programme can cover a wide range of products in a variety of industries.

In the economic literature, product bundling and tying is generally analyzed in a 
framework where a key part of the market is assumed to be monopolistic. Apparently, 
this assumption merely reflects the reality in which these schemes are applied. In this 
respect, the situation has remained the same for decades. Of course, in advanced market 
economies, many service industries are characterized by concentrated structures where 
large companies have significant market power. In fact, even the areas of economics and 
law focussing on bundling and tying do not address the question of whether the markets 
are competitive or not, or whether they become competitive by themselves. The different 
views are mainly related to the effects of bundling and tying.

Chapter 3 deals with the principle of consumer welfare in competition law. Chapter 4 
presents theories in the economics literature on the effects of customer loyalty programmes, 
including whether bundling is in general profitable and how it may affect consumers. This 
chapter shows how the Chicago School’s claim that tying and bundling have only positive 
effects became more common and had a direct impact on the literature. But already in the 
1970s it was argued that the bundling by a monopoly is a convenient means to carry out 
consumer discrimination, i.e. setting prices individually according to the preferences of 
each consumer without precise information on consumer preferences. This way, consumer 
surplus can be transformed into a profit. However, a significant proportion of those who 
became aware of these results did not send distressed messages to consumer or competition 
authorities. This is partly explained by the fact that the motive behind the research was to 
challenge the hypothesis of the Chicago School and not to analyze the welfare effects of 
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overprising in depth. In the economics literature, however, there has been keen interest 
about whether bundling is profitable for companies and, if so, under what conditions.

The relatively low interest of theoretical economics on how revenue is divided under 
bundling or tying between businesses and consumers is partly explained by the fact that the 
"efficiency" or the welfare of the business is often regarded to be the sum of corporate profits 
and the consumer surplus. In this welfare concept, a transfer of income from a consumer to a 
binding company is considered a trivial matter. However, it is clear that income distribution 
between businesses and consumers cannot be of trivial concern. It has a significant impact 
on the distribution of income also within the household sector. In a monopolistic market, 
it is namely the consumer who can be regarded as the weak and vulnerable party. Thus 
it is not surprising that as competition policy became the focus of greater attention – for 
example, since the beginning of the 1980s in Europe – concerns about the development of 
consumer surplus arose. In competition policy and law, consumer surplus, i.e. consumer 
welfare, is universally regarded as the normative criterion for determining the utility of an 
activity. This criterion is currently applied also in the EU, US and Finnish competition law.

As the main concern of competition and consumer law is the consumers’ welfare, this 
study evaluates the impact of customer loyalty programms mainly by focusing on pricing 
and consumer surplus. We have also studied the effects of bundling with companies and 
consumers through theoretical models. This analysis is reported in appendices 1 and 2 of 
the study. Analysis of the impact of switching costs clearly shows how bundling of services 
can, for example, be rather profitable for businesses and detrimental to consumers.

Chapter 5 deals with tying and bundling in EU competition law and the conclusion 
(chapter 6) summarizes the main findings of this study and the results of the theoretical 
work. At the same time, there is a concrete recommendation to consumer and competition 
authorities on how to deal with customer loyalty programmes.

Chapters 1 and 6 of this study and appendices 1 and 2 have been written by Eero Lehto. 
Matti Kari has written chapter 2 and appendices 3–8, Petri Kuoppamäki chapters 3 and 5, 
and Ilkka Kiema and Eero Lehto chapter 4. The study has nevertheless been a collective 
one as we have commented on each others’ writings.

We thank Irmeli Honka for doing the layout of the report. We also thank John Rogers 
who has translated main parts of this study from Finnish to English.

This study has been funded by the Avance Attorneys Ltd.
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Matti Kari

2. FINNISH PRACTICES – OVERVIEW OF   
 VARIOUS SCHEMES

This chapter examines customer loyalty programmes used in Finland and their potential 
effects. The chapter begins with an overview of various commercial practices, after which 
certain Finnish customer loyalty programmes are introduced, followed by a description 
of the markets in which they are utilized. After the description of the customer loyalty 
programmes the extent to which the programmes cover different industrial sectors and 
how broad concentration benefits the programmes can offer is examined. Thereafter the 
objective is to categorize the customer loyalty programmes into different strategies and to 
describe the typical effects of these strategies. The end of the chapter addresses whether 
the Finnish loyalty programmes have led to the effects anticipated.   

2.1. Various Commercial Practices

Renda et al. (2009) describes various commercial practices used by companies and their 
potential effects on competition and consumers. The report distinguishes between cross 
selling, which includes tying, pure bundling, mixed bundling and other cross-selling methods, 
as well as other potentially harmful practices that include contingent selling and aggressive 
sales tactics. For consumers, the application of these methods can bring benefits if they 
enhance efficiency through either internalizing economies of scale or collaboration benefits. 
However, their application is also beneficial when the company can utilize them to exploit 
monopoly power in some key product markets and increase profitability at the expense of 
consumers. It is difficult to demonstrate that such an approach based on monopoly power 
would under any circumstances be beneficial for consumers. It should be noted that even 
when bundling and similar methods enhance the company’s operations, they displace 
other companies and weaken competition over time. Thus even if this activity is in the 
interests of the consumer in the short term, the effects may be negative in the longer term.

2.1.1. Cross-selling

Tying is a practice in which two or more products are sold together and at least one of 
them is not sold separately. Therefore, the tied products do not have to be purchased in a 
fixed relationship with each other.

Pure bundling is a very similar practice to tying. In pure bundling, two or more products 
are also sold together, but unlike tying, in pure bundling none of these products are be sold 
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separately. Thus, consumers have to buy products as a pure package in a fixed relationship 
with each other. Mixed bundling is a sales method where two or more products are sold in 
a bundle, but all of these products can also be purchased separately. Often when using this 
practice the price of the bundle is cheaper than purchasing all products separately. This is 
called a multiproduct rebate (Renda et al., 2009).

Other cross-selling methods are, for example, practices in which a service provider to 
which the consumer is bound contractually compels the consumer to acquire additional 
services or products from a particular company. The effects of such tactics are, from a 
consumer’s point of view, the same as the effects of tying. Other cross-selling methods 
include practices whereby a product or service-seeking consumer is offered better terms 
if he or she buys a product or service from a particular company (Renda et al., 2009).

2.1.2. Other Potentially Harmful Practices

Conditional sales practices are divided into two parts in Renda et al. (2009), the first of 
which is providing a product or service only if the customer meets certain conditions. If 
the customer does not meet the required conditions then the product will not be sold at 
all. An example of this could be that a customer has to open a wage account in a bank as a 
condition for receiving a housing loan. Another form of conditional sales practices is one 
where customers are offered better contractual terms if they meet certain conditions. An 
example of this may be that a bank does not charge customers for using a credit card if 
they make enough purchases on their card. Such a practice is called a conditional rebate. 
Typically, conditional rebates will be provided if the customer’s purchases exceed a certain 
threshold over a given period. A conditional rebate may be granted as a retroactive rebate for 
all products or only as an incremental rebate for purchases made after exceeding the given 
threshold. In practice, there are two ways to implement a retroactive rebate: (i) the price 
of the products has been reduced in advance and the buyer pays the seller if the amount 
of consumption making the customer eligible for the discount is not exceeded or ii) the 
customer buys the products at the normal price and the seller pays a rebate if the threshold 
entitling a discount is exceeded (cf. Bruttel, 2013; Renda et al., 2009).

Renda et al. (2009) divides aggressive sales methods into three distinct practices i) 
unsolicited offers, i.e. pressuring the customer to make purchases of products that they 
have not asked for, ii) churning, i.e. practices in which a person acting as an intermediary 
or a company misuses its position, for example by trading on the client’s stock excessively 
and iii) steering, which means directing a customer towards a more expensive loan by 
emphasizing his or her credit risk.
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2.2. Finnish Customer Loyalty Programmes

2.2.1. Retail Trade and Customer Loyalty Programmes

The Finnish retail market is characterized by strong chains and is very concentrated. 
Figure 1 shows the market shares of Finnish grocery trade in 2015 and it can be seen that 
in 2015, the two largest groups, the S Group 
and the K Group had a combined market 
share of 78.6%. In addition to the S Group 
and K Group, other large enterprises are 
Lidl and Suomen Lähikauppa, which was 
purchased by K Group in 2016. The combined 
market share of these four groups was 94% 
of the grocery business. The S Group has the 
most significant market share in 2016 (about 
46%) and the K Group has the second largest 
(about 39% after the acquisition of Suomen 
Lähikauppa). Lidl is the largest group after 
these with a 6% market share (see PTY 2015). 

Factors leading to market concentration 
include economies of scale and the size of 
the market. In sectors where businesses 
face economies of scale, the price level is 
higher than in a competitive environment. 
In addition, the market structure easily 
becomes very concentrated. Economies of 
scale are achieved especially in areas where 
fixed costs are high and variable costs are 
low. The annual report of the Finnish Grocery Trade Association (PTY 2016) mentions 
that economies of scale are spawned by centralization of procurement and logistics in the 
Finnish grocery trade sector and this explains the concentration of the industry.

S Group’s Coop Membership

The S Group is a cooperative group of companies, consisting of regional cooperatives, SOK 
and SOK’s subsidiaries. The S Group operates not only in retail but also in the tourism and 
restaurant sector, and the S Bank also offers a limited amount of banking services. However, 
the S Group’s core business is retail and in 2015 about 90% of the S Group’s sales came 
from the retail trade (see S Group, 2015).

In accordance with the principles of cooperative enterprises, a member of the coop is 
rewarded for using the services of their own retailers in proportion to their use. The S Group 
rewards its coop members with S-Etukortti card bonuses and other customer bonuses. 
Coop member benefits are household-specific. Anyone can become a coop member by 

46 %

33 %

9 %

6 %
6 %

S Group K Group
Lidl Suomen Lähikauppa Oy
Others

Figure 1. Market Shares of Grocery Retail Trade 
in 2015.

Source: PTY, 2016.
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paying a membership fee, which is refunded if the person decides to give up his or her 
ownership (see S-kanava, 2016).

The S Group’s cash benefits include bonuses, payment method benefits, the contribution 
fee interest and a surplus refund. These benefits will be paid into the S Bank account specified 
by the coop member as a payment account. The bonus accrues from purchases made from 

more than 2000 locations in Finland. The 
more the coop member buys, the higher 
the bonus percentage. The percentage of 
bonuses increases whenever the number of 
monthly purchases in a household exceeds 
a given threshold. The thresholds on the 
bonus percentages vary depending on the 
cooperative business. Table 1 describes the 
accrual of bonuses from various amounts 
of purchases in some cooperatives. A 1% 
bonus will accumulate from purchases if 
monthly shopping exceeds 50 euros and the 
greater the amount of purchases made each 
month, the higher the bonus percentage. 
The bonus percentage hits its peak when 
household purchases exceed 900 euros per 
month (see S-kanava, 2016).

The bonus accrual presented in Table 1, 
used in just over half of the regional coops, 
is the most generous in terms of bonus 

structure.1 In addition, there are two alternative accrual methods in the various coop 
businesses.2 

The bonus percentage gradually increases from one per cent to five, but the thresholds 
are higher in some coops.

The S bonus can be considered a retroactive discount pertaining to contingency sales. In 
a retroactive discount, the customer receives a discount on their purchases if the customer’s 
purchases exceed a specified threshold (see Renda et al., 2009). There are nine thresholds 
in the S bonus system, and exceeding these increases the bonus percentage. In practice, the 
S Group organizes the S Bonus in the latter way, as it rewards the S Bonus with a bonus paid 
in cash when the customer’s purchases entitle them to a discount (see S-kanava, 2016).

K Group’s K-Plussa

Kesko is a Finnish listed company operating in the retail business. Some 54% of Kesko’s 
net sales in 2015 came from grocery stores, 37% from hardware and specialty stores and 

1 The bonuses in Table 1 accrue in 11/20 of the regional cooperatives.
2 Appendix 3 presents the alternative bonus thresholds and the cooperatives where they are used.

Table 1. Accrual of S Bonuses in certain cooperatives.

Houshold 
purchases 

per month €

Bonus 
per cent

Bonus 
per year €

900 5,0 % 540
800 4,5 % 432
700 4,0 % 336
600 3,5 % 252
500 3,0 % 180
400 2,5 % 120
300 2,0 % 72
200 1,5 % 36

50 1,0 % 6

Bonuses accrue as indicated by the table in the following 
cooperatives: Etelä-Pohjanmaan, Jukolan, Arina, KPO, 
Keskimaa, Keula, Maakunta, PeeÄssä, Pohjois-Karjala, Suur-
Seudun and Turun Osuuskaupat.
Source: S-kanava, 2016.
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9% from car sales. The K 
Group consists of Kesko, 
in addition to independent 
K retailers. K-Plussa is 
the K Group’s customer 
loyalty programme, where 
customers accrue basic 
points and bonus points 
for purchases made with 
the K-Plussa card. K-Plussa 
points are accrued not only 
from K Group’s places of 
business, but also from 
purchases  made from 
partners. Partners include for example restaurants, hotels and gas stations. K-Plussa 
bonuses will be paid as chosen by the customer, either to the customer’s bank account, as 
point vouchers or as a donation to charity.3 The customer accumulates a basic point for 
each euro spent at a company rewarding points. In addition to this, customers get bonus 
points for purchases, the number of which accrues as the amount of purchases increases. 
Table 2 shows the accrual of K-Plussa through various amounts of purchases (see Kesko, 
2015; K-Plussa, 2016a).

The basic points of the K Group customer loyalty programme increase at the same rate 
despite the volume of consumption, but the prize points will accrue faster as consumption 
increases. Thus, the purchase benefit offered by the programme accumulates at an 
accelerating rate as consumption increases. The percentage rate of the bonus increases 
every time the consumption exceeds a given threshold, of which there are eight. However, 
all K-Plussa sites do not reward customers with bonus points, rather some of the sites only 
offer the basic points at a 1 euro = 1 point ratio. The K Group’s customer loyalty programme 
is similar to that of S Group, although the amount of the bonus obtained through different 
amounts of consumption differs between the systems. As with the S Bonus, K-Plussa can 
thus be regarded as a retroactive discount for all products (see K-Plussa, 2016a).

Stockmann Loyal Customers

Stockmann operates in the retail sector and offers a variety of customer loyalty benefits 
depending on the customer loyalty level. Stockmann has three customer loyalty levels, 
which are determined by the amount of purchases. The first level is the Reward 
membership, which can be accessed by joining the customer loyalty programme. The second 
level is Exclusive membership, requiring at least 2,500 euros in registered purchases to 

3 Staring on Oct. 1, 2016 K-Plussaa will no longer be paid to an account so that the bonus can only be used 
for K Group purchases (K-Plussa, 2016b).

Table 2. Accrual of K-Plussa.

Household 
purchases 

per month €

Plussa 
points

Bonus 
per year €

Bonus 
per cent

1500 15000 900 5,00 %
1300 9800 588 3,77 %
1100 7100 426 3,23 %
1000 5500 330 2,75 %

850 3850 231 2,26 %
700 2700 162 1,93 %
500 1500 90 1,50 %
350 850 51 1,21 %
349 349 21 0,50 %

Source: K-Plussa, 2016a.
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the Stockmann membership card per year. The third level is the First membership, which 
requires at least 5,000 euros in purchases per year (see Stockmann, 2016).

Stockmann’s loyalty programme also includes a bonus, but it is only awarded for groceries 
and requires Exclusive or First membership. As a bonus, eligible membership customers 
will receive a 10 euro discount voucher for 300 euro grocery purchases. Hence, Stockmann’s 
customer loyalty programme is essentially a range of services that are free of charge and 
not bonuses like those offered by the S Group and Kesko. For example, Exclusive customers 
are offered fashion consulting services, trouser and hem shortening, and First customers 
are also offered furniture assembly services, interior designer services and Nordea’s asset 
management services (see Stockmann, 2016).

Stockmann’s customer loyalty programme differs from those of S Group and K Group 
as the biggest benefit of the programme is not bonuses, but rather various services, which 
are often complementary to Stockmann’s products.

Stockmann’s customer loyalty programme can be considered a conditional sales 
method as it offers its customers better 
contractual terms providing the customer 
consumes enough. Unlike the S Group and 
the K Group customer loyalty programmes, 
Stockmann’s loyalty programme does not 
include retroactive discounts for all products.

2.2.2. Loyal Customer Programmes in 
Banking and Insurance Services

The banking market is very concentrated in 
Finland. Figure 2 depicts the share of credit 
institutions’ outstanding loans in Finland 
based on data compiled by the Federation of 
Finnish Financial Services and shows that 
the market share of the three largest credit 
institutions is 73 per cent. The four largest 
credit institutions account for 79 per cent of 
the overall loan stock. In addition to non-life 
insurances, the OP Group is also the largest 
player in the banking market, where its share 
is 35 per cent.

The second largest group with a 28 per 
cent share is Nordea and the third largest is 
Danske Bank with 10 per cent. Handelsbank’s 
share of outstanding loans was 6 per cent in 2015 (Finanssialan vuositilasto, 2015). 
Market shares have changed in 2016, with OP’s share increasing and Nordea’s and Danske 
bank’s shares decreasing. These figures concern the total loan stock and if we examined the 
consumer segment alone the percentages would differ somewhat from those presented. 

35 %

28 %

10 %

6 %

3 %
3 %

16 %

OP Nordea
Danske Bank Handelsbank
Aktia Savings Banks
Others

Figure 2. Shares of Credit Institutions Loans in 
Finland in 2015.

The figure illustrates the market shares in credit institutions’ 
loans (non-MFI) in Finland. 
Source: Finanssialan keskusliitto, Finanssialan vuositilasto 
2015.
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At the end of 2015, there were 55 domestic 
insurance companies active in Finland, 
of which 38 were non-life insurance and 
reinsurance companies. Revenues from 
non-life insurance premiums totalled EUR 
4.5 billion. The Finnish non-life insurance 
market is highly concentrated, a market of 
oligopolistic competition, controlled to a 
large extent by a few groups. According to 
the Federation of Finnish Financial Services 
(Finanssialan vuositilasto, 2015), the 
three largest non-life insurers accounted 
for 77 per cent of the premium income from 
domestic direct insurance in 2015 (Figure 3). 
Of these, the largest was OP, whose market 
share was 28 per cent, and the next largest 
were LocalTapiola with a 25 per cent market 
share and If with 23 per cent, respectively. 
The fourth largest non-life insurer was 
Fennia, whose share was clearly smaller than 
the three largest ones, i.e. 10 per cent. Thus, 
the aggregate market share of the four largest 
companies is 87 per cent (see Finanssialan 
keskusliitto, 2016).

The concentration of banking and insurance markets is partly due to economies of 
scale in banking. According to Dijkstran (2013), in the banking sector, the advantages 
from economies of scale and economies of scope can come from four different sources: i) 
advantages relating to information and communication technology, ii) advantages relating 
to reputation and brand, iii) advantages relating to the innovation, and iv) diversification 
of risk.

Boot (2003) and Marinč (2013) consider the economies of scale relating to information 
and communication technology to be particularly significant. The fixed and one-off 
nature of expenses associated with information and communication technology generates 
economies of scale. As a result, the cost per customer for these expenses will decrease as 
the number of customers increases. Economies of scope are generated when customer 
data can be used to generate multiple services, thus streamlining customer relationship 
management.

If Bonus Programme

If non-life insurance is part of the Sampo Group, which includes If and the life insurance 
company Mandatum Life. Sampo Group also owns 21.2 per cent of Nordea Bank. If offers 
benefits to customers who receive their insurance letters by email. If’s loyalty programme 

Figure 3. Non-life Insurance Companies’ Share 
of Insurance Premium Income.

The figure presents domestic insurance companies’ share 
of insurance premium income.
Source: Finanssialan keskusliitto,  Vakuutusvuosi 2015.

28 %

23 %
26 %

10 %

14 %

OP If
LocakTapiola Fennia
Others
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offers home or car insurers a 10 per cent discount and a 20 euro deductible. Providing the 
customer takes out home and car insurance, the customer loyalty programme offers a 15 
per cent discount and a 30 euro deductible. When a customer has home, car and personal 
insurance, the customer loyalty programme offers a 15% discount, a deductible cash 
payment of 40 euros, and a personal service representative (see If, 2016a).

The deductible cash payment reduces the magnitude of the deductible in the event of an 
accident, and the beneficiary can receive as much as 200 euros. Nordea’s bank customers 
can accrue a deductible of up to 230 euros. The deductible will expire seven months after 
termination of the last insurance agreement (see If, 2016a).

If’s customer loyalty programme encourages concentrating insurance by providing a 
discount and a deductible cash payment if the customer buys multiple types of insurance 
products from them. If’s customer loyalty programme can be considered a multi-product-
rebate. It can also be characterized as mixed bundling because the benefit combines 
different forms of insurances and each of them can be purchased separately.

OP Concentration Benefits

OP Financial Group is a cooperative providing banking, investment and insurance services. 
OP’s customer loyalty programme offers bonuses and discounts to banking and insurance 
customers. In this report, OP’s customer loyalty programme is divided into two parts: i) 
bonus customers and (ii) concentrating customers. Bonus customers participate in the 
customer loyalty programme targeted at non-life insurance customers while concentrating 
customers are those who have concentrated their banking and insurance services to OP.

OP’s bonus customers are the focus of a customer loyalty programme aimed at non-life 
insurance customers offering discounts on concentrating non-life insurance. If a customer 
has three different types of insurance, he or she will receive a 7% discount on non-life 
insurance as a benefit customer. As an additional benefit, the life insurance amount will 
be also be increased by 30%. OP’s customer loyalty programme is thus similar to that of 
If (see OP, 2016).

OP’s concentrating customers are OP’s owner-customers who accrue OP bonuses and are 
bonus customers. The owner-customers are customers who have joined the OP cooperative 
and have paid the membership fee. Concentrating customers receive OP bonuses for use 
of banking, asset management and insurance services.4 

The OP bonuses are family-specific and for each euro spent on a bonus-entitling service, 
the owner-customer receives a bonus of € 0.0025. The bonus accumulation rate does not 
depend on the amount of service used and use of all services accruing bonuses earn them 
at the same rate. Bonuses will be used in the manner specified by OP for the payment 

4 Bonus accumulates from loans, investments, money in the bank account, savings, credit card payments 
and insurance payments.
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of banking service charges and insurance fees.5 Therefore the customers cannot decide 
themselves for which products the bonuses will be utilized, rather OP makes this choice 
for the customers.6

Since November of 2011 bonuses have not been paid as money. Customers’ freedom of 
choice is narrower in OP than in the other bonus programmes examined. Unused bonuses 
last five years and then expire. Concentrating customers receive a 3 per cent discount in 
addition to the 7 per cent discount on non-life insurance, which is altogether an almost 10 
per cent discount on non-life insurances (see OP, 2016).

Since the OP bonus can remain unused if the customer does not acquire insurance from 
the OP, it can be considered a rebate tying several products. OP’s concentrated customer 
membership can be considered mixed bundling, as OP provides services separately, but the 
customer gets a discount when purchasing a variety of services. Concentrated membership 
differs greatly from If’s bonus programme and OP’s bonus membership as the programme 
cross-sells banking and insurance services. It is not worthwhile for a customer who already 
uses a reasonable amount of banking services with concentrated membership to obtain 
insurance services outside the OP Financial Group. Such customers include housing loan 
customers. OP’s market share in housing loans has increased in recent years and is already 
over 40%.

For, instance if a customer takes a 250,000 euro housing loan, he or she receives bonuses 
of 625 euros a year. With a smaller 150 000 euro housing loan, there would be 375 euros in 
bonuses a year. Therefore, the bonuses for housing loan customers are considerable, and as 
according to Statistics Finland’s consumption survey, Finnish households spent an average of 
EUR 828 on insurance in 2012, the amount of bonuses can go quite far in covering the insurance 
costs of such households. In the case of these households, the bonus programme creates such 
strong incentives to also purchase insurance from OP that the practice resembles tying7 
(see Bonuslaskuri, 2016; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012). 

LocalTapiola’s Omaetu

LocalTapiola is a mutual-based group of companies offering non-life, life, and pension 
insurance as wells as investment and savings services. LocalTapiola General from the 
LocalTapiola Group provides non-life insurance alongside 20 regional non-life insurance 
companies. In 2015, LocalTapiola was the second largest non-life insurer in Finland (see 
Figure 3) (see LähiTapiola, 2015).

The Omaetu programme of LocalTapiola offers its customers benefits depending on the 
benefit level of the customer. LocalTapiola has divided its service into four areas: Home, 

5 The OP defines the use of bonuses. Bonuses can be used to cover bank service charges, personal, domestic, 
liability and legal protection, forest and forest fire, passenger, luggage, travel insurance, and Crisis Insurance 
and Kasko Insurance supplementing traffic insurance.
6 These arrangements are for taxation reasons. When a customer cannot influence the use of the bonuses 
themselves, they are not considered as taxable income in the tax administration’s preliminary ruling.
7 Legally, the practice can be regarded as bundling, but incentives can be so strong in some cases that there 
is no practical difference between tying. See the competition law section in Chapter 5 below.
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Health, Vehicles and Future security. When a customer has services from one area, he or 
she is on benefit level 1. The customer at benefit level 1 is not entitled to a discount, but is 
offered the opportunity to invest in LocalTapiola investment funds without a subscription 
fee. The customer who has purchased services from two different areas is on level 2 and 
receives an 8% discount on the insurance. When a customer has services in three areas, he 
or she is on benefit level 3 and gets a 13% discount on insurances. At the highest or fourth 
level, the customer receives a 17% discount on insurance. In addition to offering discounts 
for the concentration of services, LocalTapiola customers can accrue S Group’s bonus (see 
LocalTapiola, 2016a, 2016b).

LocalTapiola Omaetu offers a gradual increase in discounts for concentrated customers 
in the same way as If. One of the four areas, Future security, does not include non-life 
insurance but life insurance as well as investment and savings services. In this case 
LocalTapiola bundles, unlike If, insurances along with banking and investment services 
(LocalTapiola, 2016b).

The LocalTapiola bonus programme can also considered a form of mixed bundling, a 
package discount, as the customer can buy all the bundle products separately, but gets a 
discount when buying a bundle. Unlike If, LocalTapiola nevertheless bundles the services 
of various sectors.

2.2.3. Finnair Plus

In addition to the loyalty programmes of retail and banking and insurance, Finnair’s 
customer loyalty programme Finnair Plus, offering air transport and travel services, is 
examined. In Finnair Plus bonus points entitling members to various prizes, as well as 
level points that entitle members to different levels of membership are collected. Finnair’s 
customer loyalty programme has four member levels, and higher membership levels offer 
both better benefits and accrue higher amounts of level points and bonus points. Benefits 
at different levels of membership include, for example, airport lounge services, faster than 
average security checks and extra luggage free of charge. Bonus points can be used to 
purchase airline tickets, raising the class of travel, lounge services and various additional 
services. Points are accumulated on flights operated by Finnair and other Oneworld 
companies.8 In addition, Finnair Plus points are accrued on purchases made on flights, 
staying in collaborative partners’ accommodations, car hire, purchases made with Finnair 
Plus credit cards, and tax-free purchases (see Finnair Plus, 2016).

Finnair’s customer loyalty programme bonus points cannot be redeemed in cash, so it is 
not considered a retroactive discount. Instead, the points can be used for additional services 
or airfares later. Finnair’s customer loyalty programme thus resembles Stockmann’s Loyal 
Customer programme and can also be considered a conditional sales method.

8 15 Airlines belong to Oneworld.
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2.3. Customer Loyalty Programme Industries and Customer Benefits

2.3.1. Customer Loyalty Programmes by Industry

Various commercial practices were described in accordance with the study of Renda et 
al. (2009) and Finnish customer loyalty programmes were introduced. The main features 
of the customer loyalty programmes have been described and this section will look more 
closely at which different industries are tied or bundled in the customer loyalty programmes 
and offer an estimate of their potential monetary benefits.

When examining what 
industry each customer 
loyalty programme operates 
in, the industrial sectors 
belonging to the loyalty 
programmes are broken 
d ow n  i n t o  S t a t i s t i c s 
Finland’s 2008 Standard 
Industrial Classification top 
level and 2-, 3-, and 4-digit 
level categories. This shows 
how widely customer 
loyalty programmes tie or 
bundle goods and services 
across industries. The 
industry classification is also 
utilized in the estimation of 
the value of the potential 
monetary benefits. 

Table 3 specifies how 
many industries are part of 
the main customer loyalty 
programme, i.e. how many companies in different industries award full benefits in 
the customer loyalty programme. The customer loyalty programmes of K-Plussa and 
Stockmann, and the Finnair Plus programme also have various partners offering assorted 
benefits. Their numbers are presented in parentheses. In the case of K-Plussa, the 
parentheses show the number of industries awarding basic points. The number without 
the parentheses indicates the amount of industries where both bonus points and basic 
points can be earned in companies. For Stockmann’s Loyal Customer programme, various 
discounts can be obtained from the industries in parentheses and for Finnair Plus members, 
points can either be received or used in the industries in the parentheses.9

9 Appendix 4 specifies the industries and sectors of different customer loyalty programmes.

Table 3. Companies with Customer Loyalty Programmes by Industrial 
Classification.

Industrial Classification
Top level 2-digit level 3-digit level 4-digit level

S Bonus 8 12 18 21
K-Plussa 6 (7) 7 (9) 8 (17) 9 (21)
Stockmann 1 (5) 1 (5) 1 (6) 1 (6)
Finnair 1 (9) 1 (17) 1 (24) 1 (30)
If 1 1 (2) 1 (2) 1 (2)
OP 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 3 (4)
LocalTapiola 1 2 3 4

The table indicates the number of industrial sectors in which a company with a 
customer loyalty programme operates. The first figure in a column shows how many 
industries are part of the 'main programme' of the loyalty programme, i.e. how 
many companies in the industrial sector offer the full benefits of the programme. 
The figure in parentheses tells how many companies in the industry participate in 
some way in the customer loyalty programme.

Source: Finnair Plus, 2016; If, 2016a; K-Plussa,2016a; LähiTapiola, 2016b; OP, 2016; 
Stockmann, 2016; S-kanava, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table 3 shows that the Finnair Plus programme is the most widespread of the customer 
loyalty programmes in comparison when also taking partners into account. Finnair Plus 
includes Finnair as well as companies operating in nine different top-level industries and 
thirty 4-digit level industries. S Bonus and K-Plussa also include companies operating in 
several different industries, while Stockmann’s programme and especially the If and OP 
programmes include a much smaller number of industries.

Although Finnair Plus is the most widespread along with its partners, it is unlikely that 
it will combine companies in different industries as strongly as, for example, S Bonus. 
All S Bonus sites accrue bonuses equally, but the benefits of the Finnair Plus co-partners 
vary. One euro spent equals 1-5 points, and in some locations, points can be used only for 
payment. Also, tying or bundling in K-Plussa or Stockmann’s Loyal Customer programme 
is not as strong as in the S Bonus programme since part of the K-Plussa sites purchases 
only accrue basic points and Stockmann’s Loyal Customer programme only offers discounts 
from partners

2.3.2. Potential Monetary Benefits of Customer Loyalty Programmes

Table 4 provides estimates of the potential monetary benefits of the different customer 
loyalty programmes to customers. An estimate of the potential benefit was calculated for the 
S bonus, K-Plussa, the If bonus programme and the OP bonus and concentrated customer 
membership. The effect of a loan on the benefits of the concentrating OP customer is 
illustrated by calculating benefits separately for the loan-free household and a household 
with debt.

The potential benefit shown in Table 4 means the cash benefit provided by the customer 
loyalty programme when the household concentrates its consumption on the loyalty 
programme to the full extent possible. The calculations assume that the household 
purchases all of its goods and services from an affiliate of the programme if one of the 
affiliated companies provides them. The potential advantage, therefore, represents the 
greatest benefit that a household can receive by focusing consumption on each customer 
loyalty programme.

The size of the potential benefits is influenced by how the customer loyalty programme 
rewards concentration and how much money the household can concentrate. In order 
to estimate how much money a household can concentrate on each customer loyalty 
programme, it is necessary to know the amount of the household’s consumption, the 
structure of the consumption and the goods and services offered by companies belonging 
to the customer loyalty programme. In addition, estimation of the potential size of OP’s 
concentration benefits requires information on the amount of households’ use of banking 
services. The estimate of the magnitude of the potential benefits is described in Appendix 5.

Table 4 shows that the S Bonus programme offers comparably the largest potential 
monetary benefits of the loyalty programmes. Depending on the coop, the average 
household, concentrating on the S Bonus, can receive benefits between 717–796 euros. 
The potential benefit of the average households focusing on the K-Plussa programme 
will be considerably lower, being only 157 euros per year. According to the calculations, 
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OP’s concentrating customers receive the second largest potential advantage. The average 
household with debt can receive 324 euros from concentration of banking and insurance 
services to OP. The potential benefit of a debt-free average household regarded as a 
concentrating customer of OP is 149 euros a year.

The potential benefit of the average household focusing its insurance on If’s bonus 
programme is 143 euros, and the financial gains of the OP bonus customer, which means 
an average household concentrating its only insurance, is 67 euros per year. Thus, OP’s 
customers receive a significant additional benefit when switching from being a bonus 
customer to a concentrating customer, especially if they have loans.

The size of the potential benefits offered by customer loyalty programmes depends on two 
factors: i) how much of their consumption households can be concentrated on the customer 
loyalty programme; and ii) how much the benefit of the programme is per concentrated 
euro. The second column in Table 4 describes the first factor, which is how much money 
a household can focus on each customer loyalty programme. The third column represents 
the size of the financial benefit this focusing attracts. Most of household consumption 
expenditure is directed towards retail purchases, while banking and insurance products 
and services account for a fairly small share of household consumption. In addition, 
the customer loyalty programmes of the retail trade cover a large number of industries, 
especially in comparison to banking and insurance loyalty programmes. Thus, the first 

Table 4. Potential monetary benefits of customer loyalty programmes.

Potential monetary benefits of customer loyalty programmes
Type of Household All households on average Two-parent family with children
Customer loyalty 
programme

Consumption 
concentrated to 
customer loyalty 
programme, €

Monetary benefit 
from customer 

loyalty programme, 
€

Consumption 
concentrated to 
customer loyalty 
programme, €

Monetary benefit 
from customer 

loyalty 
programme, €

S-bonus 15925 717–796 27300 1365
K-Plussa 18139 157 30960 340
If bonus programme 955 143 1643 246
LocalTapiola 955 162 1643 279
OP customer 955 67 1643 115
OP concentrating 
customer

1025 149 1730 229

OP concentrating 
customer
 (household with debt)

1025 324 1753 520

The table presents the potential monetary benefits of customer loyalty programmes per year. The calculations compare 
averages for all households, single-person households and two-parent families with children. In the calculations, it is assumed 
that households concentrate their consumption to the loyalty programme to the full extent possible. Average household 
consumption expenditure for all households was 35,770 euros in 2012 while the consumption expenditure of two-parent families 
with children was 57,031 euros.
Source: Finnair Plus, 2016; If, 2016a; Households’ consumption, 2012; Households’ assets,  2013; K-Plussa, 2016a; LähiTapiola, 
2016b; OP, 2016; Stockmann, 2016; S-kanava, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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factor influencing the size of potential benefits, that is, how much of their consumption 
can be concentrated by households, is clearly higher in retail programmes than in banking 
and insurance customer loyalty programmes.

The average consumption of all households was 35,770 euros in 2012, and a household 
is able to concentrate 15,925 euros of their consumption on S Bonus companies. Thus, the 
average household can focus 44 per cent of its consumption on S Bonus companies. In 
turn, the average household can concentrate 18,139 euros, or 51 per cent, of its consumption 
expenditure on K-Plussa. The average household can only concentrate slightly less than 
3 per cent of its consumption on If’s customer loyalty programme and OP’s concentrating 
customer programme.

On the other hand, the percentage of the benefits offered by the banking and insurance 
loyalty programmes are clearly higher than in the retail programmes. Based on the estimates 
presented in Table 4, the average household concentrating on S Bonus companies will 
receive 4.5-5 per cent in bonuses from their concentrated consumption, and the percentage 
of the benefit of concentrating on K-Plussa companies is slightly below 1 per cent. The 
difference in the percentage of the benefits of K-Plussa and S Bonus seems very large. The 
magnitude of the difference is explained by the fact that all spending focused on S bonus 
affects the size of the purchase compensation rate, but only a part of the concentrated 
consumption on K-Plussa accrues bonus points increasing the purchase compensation 
rate and a part only accrues the basic points.10

The benefit of the average household concentrating its consumption on If ’s bonus 
programme is 15 per cent. The advantage of the average household concentrating via 
OP’s owner-membership is 7 per cent, but this rate is clearly higher when the household 
becomes a concentrating customer. The advantage of the average household considered 
a concentrating customer is either about 15 per cent or 32 per cent of concentrated 
consumption, depending on whether or not the household has debt.11

When comparing the estimated potential monetary benefits above, one must take into 
account the differing nature of the customer loyalty programmes and the particular nature 
of the industries in which they are in use. S Group and K Group operate in the retail sector 
and consumers make purchasing decisions on their products and services on a day-to-day 
basis. In this case, the consumer also makes decisions on a daily basis as to "switching" to 
another chain. Thus, consumers can try to concentrate a large part of their purchases on one 
chain’s customer loyalty programme, while also using other chains, as retail decisions are 
made quickly and are influenced by, for example, location, opening hours and selections in 
addition to concentration benefits. K-Plussa and S Bonus also offer benefits on a wide range 
of products and services in the various industries, and the consumer does not necessarily 
have exact information on all things possible to concentrate. As a result of these factors, 

10 Appendix table A15 shows that only about one third of concentrated consumption at the K-Plussa sites 
accumulated both basic and prize points.
11 When comparing the size of a benefit it should be remembered that OP’s concentrating customer receives 
benefits from loans, investments and other banking and insurance transactions.
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the consumer’s true concentrating benefit from S Bonus and K-Plussa may well remain 
lower than the potential concentration benefit.

Customer loyalty programmes in the banking and insurance sectors, however, award 
bonuses for products and services that have longevity and are rarely exchanged. In addition, 
the programmes combine a fairly small number of different products and services. Thus, 
consumers are more likely to concentrate their procurement of services fully and are at 
least very close to the potential monetary benefits of the programme.

2.4. Classification of Finnish Customer Loyalty Programmes

Above, customer loyalty programmes have been described based on their nature, scale 
and potential benefits. The objective of this section is to classify Finnish customer loyalty 
programmes by the characteristics of the practices. In this case, the identified practices 
will be examined in more detail and the possible effects of the Finnish loyal customer 
programmes will be taken into consideration.

2.4.1. Conditional Sales Methods: S Bonus, K-Plussa, Stockmann’s Customer Loyalty 
Programme and Finnair Plus

Of the customer loyalty programmes described above, the S Bonus, K-Plussa, Stockmann’s 
Loyal Customer programme and Finnair Plus can be seen as a conditional sales methods. In 
these programmes, the customer receives better contractual terms when he or she meets 
the eligibility criteria of the customer loyalty programme. Better terms mean free software, 
monetary compensation, or bonus points for prizes granted within various programmes. 
Meeting the eligibility criteria for these better terms, in turn often means that the customer’s 
consumption must exceed a certain threshold over a given period.

A retroactive rebate can be further distinguished from conditional sales methods, 
meaning a practice where the consumer receives a post-purchase rebate on the basis of 
the amount of purchases. In practice a retroactive discount can be carried out by paying 
a customer a bonus if the customer’s purchase exceeds the required threshold. The S 
Group’s bonus programme and the K Group’s Plussa programme work in this way and are 
thus retroactive discounts.

S Bonus and K-Plussa are very similar in their policies: a customer is paid a bonus, the 
amount of which depends on the customer’s consumption. In these programmes, the 
percentage of the purchase compensation is increased every time the consumption exceeds 
a certain threshold. In practice, the programmes therefore offer a retroactive discount for 
all purchases.
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Effects of Conditional Sales Methods on Competition and Consumer Well-being

Conditional sales methods enable companies to boost customer loyalty and encourage 
customers to concentrate their purchases. According to Renda et al. (2009), conditional 
sales efforts can increase exchange costs for customers and make price and product 
comparison even more difficult. They can thus have adverse effects on competition and 
consumer welfare. While contingent sales methods are potentially harmful, they can also 
have positive effects from the point of view of competition and consumers. Conditional 
sales practices can, for example, lead to permanently cheaper prices and the benefits of 
economies of scale.

While assessing the effect of retroactive discounts on customer loyalty and competition, 
attention should be paid to at least three traits of discount schemes:

(i) The amount of consumption required for the discount. The retroactive discount 
requires that the customer’s consumption exceeds a certain threshold during the 
monitoring period. A common threshold can be set for all customers or it can be 
set individually for each customer. The individual threshold can be set for each 
customer so that their switching costs are as sizeable as possible. Another feature to 
be taken into account in the threshold’s level is that the threshold’s "suction effect" 
can be utilized by setting the threshold above the typical consumption level of the 
customer, whereby the customer’s consumption may increase. The threshold can 
also reduce the amount of competing demand, and could also drive competitors 
out of the market.

(ii) The length of the monitoring period. A short monitoring period is unlikely to have 
adverse effects on competition, but it is often not possible to determine how much 
impact the programme has on customer loyalty merely based on this.

(iii) The amount of the discount. The amount of the discount is an important factor in 
assessing whether the programme will drive its competitors out of the market. In 
the evaluation of the programme, the post-discount price has to be compared to two 
cost indicators: the Long-Run Average Incremental Cost (LRAIC) and the Average 
Avoidable Costs (AAC). If the post-discount price is higher than the two costs, the 
programme will not be considered to force its competitors out of the market from 
this point of view. If the price is between the costs, the potential disadvantage 
depends on the features of the market, the duration of the programme and the 
actions of the competitors. If the price is lower than the two costs, the programme 
can be regarded as detrimental to competition as equally efficient competitors 
cannot duplicate the offer without making losses (Renda et al., 2009).

In order to set a unique threshold for each customer, the exceeding of which entitles 
a discount, a company would have to monitor their customers and react to their actions. 
This could be virtually impossible or at least very difficult and expensive to implement. 
On the other hand, the S bonus and K-Plussa programmes contain several thresholds, the 
exceeding of which increases the percentage amount of the discount. With these thresholds, 
the company is able to create individualized limits for different customer segments instead 
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of a general purchase threshold for all. Therefore customer loyalty programmes can strive 
to set the limits so that they maximize the exchange costs for different customer groups. 

At the same time, loyalty programmes generate "suction" in many places and may cause 
different customer segments to over-consume. According to Economides (2012), the 
"suction" caused by thresholds also leads to companies competing for larger customer 
demand shares. For example, if the customer is 50 euros away from a discount threshold, 
then the customer will probably spend 50 euros in the company providing the discount and 
not, for example 25 euros in two suppliers. In the S Bonus and K-Plussa programmes, the 
amount of the retroactive discount increases as the volume of purchases increases and their 
effects are likely to increase simultaneously. The discount received with higher monthly 
purchases is greater, and thus the switching costs are higher. This can lead to households 
with larger monthly purchases concentrating their purchases more than the households 
consuming less. Raijas and Järvelä (2015) provides indications that customer loyalty 
programmes have a greater impact on households with large amounts of consumption.12 
Retroactive discounts can push out competitors, especially when competing for the 
demand of much-consuming households. Previously, the potential benefits of the S Bonus 
were seen to be clearly higher than that of K-Plussa, whereby the ability of the former to 
attract customers is greater than that of the latter. This is suggested, at least by Raijas 
and Järvelä (2015), observing that focusing purchases was more important for S Group 
concentrators than for K Group concentrators. In addition, the effect of customer loyalty 
programmes on concentrating purchases is likely to be higher for main purchases than for 
replenishing purchases, as discounts lost in replenishing purchases can be compensated 
for through location and opening hours, for example.

Conditional rebates can also generate positive effects. According to Renda et al. (2009), 
the potential benefits of conditional sales methods are lower prices for consumers, the 
advantages of large-scale production for businesses, second-degree price discrimination 
and protection of investment.

Stockmann’s loyalty programme and the Finnair Plus programme are not the same type 
of retroactive discounts as the S Bonus and the K-Plussa programmes, but instead they 
offer bonus points and various services. Stockmann’s Loyal Customer programme has 
two thresholds, and the annual amount of purchases exceeding them boosts the customer 
to the next level. There are fewer thresholds than with S Bonus and K-Plussa, whereby 
the programme is likely to have no significant impact on switching costs. Nor does the 
programme provide customers at the highest customer loyalty level additional incentives 
for concentration similar to S Bonus and K-Plussa. However, Stockmann’s Loyal Customer 
receives a large amount of benefits over each broken threshold all at once, whereby the 
"suction" caused by the threshold can be intense and lead to customers buying too much. 

12 According to Raijas and Järvelä (2015), the Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority survey 
found that the proportion of customers concentrating on the S Group increases as monthly purchases 
increase. On the other hand, concentration on the K Group is at its peak in households with monthly 
purchases of 401–500 euros. The proportion of non-concentrating households decreases as monthly 
purchases increase.
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The Finnair Plus programme offers bonus points and various benefits related to 
membership levels. There are four thresholds in the programme, and exceeding them 
brings considerable benefits, so that the "suction" caused by the thresholds can be large. 
The bonus points of the programme also offer a customer at the highest membership level 
better incentives for concentration than others.

2.5. Empirical Observations of Possible Effects

Above, Finnish customer loyalty programmes were classified and the potential impacts 
of different systems on competition and consumer welfare were evaluated. This section 
examines recent trends in the market shares of the grocery trade and the non-life insurance 
sector. The review will include the S Group and K Group’s K-Plussa, as well as the customer 
loyalty programmes of OP and If. In addition to describing trends prevailing in the market, 
the aim is to find reasons for changes in market shares. Information allowing us to probe 
the reasons behind changes in market shares is very poorly available, so analysis in this 
section is descriptive.

2.5.1. Customer Loyalty Programmes of Retail Trade

The customer loyalty programmes of S Group and K Group, which can be considered to be 
conditional rebates, will be included in the empirical review of the programmes prevailing 
in the retail trade. The aim of this section is shed some light on the impact of S bonus and 
K Plussa within the retail trade.

Retail Trade Customer Loyalty Programmes and Market Shares

Figure 1 presented the market shares of the grocery trade in 2015 and it was observed that 
the combined market share of the two largest chains was 78.6%. The largest player in the 
market, i.e. S Group, accounted for 45.9 per cent while the second largest operator, K Group, 
accounted for 32.7 per cent. The centralized nature of the grocery trade is explained by the 
economies of scale achieved by chains, which are generated in the retail sector, especially 
through centralizing logistics and wholesale purchases (see PTY, 2015).

Figure 4 shows the market shares of the Finnish grocery trade between 2004 and 2015. It 
is evident that there have been clear changes in the market shares of grocery trade groups 
over the past ten years. In 2004, the largest chain was the K Group, with a market share (35 
per cent) slightly below S Group’s share (34 per cent). Suomen Lähikauppa accounted for 
10 per cent at the beginning of the period examined, making it the third largest chain. In 
2004, Lidl was a very new player in the Finnish grocery market as it opened its first stores 
in Finland in 2002. Lidl’s share of the market in 2004 was 3 per cent.
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Figure 4. Market Shares of Grocery Retail Trade in 2004-2015.

S Group K Group Lidl Suomen Lähikauppa Oy Others

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
S Group 34,3 % 35,9 % 39,9 % 41,0 % 42,4 % 43,2 % 44,1 % 45,2 % 45,6 % 45,7 % 45,7 % 45,9 %
K Group 35,3 % 33,9 % 33,5 % 33,9 % 33,7 % 34,2 % 35,0 % 35,3 % 34,7 % 34,0 % 33,1 % 32,7 %
Lidl 2,8 % 3,7 % 4,1 % 4,7 % 5,1 % 5,1 % 5,0 % 6,2 % 6,7 % 8,1 % 9,2 % 9,0 %
Suomen Lähikauppa Oy 10,0 % 10,8 % 11,9 % 11,9 % 11,3 % 10,2 % 9,0 % 7,8 % 7,3 % 7,0 % 6,8 % 6,4 %
Others 17,6 % 15,7 % 10,6 % 8,5 % 7,5 % 7,3 % 6,9 % 5,5 % 5,7 % 5,2 % 5,2 % 6,0 %
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Source: PTY, 2004-2015.

K Group started the period under review as the market leader, but in 2015 its market 
share was clearly lower than that of S Group. K Group’s market share has nevertheless 
remained fairly stable over the whole period, with only a 2 per cent reduction. S Group’s 
market share, however, has strengthened markedly. This is partly explained by the purchase 
of Spar’s equity shares that took place in 2005, but the S Group’s organic growth has also 
been strong.13 Lidl’s market share has grown fairly steadily and in 2015 Lidl already reached 
9 per cent share of the market. The market share of the Suomen Lähikauppa increased in 
the first years of the monitoring period, but it soon declined and was only 6 per cent in 2015.

Overall, Finland’s grocery trade has become more concentrated cent during the period 
under review, as the market share of the two largest actors grew from 69 per cent to 79 
per, the share of the three largest from 79 per cent to 88 per cent, and the share of the four 
largest from 86 per cent to 94 per cent.

Economies of scale do not explain market share changes alone. Instead, businesses can 
try to increase their sales and thus their market share, for example by investing in research 
and product development and marketing. Businesses can also strive to increase their market 
share by selling at low prices or by offering high quality products and services. In addition, 
companies can launch and develop customer loyalty programmes to attract customers and 
increase sales (Buzzell and Wiersema, 1981; Liu and Yang, 2009).

According to the Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority report (Raijas and 
Järvelä, 2015), the most important factor in choosing the primary place to buy groceries 
was an appropriate location, which was important or very important in the choice of 

13 In 2005 Spar had 275 stores and a 6.2 per cent market share. The Finnish Competition and Consumer 
Authority approved the deal on the condition that a minimum of 30 Spar stores are shifted over to competitors 
(see. SOK-yhtymä, 2006).
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store with 79 per cent of respondents. Respondents also considered the product range (78 
per cent of the respondents), the store’s familiarity (70 per cent) and the high quality of 
products (67 per cent) important. Peltoniemi and Yrjölä (2012) analysed the factors 
that influenced the choice of food in their survey, and according to them, the three most 
influential factors were the deliciousness, healthiness and price of food. In AC Nielsen’s 
surveys conducted in 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008, location (proximity) was also considered 
to be of particular importance. In addition to the location, the most important criteria for 
selecting a grocery store were the range of products, customer loyalty benefits, price/quality 
ratio, price level, and ease of access/speed. It was also noteworthy that the importance of 
customer loyalty benefits, price/quality ratio and of price levels increased from 2005 to 
2008 (PTY, 2009, 2010).

Some of the factors considered important in surveys are such that there are probably 
no significant differences in them between different chains, so they do not account for 
the differences between chains in market shares and the changes in market shares. Such 
factors include, for example, the deliciousness and healthiness of the food, the quality of 
the products or the familiarity of the store. There may also be differences between chains 
in product ranges, but the main factors explaining differences in market shares are likely 
to be differences in price, customer loyalty benefits and location. The investigation of 
these factors is prevented by the poor availability of data. For example, there is no reliable 
long-term information available on the price level of the chains. Pricing information can 
be obtained, for example, from food price comparisons made by newspapers and the 
Consumer’s Union. However, comparisons are usually based on a small amount of goods 
and individual stores and are not available for a long period of time.

2.5.2. Customer Loyalty Programmes of Banking and Insurance Services

In addition to the customer loyalty programmes of the retail trade, the effects of the 
customer loyalty programmes of OP and If operating in the financial services sector are also 
examined. As in the retail trade, the market for insurance and banking services was also 
found to be very concentrated in Finland so that in 2015 the three largest non-life insurance 
companies accounted for 77 per cent of the premiums of Finnish direct insurance (Figure 3) 
while the three largest credit institutions accounted for 79 per cent of the loans (Figure 2).

Figure 5 shows the development of the market shares of Finnish non-life insurance 
companies with respect to private customers in 2003–2015. The market shares of the 
companies are described by their share of private persons’ insured cars.14 The figure does 
not include 2004 as no data was available for that year. Lähivakuutus and Tapiola merged 
in 2012 and formed LocalTapiola, which formally started its operations at the beginning 
of 2013. Figure 5 shows the market shares of Lähivakuutus and Tapiola both separately 
and together.

14 Because market shares of non-life insurance are measured differently in Figure 5 than in Figure 3, the 
market shares of the companies differ from each other. Due to better availability of information, instead of 
direct premiums, the development of the market is depicted through companies’ shares of car insurance.
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Figure 5. Non-life Insurance Companies’ Share of Insured Cars 

2003 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Local Insurance+Tapiola 31,7 % 34,1 % 34,4 % 34,3 % 34,0 % 33,6 % 32,7 % 31,8 % 30,8 % 30,2 %
LocalTapiola 30,2 % 30,7 % 30,3 %
Pohjola (OP) 20,6 % 18,7 % 19,6 % 21,0 % 21,8 % 22,7 % 24,1 % 25,4 % 27,0 % 27,3 % 27,6 % 27,7 %
If 30,4 % 29,2 % 27,5 % 25,9 % 25,4 % 24,9 % 24,7 % 24,6 % 24,2 % 24,6 % 24,3 % 23,9 %
Local Insurance 9,9 % 11,0 % 10,8 % 10,8 % 10,9 % 11,3 % 11,5 % 11,6 % 11,4 %
Tapiola 21,8 % 23,1 % 23,6 % 23,5 % 23,1 % 22,4 % 21,3 % 20,2 % 19,4 %
Others 17,3 % 18,1 % 18,5 % 18,7 % 18,9 % 18,8 % 18,6 % 18,3 % 18,1 % 17,9 % 17,4 % 18,2 %
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No data was available for 2004 so it was omitted from the figure.
Source: Trafi.

Figure 5 shows that If was the largest non-life insurer in Finland in 2003 but lost a 
significant amount of its market share during the period under review. If’s share was only 
23.9 per cent in 2015, which is 6.9 percentage points less than at the start of the period. 
Tapiola’s market share increased at the beginning of the review period and reached its peak 
(23.6%) in 2006. However, Tapiola’s market share started to decline and was only 19.4 per 
cent in 2012 before its merger with Lähivakuutus. There was no significant fluctuation in 
the market share of Lähivakuutus between 2003 and 2015, being at a low of 9.9 per cent in 
2003 and a high of at 11.6 per cent in 2011.

OP’s market share growth has been very strong during the period under review. In 2016, 
OP’s share of insured cars was 27.8 per cent, which is 7.2 percentage points higher than in 
2003. The market share of OP (Pohjola) was 20.6 per cent in 2003 and in 2005 it dropped 
to 18.7 per cent. Subsequently, the share started to grow strongly. OP’s market share growth 
was very fast from 2005 to 2012, with its market share increasing by 8.3 percentage points 
during this period. The fastest growth was recorded between 2007 and 2009, when growth 
was 1.4 percentage points and in 2012, when its share grew by 1.6 percentage points.

Customer Loyalty Programmes and Market Shares

Significant changes have been made to the concentration benefits offered by insurance 
companies, which may have contributed to the development of market shares. The 
development of market shares between 2003 and 2016 was presented above, and it is 
interesting to see whether the changes in customer loyalty programmes and the large 
changes in market shares have occurred simultaneously.
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OP expanded its operations into non-life insurance by becoming Pohjola’s main owner in 
2005. At this stage OP bonuses could not yet be used to pay for insurance premiums. During 
the period under review, OP made significant changes to its concentration benefits in 2007, 
2008 and 2011. In 2007, OP allowed the use of bonuses to pay also for insurance premiums 
and increased the bonus percentage from 0.12 to 0.18. In 2008, the bonus percentage was 
increased to 0.25. Since November 2011, OP stopped paying bonuses in cash and limited 
the period of their validity to five years, after which the unused bonuses expire.

Before 2008, If’s customers received a 10 per cent discount on car insurance and 6 per 
cent on other insurances if the customer had non-life insurance in at least two insurance 
groups. In June 2008, If changed its bonus programme so, that three types of insurance 
entitled customers to an 8 per cent discount and one additional insurance increased the 
discount by two percentage points, so that the discount was a maximum of 14 per cent. 
In November 2014, If changed its bonus programme so that a customer already receives 
a 10 per cent discount with a single type of insurance and a 15 per cent discount with two 
types of finsurance.15

Tapiola launched its Omaetu programme in November 2007. In the programme, Tapiola’s 
services were divided into five types: home/property, car/property, health, daily expenses 
and wealth. Customers were entitled to an 8 per cent discount on their insurance if they 
had services of two types, 12 per cent for three types of services and 15 per cent for four 
types of services.16 In 2008, the highest discount level was raised to 17 per cent. In 2014 
the daily expenses section was removed from services, at which point the number of types 
dropped from five to four.

Loyalty programmes and the changes made to them differ and it is difficult to estimate 
how much each programme could be expected to affect the company’s market share. 
However, OP strives to provide the best incentives in the sector17 and seems to have been 
successful in doing so. In addition to OP’s benefits being generous, they also encourage the 
pooling of banking and insurance services. It is also noteworthy that the changes made in 
the OP customer loyalty programme have undoubtedly improved the benefits received by 
a concentrating customer.

The growth in the market share of Pohjola (OP) appears to have started in 2006 after OP 
became the main owner of Pohjola18. However, OP’s market share growth does not seem to 
be systematically tied to the years in which OP made significant changes to its concentrating 

15 Home insurance or comprehensive car insurance.
16 On the second benefit level customers also received a 50 per cent discount on bank service charges and 
a 100 per cent discount on investment fund subscription fees for monthly savers. On the third benefit level 
a customer also received a 100 per cent discount on bank service charges and investment fund subscription 
fees for monthly investors and a 50 per cent discount on investment fund subscription fees for one-time 
investments. On the fourth level a customer received a 100 per cent discount on all of these.
17 For example OP’s annual report from 2007, page 5: "The promise to provide the best concentration benefits 
will steer the development of our entire business."
18 At this point OP bonuses could no longer be used to pay for insurance charges. However, merging banking 
and insurance services provided an efficient sales channel and on page 14 of OP’s annual report from 2006 
it is mentioned, that "Cross-selling of banking and insurance services had a promising start."
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benefits. The changes in the market share of If also do not deviate from normal in the years 
when If made changes to its bonus programme.

However, the deployment of a loyalty programme and the changes made to it may have 
both immediate and long-term effects. It is likely, for example, that the improvement 
of concentration benefits made by OP in 2008 made customers switch to OP and start 
concentrating, for example, in 2009 and 2010.

In addition, there may have been changes in factors affecting the market shares of 
companies during the period under review, which cannot be taken into account with the 
data available. A more detailed examination of the subject would require data including 
information about the prices of insurance policies offered by different insurance companies, 
investments in marketing, the quality of insurance, customer and insurance amounts, and 
premium incomes. 

The importance of OP’s concentration benefits can also be examined by looking at the 
size of the company’s customer base over the years. Growth in market shares may be due 
to the acquisition of new customers and old customers becoming concentrating customers. 
Table 5 presents the amount of OP’s customers in 2005 and 2015. Customers have been 
classified into banking, insurance and concentrating customers. 

Table 5 shows that OP’s total customer volume has increased by 338,000 customers, 
while the number of concentrating customers has increased by 950,000. The number 
of concentrating customers has thus increased 612,000 more than the total number of 
customers. The number 
of bank customers has 
decreased by 466,000 and 
the number of insurance 
customers has decreased 
by 146,000. OP has thus 
managed to attract new 
customers,  but  i t  has 
especially managed to make 
a huge number of existing 
banking and insurance 
c u s t o m e r s  b e c o m e 
concentrating customers. Table 5 gives an indication of the importance of customer loyalty 
benefits as the market share increases. The observations are supported by OP’s annual 
reports, which see OP’s concentration benefits as an important competitive advantage and 
a major source of growth. For example, according to the 2010 annual report19:

"The possibility to pay premiums in full or in part with OP bonuses is a competitive 
advantage that others do not have." The 2013 annual report mentions that the strengthened 
market position has been based on successful cross-selling.20

19 OP Pohjola (2010, 105).
20 OP Pohjola (2013, 42).

Table 5. The number of customers in OP bank.

2005 2015 Muutos
Solely bank customers (1000) 2413 1947 -466
Concentrating customers (1000) 706 1656 950
Solely insurance customers (1000) 846 700 -146
Total (1000) 3965 4303 338

Source: OP Ryhmä, 2015.
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The above analysis suggests that the OP’s successful cross-selling of banking and 
insurance services and its concentration benefits were important factors behind OP’s 
market share growth because:

(i) OP’s (Pohjola) market share growth seems to have begun in 2006, when OP 
expanded its operations to insurance.

(ii) Between 2007 and 2011, OP made several improvements to its concentration 
benefits and its market share grew strongly until 2012, after which the growth rate 
has been slower.

(iii) The number of OP’s concentrating customers has grown tremendously, also in 
relation to the total number of customers.

(iv) Indications of the importance of concentration and cross-selling are also provided 
by the fact that OP itself sees them as a significant competitive advantage and as a 
source of growth.

Summary of the Effects of Customer Loyalty Programmes on Market Shares

Above the market shares of non-life insurance companies were examined during 2003-
2015 and the effects of customer loyalty programmes on the observed changes were 
discussed. The market share of OP was found to have risen sharply between 2003 and 
2015, whereas the market share of If fell considerably. OP provides the best concentration 
benefits in the industry, in addition to which OP also made the most large-scale changes 
to its concentration benefits over the period under review. Thus it is probable that of all 
the customer loyalty programmes, the programme provided by OP have had the greatest 
impact on the development of market shares.

In addition, during the period under review there may have been changes in factors 
affecting the market shares of companies, which cannot be taken into account with the 
available data. A more detailed examination of the subject would require data including 
information about the prices of insurance policies offered by different insurance companies, 
investments in marketing, the quality of insurance, customer and insurance amounts, and 
premium incomes. 

However, the review provided indications that OP’s successful cross-selling of banking 
and insurance services and concentration benefits supported by OP’s (Pohjola) cross-
subsidization were important factors behind OP’s market share growth. The market share 
growth seems to have started in 2006, when OP expanded its operations to insurance. In 
2006 it was not yet possible to use OP bonuses for the payment of insurance premiums, but 
at that time OP provided a free one-year home insurance to its concentrating customers. 
Secondly, between 2007 and 2011, OP made several improvements to its concentration 
benefits and its market share grew strongly until 2012, after which the growth rate has been 
somewhat slower. Thirdly, the number of OP’s concentrating customers has grown sharply 
also in relation to the total number of customers. Fourthly, indications of the importance 
of concentration benefits and cross- selling are also provided by the fact that OP itself sees 
them as major competitive advantages and as sources of growth.
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2.6. Swedish Customer Loyalty Programmes

2.6.1. Retail Trade and Customer Loyalty Programmes in Sweden

Sweden’s grocery trade is also very concentrated and characterized by strong chains. The 
combined market shares of the four largest chains in the market was approximately 94 per 
cent in 2015 and the three largest market shares were around 87 per cent (Figure 6). Thus, 
the combined market shares of the four and three largest companies are virtually identical 
to those of Finland.21 In Sweden’s grocery trade, one chain is clearly much larger than the 
others. In 2015, ICA’s market share was close to 51 per cent, while the second largest chain, 
Coop, had a market share of about 20 per cent and the third largest share of Axfood was 
about 16 per cent (see Delfi, DLF & HUI Research, 2016)

Although the grocery market in Finland and Sweden is almost identical in relation to the 
market shares of the four and three largest chains, the market shares of the largest chains 
differ from one country to the other. While there are two particularly large chains in the 
grocery market in Finland, S Group and K Group, in Sweden ICA is clearly larger than its 
rivals while the next two largest chains are of the same magnitude (see Delphi, DLF & 
HUI Research, 2016; PTY, 2015).

ICA Group ICA Card

The ICA Group is a retail chain specializing 
in grocery trade, which also operates in the 
provision of banking services, pharmacy 
products and real estate brokerage services. 
In 2015 approximately 84 per cent of ICA’s 
sales came from retail sales (72 per cent 
from Sweden and 12 per cent from the 
Baltic countries) and about 12 per cent from 
pharmacy products. ICA, like the K Group, is 
a retail chain and is clearly the largest player 
in the Swedish grocery trade (see Delphi, 
DLF & HUI Research, 2016; ICA Gruppen, 
2015).

ICA offers bonuses, various discounts and a 
customer magazine Buff as customer loyalty 
benefits. Customers generate bonus to their 
membership cards from purchases made in 
registered ICA stores and Hjärtat Apotek 

21 In Finland the combined shares of the four largest ones was 94 per cent and the three largest 88 per 
cent in 2015.

Figure 6. Non-life Insurance Companies’ Share 
of Insurance Premium Income.

The figure presents domestic insurance companies’ share 
of insurance premium income.
Source: Finanssialan keskusliitto,  Vakuutusvuosi 2015.
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pharmacies.22 Each krona spent on purchases entitling a bonus qualifies as one bonus 
point for the customer.23 A monthly bonus is sent to the customer when at least 2500 bonus 
points have been accrued. If there are less than 2500 bonus points in one month, the points 
will be transferred to the next month’s balance. 2500 bonus points entitle a bonus coupon 
worth 25 krona so the bonus offered by the programme is 1 per cent. Bonus coupons can 
be used to shop at ICA’s stores as well as at Hjärtät pharmacies. A bonus coupon can only 
be used to pay for products that accrue a bonus (see ICA, 2016). 

Loyalty programme customers receive a double bonus if they have combined their loyalty 
card with an ICA Banken debit card and also have a loan, savings or insurance from ICA 
Banken.24 The bonus percentage can thus be 2% (see ICA, 2016).

ICA also offers varying discounts as customer loyalty benefits, which can be common 
to all loyalty programme customers or customer-specific and store-specific. Common 
discounts are provided both in ICA’s stores and purchases made through ICA’s partners. 
ICA’s partners operate sectors relating to tourism, accommodation and entertainment.25

Store-specific discounts can be offered for certain products or the entire shopping cart 
and the stores themselves decide how discounts are given. Stores can give discounts, for 
example, to customers whose purchases exceed a certain threshold. However, accurate 
information is not available about the size of store or customer-specific discounts and the 
criteria for achieving them. Loyalty programme customers also get a monthly magazine, 
Buff. It is sent to customers who have accrued a minimum of 1200 bonus points per month 
(see ICA, 2016).

Coop MedMera Card

Kooperativa Förbundet, KF, is a Swedish cooperative, which is the main owner of Coop 
Sweden, a retailer specializing in the grocery trade. Kooperativa Förbundet also includes 
the KF-owned MedMera bank and KF Fastigheter, a real estate agency. Coop is Sweden’s 
second largest grocery chain with a market share of around 20 per cent (see Delphi, DLF 
& HUI Research, 2016; Kooperativa Förbundet, 2015).

Coop offers its member customers a bonus, varying discounts and a customer loyalty 
programme magazine Mer Smak. The loyalty programme member receives one bonus 
point per each krona spent at a Coop store.26 If a member customer consumes at least 

22 In order for a customer to receive ICA bonus from purchases made at Hjärtat Apotek pharmacies, they 
must also belong to Hjärtat Apotek’s customer loyalty programme.
23 However, a bonus does not accrue from buying the products of Systembolaget, mail order companies or 
Apoteket AB, which are sold in ICA stores or from purchasing gift cards, tobacco products, lottery tickets 
or betting services.
24 In order for a customer to be rewarded double bonuses, they must have any type of loan, any type of 
insurance or at least 5000 krona worth of savings.
25 Annex 6 describes the sites and partners that provide ICA’s customer loyalty benefits.
26 Purchases of tobacco products, gambling products, raffle and lottery tickets, gift cards, medicines and 
intermediated products do not accrue points.
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21 000 kronor worth at Coop stores within a period of six months, their bonus points will 
be doubled (see Coop, 2016).

Member customers collect a double bonus at Coop stores if they have linked their loyalty 
card to a MedMera Banken debit card. In addition, depending on the type of bank card, 
they receive a maximum of 0.5 bonus points from purchases made from outlets other than 
Coop stores (see Coop, 2016).27

Bonus points can be used to buy Coop discount coupons or some pre-defined products 
and services. By purchasing discount coupons, the customer receives a one krona discount 
per one hundred krona, so the bonus is 1 per cent. Member customers can receive a bigger 
advantage by purchasing products predesignated by Coop directly. When purchasing 
groceries, the bonus percentage is typically 1.1 per cent and, for example, when purchasing 
a Dolce Gusto capsule coffee maker, the customer will receive a benefit of one hundred 
points worth about 2 krona. Thus, the bonus percentage of Coop’s loyalty programme 
depends on the amount of the customer’s consumption, the type of loyalty card and what 
the customer uses bonus points for (see Coop, 2016).28

Coop’s member customers also receive 
varying discounts and personalized offers 
that require a minimum of 500 kronor 
consumption per month. Members also 
receive Mer Smak magazine, published 10 
times a year, when they spend at least 1000 
kronor per month. In addition to bonuses, the 
benefits of the customer loyalty programme 
include discounts from affiliate partners (see 
Coop, 2016).

2.6.2. Programmes of Banking and 
Insurance Services in Sweden 

As in Finland, the Swedish non-life insurance 
market is also concentrated and largely 
controlled by a few corporations. Figure 7 
shows that in Sweden, the four largest non-
life insurers accounted for about 80 per cent 
of the premium revenue of Swedish direct 
insurance while the three largest accounted 
for about 65 per cent. 

27 With a Coop Medmera Mer card, for purchases made from non-bonus companies, 0.5 bonus points 
will be accumulated. With a Coop Medmera Betala Efter card, 0.25 points will be accumulated per krona.
28 In Appendix 6, examples of products which can be purchased with Coop bonus points are presented 
alongside Coop’s bonus percentage in different situations.

Figure 7. Swedish Non-life Insurance Companies’ 
Shares of Insurance Premium Income.

The figure presents Swedish insurance companies’ share of 
insurance premium income.
Source: Svensk Försäkring,  2015
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However, the combined market shares of the four and three largest companies, measuring 
the concentration of the sector, are smaller in Sweden than in Finland. In Finland, the four 
largest companies had a combined market share of 87 per cent, while the three largest had 
77 per cent in 2015 (see Finanssialan Keskusliitto, 2015; Svensk Försäkring, 2015).

Länsförsäkringar is the largest insurance company by far and had a market share of almost 
30 per cent in 2015. After Länsförsäkringar, the next three largest non-life insurances are 
very close to each other in size. In 2015, the market share of the second largest company, 
If, was about 18 per cent, the third largest, 
Folksam, had a share of about 17 per cent, and 
the fourth largest company, Trygg-Hansan, 
accounted for about 15 per cent. The four 
largest non-life insurance companies in 
Sweden are in their own category, with the 
fifth largest company (Moderna) accounting 
for only about three per cent in 2015 (see 
Svensk Försäkring, 2015).

Figure 8 shows banks’ shares of non-MFI 
loans in Sweden in 2015. The Swedish banking 
market is also very concentrated and, as in 
the insurance market, concentration in the 
banking market is also lower than in Finland. 
The combined market share of the four 
largest banks in Sweden in 2015 was about 
72 per cent (about 79 per cent in Finland ) 
and the share of the three largest was about 
59 per cent (about 73 per cent in Finland)
(see Finanssialan Keskusliitto, 2016; 
Svenska Bankföreningen, 2015).

Based on loans to non-MFIs, the largest 
banks in Sweden are Swedbank and 
Handelsbanken, both with a market share of 
approximately 22 per cent in 2015. The third-
largest bank was SEB with a market share of around 14 per cent and the fourth-largest was 
Nordea with a market share of around 13 per cent. Other banks are clearly smaller than 
Nordea. The fifth-largest bank, SBAB Bank’s market share was approximately 6 per cent, 
Danske Bank’s share was about 5 per cent and Länsförsäkringar’s share was about 4 per 
cent (see Svenska Bankföreningen, 2015).

Concentration Benefits of Länsförsäkringar

Länsförsäkringar is a Swedish banking and insurance service group. Länförsäkringar 
consists of 23 regional Länsförsäkringar companies, which together own 100 per cent of 
Länsförsäkringar AB. The regional Länsförsäkrigar companies are cooperatives owned by 

Figure 8. Shares of Credit Institutions Loans in 
Sweden in 2015.

The figure illustrates the market shares in credit institutions’ 
loans (non-MFI) in Sweden.
Source: Svenska Bankföreningen, 2015.
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customers. Länsförsäkring is by far the largest non-life insurance company in Sweden with 
a market share of almost 30 per cent. However, its banking operations are considerably 
smaller than those of the largest banks. Länförsäkringar’s share of the outstanding loans 
was 3.5 per cent in 2015 (see Länsförsäkringar, 2016; Svensk Försäkring, 2015; 
Svenska Bankföreningen, 2015).

Länsförsäkringar offers its banking and insurance customers concentration benefits, 
which vary between regional Länsförsäkringar companies. Some 16 of the regional 
cooperatives offer a loyalty programme for Gold, Silver and Bronze customers. The Gold 
level offers the greatest benefits and eligibility for it requires that the customer has home 
insurance, an active bank account and savings.29 Depending on the region, Gold customers 
receive a 25, 20 or 15 per cent discount on insurance. In addition, Gold-level customers 
receive various benefits, such as a free credit card and bank account, as well as benefits on real 
estate brokerage services depending on the region. Silver customer membership requires 
home insurance and an active bank account or savings at Länsförsäkringar. Silver customers 
receive a 15, 10, 8, or 7 per cent discount on their insurance depending on the region.30 Bronze 
level eligibility does not require banking services, but is accessible to customers who have 
additional insurance as well as home insurance. At the bronze level, customers receive a 
10, 5 or 4 per cent discount on their insurance (see Länsförsäkringsbolagen, 2016).

The above-mentioned concentration benefits are the most common, as they are valid in 
16 different Länsförsäkringar companies. In addition to these 16, there are seven regional 
Länsförsäkringar companies, which offer slightly different concentration benefits. 
Concentration benefits for all regional Länsförsäkringar companies are presented in 
Annex 7.

If Skadeförsäkring›s Customer Loyalty Programme

If is a part of the Sampo Group offering insurance services in Sweden, Norway, Denmark 
and the Baltic countries, in addition to Finland. If is the leading insurance company in 
the Nordic countries with more than 3.7 million customers. If is the second largest non-
life insurance company in Sweden and in 2015 it had a market share of approximately 
18 per cent of direct premium revenues in Sweden (see Sampo Group, 2015; Svensk 
Försäkring, 2015).

The concentration benefits offered by If in Sweden are the same as those in Finland. 
When a customer has home or car insurance, they will receive a 10 per cent discount on 
all insurance and a 200 Swedish kronor deductible. If the customer has both car and home 
insurance, they will receive a 15 per cent discount on all their insurance and a 300 kronor 
deductible. Customers who have taken our car, home and personal insurance receive a 15 

29 An active bank account signifies an account which a customer uses for wages, support, or other regular 
income. The bank account must also have a regularly used bank card linked to it. Savings mean either at 
least 200,000 kronor worth of savings or regular, at least 500 kronor monthly savings.
30 In two regions (Blekingen and Kalmar län) Silver and Bronze customers do not receive any discounts.
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per cent discount on all their insurance, a 400 kronor deductible, and a personal service 
agent (see If, 2016a).

Folksam’s Customer Loyalty Programme

Folksam is a Swedish mutually-owned insurance company. Folksam is the third largest 
non-life insurance company in Sweden with a market share of about 17 per cent in 2015, 
thus being only slightly smaller than If (see Folksam, 2016a; Svensk Försäkring, 2015). 
Folksam offers home insurance holders a 10 per cent discount on all insurance policies, 
and the customer also has access to various additional discounts. If, in addition to home 
insurance, the customer also purchases a burglar alarm system approved by Folksam, 
they will receive an additional 5 per cent discount on home insurance. Customers living 
in a detached house can receive a total of 10 per cent in additional discounts by acquiring 
a Folksam approved water leak alarm system. Customers living in a detached house can 
thus get a 25 per cent discount on home insurance and a 10 per cent discount on other 
insurances if they have burglar and water leak alarm systems.31 Folksam also offers an 
additional 5 per cent discount on car insurance if the customer has home insurance and 
more than one insured car with Folksam (see Folksam, 2016b).

Trygg-Hansa Customer Loyalty Programme

The fourth largest non-life insurance company in Sweden is Trygg-Hansa, with a market 
share of about 15 per cent in 2015. Trygg-Hansa is part of Codan Group, which in turn 
is owned by the UK insurance company RSA Group (see Svensk Försäkring, 2015; 
Trygg-Hansa, 2015).

The Trygg-Hansan customer loyalty programme gives customers benefits for 
concentrating insurance. The size of the customer’s benefits depends on how types of 
many insurance they have with Trygg-Hansa. With one type of insurance, the customer 
gets no discount, with two insurance policies they get a 5 per cent discount, three entitles 
them to a 10 per cent discount, four warrants a 15 per cent discount and with five or more 
insurance policies, the customer receives a 20 per cent discount. The discount can also 
be accrued through several insurance policies of the same type of insurance, for example 
with home insurance and two car insurance policies entitling a 10 per cent discount. All 
types of insurance are not eligible for discounts, but accrued benefits also reduce the cost 
of insurance that is not eligible for discounts (see Trygg-Hansa, 2016).32

31 If a customer’s home insurance is paid by a union, the customer does not receive a 10 per cent discount 
on home insurance, but will receive a discount for other insurances.
32 The following insurances do not accrue Trygg-Hansa’s discount: motorcycle, moped, terrain vehicle, 
camper, trailer home, trailer and boat insurance.
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2.6.3. Sweden’s Customer Loyalty Programme Industries

Table 6 shows how many industries are involved in the different customer loyalty 
programmes.33 The companies of Swedish loyalty programmes are also divided into the top 
level of Statistics Finland’s 2008 Standard Industrial Classification system and the 2, 3 and 
4-digit levels. The figures in the table show how many different industries the companies 
that are part of the "main 
programme" of the customer 
loyalty programme operate 
in and the number in the 
parentheses tells the number 
of industries with companies 
that are in some way part 
of the customer loyalty 
programme. Companies 
in the "main programme" 
of the customer loyalty 
programme are defined as 
businesses that offer the full 
benefits of the programme.

I C A  G r o u p ’s  " m a i n 
programme" includes ICA 
and Hjärtat Apotek, as well 
as ICA Banken’s banking and 
insurance services, as ICA 
Banken’s debit or credit card 
bonuses are doubled if the 
customer has loans, savings or insurance from ICA. Other companies in the customer loyalty 
programme do not offer opportunities to accrue bonuses, but rather they offer different 
discounts to ICA’s bonus customers. Coop’s loyalty programme’s "main programme" 
includes Coop’s stores and MedMera Banken. Affiliated businesses that reward bonuses 
are not included in the "main programme" because they do not offer double bonus points 
with a MedMera debit card and points collected in them are not included in the 21 000 
point consumption threshold.

In the case of Länsförsäkringar, banking and insurance services, excluding real estate 
services, are included in the "main programme". Of the Swedish customer loyalty 
programmes, Coop combines the largest amount of different industries and the If, Trygg 
Hansa and Folksam customer loyalty programmes combine the least. ICA’s customer 
loyalty programme extends to almost as many industries as the Coop programme. The 
"main programmes" of ICA’s and Coop’s customer loyalty programmes, however, combine 
a significantly smaller amount of industries than their loyalty programmes as a whole, and 

33 Appendix 8 presents the companies belonging to the customer loyalty programmes and their industries.

Table 6. Swedish Companies with Customer Loyalty Programmes by 
Industrial Classification.

Industrial Classification
Top level 2-digit 

level
3-digit 
level

4-digit 
level

ICA Gruppen 2 (7) 3 (12) 5 (15) 6 (19)
Coop 2 (9) 2 (13) 2 (15) 3 (21)
Länsförsäkringar 1 (2) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 (5)
If 1 1 1 1
Trygg-Hansa 1 1 1 1
Folksam 1 1 1 1

The table indicates the number of industrial sectors in which a company with a 
customer loyalty programme operates. The first figure in a column shows how 
many industries are part of the top level of the loyalty programme, i.e. how many 
companies in the industrial sector offer the full benefits of the programme. The 
figure in parentheses tells how many companies in the industry participate in some 
way in the customer loyalty programme.
Source: Coop, 2016; Folksam, 2016b; ICA, 2016; If, 2016b; Länsförsäkringsbolagen, 
2016;Trygg-Hansa, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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the "main programme" of each only includes companies from two top-level categories of 
industry.

ICA’s customer loyalty programme includes ICA Groups own outlets with companies 
operating in travel, accommodation and entertainment-related industries. Coop’s 
customer loyalty programme’s affiliate partners also operate in industries related to travel, 
accommodation and entertainment. Coop’s partners also include an electric company. In 
Finland, S Bonus includes these industries as well as restaurants and cafes, Elisa offering 
internet and telephone subscriptions, and healthcare services. S Bonus also includes a 
considerably wider range of retail businesses than ICA’s customer loyalty programme, and 
bonuses can also be accrued through purchasing fuel, for example.

2.6.4. Comparison between Customer Loyalty Programmes of Finnish and Swedish 
Retail Trade

ICA and Coop offer their customers better contractual terms when they meet the eligibility 
criteria outlined in the customer loyalty programme and they can therefore be considered 
conditional sales methods. In the ICA and Coop systems, better contract terms entail bonus 
points, discounts and a loyal customer magazine. Meeting the criteria for better terms, 
in turn, refers to joining the customer loyalty programme and, in the case of Coop, also a 
certain amount of consumption. However, in ICA’s and Coop’s programmes, bonus points 
are not paid out in cash, as in the S Group and K Group bonus programmes, rather they 
may be used for payment at ICA’s and Coop’s stores.34

There may be great differences in the effects of Sweden’s retail grocery customer 
loyalty programmes compared to those in Finland. The bonus percentage received by 
ICA’s loyalty programme customers does not depend at all on how much the customer 
consumes in companies offering ICA bonus points, rather all ICA card holders receive 
the same bonus percentage. In this case, the customer’s earlier purchasing decisions will 
not affect discounts received from future purchases, and future purchasing decisions will 
not affect discounts from previous purchases. ICA’s bonus points are, thus, in practice, a 
fixed discount to all loyal customers. In this case, consumers face a choice in which they 
must compare the competitor’s price and ICA’s "reduced" price with each other. ICA bonus 
points reward owners of a bonus card but do not encourage concentration of consumption 
and do not generate switching costs in the same way as the customer loyalty programmes 
of the S Group and K Groups. Since ICA’s customer loyalty programme does not have any 
thresholds increasing the bonus percentage, it also does not cause "suction" leading to 
excessive consumption.

Coop’s loyalty programme, on the other hand, has one threshold, with higher consumption 
leading to double bonuses, and in practice, a rise in the bonus percentage.35 This way Coop’s 
bonus points also encourage concentrating consumption to Coop’s stores and create 

34 Cash payments of K Group’s Plussa points ended on October 1, 2016.
35 Doubling the points requires at least 21,000 kronor in purchases in Coop’s stores over a half year period. 
Only points accumulated in Coop’s stores are counted into the quota and doubled.
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switching costs. The threshold in the loyalty programme can also create "suction". Coop’s 
programme only has one consumption threshold while there are nine in the S Group and 
K Group programmes. One threshold creates "suction" and generates switching costs for 
a smaller customer base than the Finnish loyalty programmes.

However, in addition to bonus points, ICA’s and Coop’s bonus customers also receive 
personalized discounts that can be granted on the basis of the customer’s consumption, 
for example by offering larger discounts to consumers who spend more. Coop offers 
personalized discounts to loyalty programme customers spending at least 500 Swedish 
kronor per month. Such information is not available on ICA’s personalized discounts. 
Also, there is no information on discount amounts and what products they are aimed at 
for either chain. Personalized discounts encourage customers not only to join the loyalty 
programme, but also to concentrate their consumption.

Differences were also identified between loyalty programmes in regard to the industries 
involved. All the loyal customer loyalty programmes reviewed cover almost the same 
amount of businesses operating in different industries.36 However, the loyalty programmes 
of the Finnish retail trade seem to combine industries in a more versatile way than ICA’s 
and Coop’s loyalty programmes. The S Bonus and K-Plussa programmes offer benefits in 
companies operating in the tourism, accommodation and entertainment industries, but also 
in car maintenance, fuel, restaurants and cafes. In addition, the Finnish loyalty programmes 
combine a considerably broader range of businesses in the retail sector. 

It is also noteworthy that all S Bonus partners offer bonuses, and purchases in them 
also increase bonus percentages. Part of the K-Plussa affiliates only offer basic points and 
some only accrue bonus points that raise the bonus percentage. Purchases at ICA’s and 
Coop’s affiliates do not raise bonus percentages at all. Thus, the S Group unites its affiliates 
operating in various industries more strongly than the K Group, Coop and ICA.

Overall, of the retail trade’s customer loyalty programmes in Finland and Sweden, S 
Group’s loyalty programme can be thought of as having the strongest effects as it has the 
greatest benefits, the amount of consumption has the greatest impact on the level of benefits 
and it combines industries more strongly than other customer loyalty programmes.

Observations on the Swedish Grocery Trade

Delfi DLF and HUI Research publish the Dagligvarukartan annually, which describes 
market shares of the Swedish grocery trade. Data on the market shares of chains operating 
in Sweden were available for the years 2009–2015 and they are presented in Figure 9. The 
figure shows that market share changes have been very subtle in Sweden during this period.

36 Coop consists of 9 industries on the top level of the industry classification system, S Bonus combines 
8, and ICA 7. S Bonus, K Plussa and Coop consist of 21, and ICA consists of 19 different industries of the 
classification system’s 4-digit level.
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Figure 9. Market Shares of Swedish Grocery Retail Trade in 2015.

%

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
ICA 50,3 % 48,7 % 49,4 % 50,0 % 50,7 % 50,9 % 50,7 %
Coop 20,6 % 21,1 % 21,4 % 21,3 % 20,9 % 20,5 % 19,8 %
Axfood 15,7 % 15,5 % 15,0 % 15,8 % 15,9 % 15,8 % 16,0 %
Bergendahls 5,7 % 7,7 % 7,4 % 7,3 % 6,8 % 7,0 % 7,3 %
Others 7,7 % 7,1 % 6,8 % 5,6 % 5,6 % 5,9 % 6,2 %
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Source: Delfi, DLF and HUI Research, 2010–2016.

Coop’s market share was slightly smaller in 2015 than in 2009, whereas the shares of ICA, 
Axfood and Bergendahls grew slightly. However, the changes in the market shares of the 
chains were very small and only the market share change of Bergendahls was more than 
one percentage point. The combined shares of the three largest chains were also almost 
the same in 2009 and 2015. Due to the growth of Bergendahls’ share, the combined shares 
of the four largest chains grew over this period. Since the market shares of the Swedish 
grocery trade have remained fairly stable, it can also be assumed that at least no significant 
relative changes have occurred in the factors affecting these market shares in 2009-2015. 

The market development of the grocery trade has been very different in Finland and 
Sweden during 2009-2015. The market shares of Swedish grocery chains have remained 
fairly stable, and none of the market shares of the chains has experienced an upward or 
downward trend. Instead, more and bigger changes have taken place in the Finnish market. 
S Group’s and Lidl’s market shares have risen sharply since 2009, and the market shares 
of Suomen Lähikauppa and K Group have declined.

2.6.5. Comparison between Customer Loyalty Programmes of Finnish and Swedish 
Banks and Insurance Companies

If, Trygg-Hansa and Folksam offer an insurance package at a discounted price, but all of 
the bundled insurance policies can also be purchased as single items, which means that the 
concentration benefit can be considered a package discount. The benefits of concentration 
at Länsförsäkringar are somewhat similar, and its concentration benefits can also be 
considered a package discount. Unlike its competitor, however, Länsförsäkringar bundles 
products from different industries.
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Of the customer loyalty programmes examined in the Swedish non-life insurance 
market, only Länsförsäkringar combines banking and insurance services, while others 
only bundle non-life insurances. According to Renda et al. (2009), a company with a 
dominant position in the market for product A can leverage the market power of product 
A via bundling to increase the sales of product B. Länsförsäkringar is the largest non-life 
insurance company in Sweden, in which case the bundling of banking and insurance services 
can be an effective way to increase the number of banking customers. On the other hand, in 
the banking market, Länsförsäkringar is clearly smaller than the largest coalitions, which 
is why the company cannot use the market power of its banking operations to a similar 
effect to strengthen its market position in the non-life insurance market.37

OP and Länsförsäkringar cross-sell banking and insurance services, and when comparing 
their concentration benefits, there is a major difference in the market position of the 
companies in the banking and financial services sector. While Länsförsäkringar is a 
relatively small player in the Swedish banking market, OP is Finland’s market leader. 
Thus, OP may use cross-selling between sectors to gain new customers and to strengthen 
its market position in the banking and insurance markets. On the other hand, it is difficult 
for Länsförsäkringar to increase its market share in the non-life insurance market through 
cross-selling between sectors as it does not have the market power in the banking market 
that it could use as a leverage in the insurance market.

Package discounts offered by companies operating in the non-life insurance market in 
Finland and Sweden can also increase switching costs, especially for individual insurances. 
The concentration benefits of Länsförsäkringar and OP will also increase switching costs 
between product groups. OP’s bonus points also result in switching costs that increase the 
more the customer uses OP’s services. Bundling also leads to a reduction in the transparency 
of prices and offers, and difficulty in comparing them, which also increases switching costs 
(Renda et al., 2009). The biggest difference between the concentration benefits of the 
Finnish and Swedish banking and insurance markets is that none of the actors in Sweden is 
particularly large in the banking and insurance markets. In Finland, however, OP’s market 
position is very strong in both industries.

Observations on the Swedish Insurance Markets

Figure 10 shows the market shares of Swedish non-life insurance companies from 2003 
to 2015. The figure shows that Länsförsäkringar was the market leader during the entire 
period. There was a variation in Länsförsäkringar’s share from year to year and its share 
was 0.9 percentage points lower in 2015 than in 2003, but there is no noticeable upward 
or downward trend.

The second-largest company in the market has been If, but its market share has been 
declining sharply; in 2003 If’s market share was 23.2 per cent and in 2015 only 18.2 per 
cent. Trygg-Hansa’s market share has also been in a downward trend since 2003, and as 

37 Länsförsäkringar’s share of loans (excluding loans to financial institutions was 3.5 per cent in 2015, while 
the share of the fourth largest bank, Nordea, was 13.4 per cent (see Svenska Bankföreningen, 2015).
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Folksam’s share has simultaneously increased slightly, Folksam has bypassed Trygg-Hansa 
to become Sweden’s third-largest non-life insurance agency.

Figure 10. Swedish Non-life Insurance Companies’ Market Shares 2003–2015 (%). 

%

Länsförsäkningar If Skadeförsäkning Folksam Trygg-Hansa Others

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Länsförsäkningar 30,7 32,2 30,4 30,0 29,7 29,9 31,2 29,3 29,0 29,6 29,9 30,4 29,8
If Skadeförsäkning 23,2 22,4 20,4 20,3 20,3 19,8 19,8 19,2 18,7 18,6 18,3 18,4 18,2
Folksam 15,4 15,8 15,2 15,0 14,7 14,3 15,3 15,4 15,5 15,5 15,9 16,5 16,5
Trygg-Hansa 18,6 18,6 17,9 18,0 17,9 17,4 17,0 16,3 15,6 16,1 16,0 15,7 15,4
Others 12,1 11,0 16,1 16,7 17,4 18,6 16,7 19,8 21,2 20,2 19,9 19,0 20,1
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Source: Svensk Försäkring, 2015.

The share of companies outside the four largest non-life insurers increased distinctly 
during the period, so that market concentration also decreased. In 2003, the combined 
market share of the four largest companies was 87.9 per cent and in 2003 only 79.9 per 
cent. Correspondingly, the combined share of the three largest companies declined from 
70.2 per cent to 64.5 per cent.

The market share development of Länsförsäkringar, which bundles banking and 
insurance services in the Swedish non-life insurance market, has been completely different 
during 2003-2015 than that of OP, which bundles banking and insurance services in Finland, 
and whose market share was found to have grown considerably after OP expanded its 
operations into the insurance market. Differences between OP’s and Länsförsäkringar’s 
market share development may be due to the fact that OP is a major player in both the 
banking and non-life insurance markets and Länsförsäkringar, in turn, is a major player in 
the insurance market, but a rather small one in the banking market. Thus, Länsförsäkringar’s 
bundling policy has a greater potential for market power growth in the banking sector 
where its market share has experienced continuous growth.38

38 Försäkringar’s share of loans in Swedish financial institution’s balance sheets (excluding loans to financial 
institutions) was 1 per cent in 2003 and 3.5 per cent in 2015 (see Svenska Bankföreningen, 2015).
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Petri Kuoppamäki

3. CONSUMER WELFARE PRINCIPLE IN   
 COMPETITION LAW LITERATURE

One of the most challenging tasks in competition law is differentiating between the positive 
and negative effects of market power. A larger company size may increase the undertaking’s 
competitiveness by reducing costs and generating market power. This is often necessary 
to increase the undertaking’s international competitiveness. On the other hand, due to 
the market power the undertaking might not be compelled to reflect the cost savings in 
its pricing, at least on the undertaking’s home market. From an economic perspective, the 
societal benefits and disadvantages can be found when the potential benefits are subtracted 
from the social costs. 

The traditional monopoly model is presumably the clearest means for describing the 
welfare loss that results from excessive market power. In this context, the term "monopoly" 
does not refer to legal exclusive rights or another situation where an undertaking is the 
sole market operator. The model is so common that it can be used to describe multiple 
situations such as the harmful effects that arise from cartels, dominant positions as well as 
mergers that increase market concentration. A "monopoly" in this context means the level 
of market power starting from which an undertaking or a group of undertakings has the 
ability to increase the prevailing level of pricing with its own behavior. The below model 
(image 11) can just as well be used to describe the harmful effects that result from cartels.

In a static review, the welfare cost resulting from a monopoly is so-called dead-weight loss. 
Dead-weight loss arises from a monopolistic situation where goods are being produced in 
smaller quantities and with slightly higher costs than in a competitive market. The market 
equilibrium is found at a slightly more disadvantageous point than in the case of perfect 
competition. Figure 11 provides a general overview of the adverse effects (Hovenkamp, 
1999).

Figure 11 reflects the traditional way of describing the adverse effects of market power. 
In this figure, the square on the right represents those economic adverse effects of market 
power that are excluded from price theory and the traditional analysis of competition 
economics.
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Figure 11. Consumer surplus and efficiency loss.  
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3.1. Dead-weight loss

Curve D represents the demand curve of the market which expresses how much in total 
consumers are willing to purchase the goods for the given price. When the price increases, 
fewer consumers are willing to buy the good which leads to a decrease in the quantity 
demanded. In the figure price Pk and quantity Qk represent the equilibrium of price and 
quantity on a competitive market. Pm represents the price of the same good on a market 
dominated by one undertaking and Qm represents the quantity of output on the same market. 
Due to the monopoly, the formed price is higher than what would prevail on a competitive 
market (Pm > Pk). The quantity of output of a cartel or a monopolistic market is smaller 
compared to a market with well-functioning competition (Qk > Qm). Consumers that fall 
between points 4 and 3 on the demand curve are willing to purchase the good for price 
Pk but would refrain from purchasing if the price increased to level Pm. Such consumers 
end up being excluded from the demand of the monopoly good although the costs arising 
from the consumers them fall below the production costs of the monopoly good. When 
the price is Pk the consumer surplus is WL1+WL2+WL3 and the undertaking’s profits are 
therefore on a competitive level. Conversely, when the price is on monopoly level Pm the 
undertaking’s profits are larger by WL2 compared to a competitive market and the total 
consumer surplus equals WL3. When the price equals Pk, the total consumer surplus and 
the undertaking’s profits added together are just the amount of WL2 greater than in a 
situation where P = Pm. This so-called Harberger’s triangle (WL1) represents dead-weight 
loss, also known as welfare loss.

Welfare loss primarily results from the fact that the output of a monopoly good is smaller 
than the optimal output. A monopoly or a cartel could profitably serve customers that 
have switched to other alternatives but to maximize its own profits it is more beneficial 
for the monopoly or cartel to restrict its output. It is also possible that consumers switch 
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from the monopoly good to another good that is of secondary importance to them, and 
the production costs of the alternative good are possibly higher than that of the monopoly 
good. The switching leads to a shift in demand towards goods that are more expensive to 
produce and of lesser value both to consumers as well as economy on a whole.

3.1.1. The amount of dead-weight loss

Due to dead-weight loss, satisfying the society’s needs becomes more expensive than 
necessary. It is “genuine” dead-weight loss considering that allocative inefficiency is in no 
one’s interest. Dead-weight loss is, in a way, additional friction resulting from excessive 
market power. The area represented by triangle WL1 is not passed on to the monopolist 
or any other group in the society, but instead it sort of vanishes into thin air. Conversely, 
if a monopoly can be broken off and replaced by competition – for example as a result of 
measures taken by competition authorities – the society’s overall gains are described by the 
same triangle WL1 subtracted by administrative and other costs that arise from dissolving 
the monopoly.

Estimates regarding the amount of dead-weight loss that results from price increases vary 
significantly.39 Assuming the disposable income of consumers as constant, the excessive 
price paid for the monopoly product inevitably reduces the demand of other competitive 
products. This does not result from consumers suddenly valuing other products less than 
before, but from the fact that the disposable income available for purchasing other products 
decreases as consumers are forced to pay an excessive price for the monopoly product. On 
the other hand, a competition restriction might also lead to efficiency gains which should 
be subtracted from the consumer harm. The gains may even exceed the harmful effects 
which is what undertakings seek to demonstrate when invoking the efficiency defence.  
When comparing the benefits and costs of antitrust regulation, the costs of maintaining 
supervisory authorities need to subtracted from the benefits arising from preventing 
competition restrictions.

3.2. Dynamic inefficiency

The square right from the figure (WL4) represents lost investments. The square is drawn 
on the outside of the traditional figure on the left because it is an externality, a factor that is 
not accounted for in the demand curve and does not affect the undertakings’ cost estimates. 
It represents the potential harmful effects that might result from foreclosure of the market. 
Harmful dynamic effects can arise e.g. from situations where a competition restriction 
forecloses a certain undertaking from the market or prevents a certain undertaking from 
entering the market. The harmful effects can become significant in cases where producing 
the good requires significant investments and the exit costs are high. As an undertaking 
exits the market, only certain asset specifities become obsolete. A cartel or a dominant 

39 See Harberger (1954).
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position may lead to a situation where an efficient innovation might entirely unrealize or 
its development cannot be completed. It is also possible that a finished product is prevented 
from entering the market or its entry is delayed. Functioning competition rewards an 
innovative entrepreneur with additional profits if the new good meets favorable reception 
on the markets. Success on the market is not resolved ex ante but instead ex post, based 
on the purchase decisions of consumers. An even more expensive product will sell itself 
if the improvement is adequately significant. However, an undertaking in a dominant 
position can abuse its power and prevent the market entry of innovative products that 
it deems threatening to itself. Harmful effects arise when a product never reaches the 
evaluation of consumers. However, in most cases it is not a matter of an innovation being 
entirely blocked but instead of delayed introduction to the consumer markets. The benefits 
of functioning competition lie in the fact that rivalry forces undertakings to constantly 
seek for improvements in their production methods. Diminishing competition is likely to 
decrease the efficiency of market activities. If the dominant position is fairly stable and/
or the internal control mechanisms of the market are not more efficient than average, the 
long-term result is inefficient markets. As the pressure of competition diminishes, also the 
need for undertakings to invest in enhancing their profitability decreases.

3.3. Income Transfers from Consumers to the Monopoly

In the above Figure 11, triangle 1-2-3 represents the consumer surplus in a competitive 
market and triangle WL3 represents the decreased consumer surplus in a monopolistic 
market. When transitioning from competitive markets to a monopoly, the undertaking’s 
gains increase by square WL2 so that this area is transferred from consumers to the 
undertaking as if switching the owner. Triangle WL1 remains but disappears when the 
price rises to level Pm (as mentioned above). Should the prevailing market situation be 
examined as wealth positions, the transition from competitive markets to a monopoly 
basically implies transferring the welfare generated by competition from one beneficiary 
to another. Both EU and Finnish competition law primarily seek to promote the consumer 
welfare standard. Income transfers that result from competition restrictions are, among 
other factors, relevant when considering the prerequisites of the efficiency defence. The 
area that the benefit arising from a restriction needs to compensate for is therefore larger. 
The competition restriction can for example raise prices but increase dynamic efficiency 
by enabling the production of better goods. Should income transfer effects be excluded 
from the assessment, the benefits resulting to the undertaking would alone be sufficient.
The significance of the income transfer effect in EU and Finnish competition law is reflected 
by the requirement that consumers must be allowed a fair share of the benefit resulting 
from a competition restriction. The principle is inscribed in Article 101(3) of the Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union and Section 6 of the Finnish Competition Act. 
Similarly, the Commission’s guidelines on exclusionary abuse stipulate that the efficiency 
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defence can only be invoked if consumers are allowed a fair share of the benefit generated 
by the competition restriction.40 

40 Attention has also been paid to the fact that defending a dominant position may lead to welfare losses 
when resources are wasted on defending the market position. According to RICHARD A. POSNER (2001) 
dead-weight loss consists only partly of the welfare losses of a monopoly. In principle, the loss should 
comprise area WL2 in addition to triangle WL1. This is not due to the fact that this is an income transfer 
from consumers to the cartel or monopoly but because the said area is lost on the costs used for defending 
the monopoly. In any case the welfare costs of a monopoly are significantly larger than area WL1 (see e.g. 
Posner, 2011, 16–22). The undertaking sacrifices excessive resources for example on fees for legal advice or 
lobbying. As a result of a monopoly struggle, the monopoly profits become costs of acquiring and defending 
the monopoly position.
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Ilkka Kiema and Eero Lehto

4. TYING AND BUNDLING IN LIGHT OF 
 THE LITERATURE

4.1. Introduction

This chapter introduces notions and analyses generated within economics on the effects 
of various types of tying and bundling of products, focusing above all on their drawbacks 
and benefits. 

As explained previously, "pure bundling" is defined as a practice where a seller sells a set 
of products only as a single whole and in fixed proportions. Mixed bundling or optional 
bundling, is a case in which the products contained in a "package" can also be purchased 
separately from the seller. If the combined price of separately purchased products is higher, 
this case is considered a multiproduct rebate. In tying, a seller also obliges the buyer to 
buy more than one product (usually used in conjunction with one of their own products) 
but in tying the products are not required to be bought in a fixed proportions. Instead, the 
"tying" company might, for example, just deny the use of other manufacturer’s products 
with some of their own products.41 

US competition court once saw tying so harmful that it was banned per se by regulations. 
The so-called 'Harvard' approach of that time towards market power was very negative and 
the case law banning tying was based on the idea that a company with market power for 
product A generally expands its power to another industry and prevents fair competition if 
it bundles or ties its product to another industry’s product B.42 The expanded market power 
may, on one hand, result in other companies producing product B losing their market shares 
to the bundler and, on the other hand, encourage new companies to enter the market of 
product B (or existing companies to leave it), since bundling makes the market unprofitable.

 An almost completely opposite view to this movement, which saw tying, bundling or 
packaging as harmful to the consumer, developed within economics. Already in 1956, 
Director and Levy argued that tying should be allowed and should only be tackled by anti-
trust competition law in exceptional circumstances. As justification for this Director 
and Levy (1956), whose ideas have become known as the Chicago School, argued that 
the benefits gained by a monopoly are mainly due to efficiency advantages. If this is the 
case, it would also be in the consumer’s interest. In this context, the economists of the 
Chicago School have argued that the monopoly reduces the revenue received from selling 

41 See e.g. Renda et al. (2009, 13).
42 See e.g. Bowman (1957, 19–20).
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its product if it imposes coercive restrictions such as bundling or tying on consumers or 
the manufacturers of intermediaries whom they buy from.43

Legal scholars of the Chicago School have indeed defended the view that bundling 
should be banned only if it is particularly justified.44 The view of the Chicago School can 
be illustrated through the following simplified example. A company has a monopoly on 
product A and another product B is produced in a competitive market where the sale of 
product B does not in itself increase the company’s profit. Consumers only consume one 
unit of each product. The market price of product B is PB and the market price of product A 
is PA. Moreover, let’s assume that the production of product B does not involve fixed costs 
and that the variable costs are constant and a magnitude of c. The market for product B is 
also assumed to have complete competition so that PB 

= c and thus the profits are zero. If 
a company bundles products A and B and sells them as a package priced P (= PA+PB ), the 
consumer purchasing the package differs from the consumer purchasing only product B 
from another manufacturer only in so far that he or she pays an amount of PA more and 
also receives product A.

Thus, consumers buying a package are not in a worse or better position than those who 
buy product B and A separately. In selling A at the price of PA the monopoly would indeed 
have the same customers as when selling just the package at a price of P. However, the 
monopoly’s profit per customer is the same in both cases, so the sale of the package cannot 
be more profitable for the company than the sale of product A alone. Based on the foregoing, 
the Chicago School saw that tying and bundling would be profitable only if the company 
gets the benefits of economies of scope or other corresponding economies of scale from 
bundling. This, in turn would not be disadvantageous to the consumer. The assumption 
of potential cost savings has already shown the weakness of the framework of the Chicago 
School. The benefits of economies of scope and economies of scale do not arise without 
fixed costs, which are assumed in principle to be zero. The Chicago School’s thesis that 
bundling is not harmful to consumers and is profitable for a bundling company only if it 
increases the efficiency of operations demands the following requirements to be met

45
:

a. Buyers consume a fixed amount of tied products A and B.
b. Products A and B are used in fixed proportions or at least the correlation of their 

demand is high and positive.
c. The market price of product B is equal to the marginal cost of producing it so that 

the profits are zero.
d. The degree of competition in the markets of both A and B is unchanged.
When the above conditions are met, the basic result of the Chicago School is applicable 

to tying as well as bundling. However, it does not apply in the case of package discounts.46

43 Cf. Director and Levi (1956, 290).
44 Economides (2012, 122). Cf. Bowman (1957, 19–20); Bork (1978, 365ff ) and Posner (1976).
45 See Nalebuff (2004a); Elhauge (2009); Economides and Hebert (2008, 465, footnote 39) and 
Renda et al. (2009, 58).
46 Garden. Schmalensee (1982, 69-71).
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Subsequent literature has shown that tying or bundling can be profitable for a business, 
but most often at the expense of the consumer. The following is a review of the economic 
literature that examines the effects of tying and bundling when the above conditions are 
not applicable. In this analysis, tying and bundling encourage consumers to make choices 
that correspond to a situation in which a company may discriminate consumers based on 
information regarding their preferences. Another identified objective of tying and bundling 
is to influence market structure in a way that reduces the number of competitors.47

A company practicing price discrimination sets a different price for its product for 
different consumers. Price discrimination would be profitable for a monopoly if it were able 
to set the price of its product individually: the more the customer is willing to to pay, the 
higher the price of the product. Direct price discrimination is, however, usually impossible 
because the monopoly cannot know how much each customer would be willing to pay 
for their product. Theoretical economic literature on tying and bundling has been largely 
focused on analyzing the conditions in which tying and bundling encourage consumers 
to make choices that they would also arrive at if a company were able to use direct price 
discrimination.

Next, we will divide the price discrimination models in the economic literature into two 
categories on the basis of whether the tying company has market power in one (Section 4.2) 
or several (Section 4.3) of the tied products. The models usually make the same idealistic 
assumptions as above: they assume that market power is manifested as a monopoly and 
that in the absence of market power the market for the product is competitive, i.e. the 
product has a market price that the company cannot influence. In the financial market, 
the most natural explanation for market power is provided by the customers’ switching 
costs, which we will be also looking at more formally in the model presented at the end of 
this report.48 A monopolistic situation can also be interpreted as a borderline case where 
switching costs are high.

47 Tying and bundling can also have other motives. For example, Chen (1997) examines bundling in a 
situation where a duopoly exists in the market of product X. In this model, bundling can act as a means 
of product diffusion. In the situation under review, one of the companies sells packages that, in addition 
to containing product X, also contain product Y, but the other company sells only product X as is. In the 
given situation, the profits of the companies increase because price competition between them is not as 
keen as when both were selling the same product. At the same time, social well-being (consumer surplus 
plus corporate profits) is reduced.
48 The reasons for switching costs, which are frequently discussed in the literature, include e.g. product 
incompatibility, transaction costs relating to switching, costs relating to learning to use new products, 
uncertainties regarding the quality of other products, discount coupons and other similar consumer 
commitment methods and the psychological cost of switching (see Klemperer, 1995). Financial market 
products have obvious features of all these costs, probably with the exception of the costs of (technical) 
incompatibility between products.
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4.2. Binding and Bundling of Products Made by a Monopoly and
Manufactured in a Competitive Market

Consumer price discrimination is profitable if the consumer surplus of different consumers 
considering to buy a good are different. Consumer surplus measures the benefits that 
consumers receive from the products they purchase, and for each product purchased, it 
indicates how much more the consumer would have been willing to pay for it. In Figure 
12a, illustrating the concept of consumer surplus, line D represents the market demand 
curve for the good produced by the monopoly. If a monopoly is forced to sell all goods at 
the same price, some consumers are willing to pay more than the price actually paid, so that 
despite the monopoly, the surplus of these consumers is positive. For example, in Figure 
12a, the line P = PM

1 represents the price selected by the monopoly and the total surplus of 
consumers is represented in the area of triangle S.

A monopoly’s profit reaches its theoretical maximum in an imaginary situation where 
the monopoly is capable of full price discrimination, i.e. setting the price of each of its 
products to the exact price that the consumer is willing to pay for the product. In this 
case, the consumer’s surplus is zero. When a monopoly is not able to carry out direct price 
discrimination (e.g. for legal reasons or because it is impossible to estimate the buyer’s 
willingness to pay), but rather it must sell all products at a constant price, tying may 
constitute as a substitute for price discrimination.49

A historically important legal case illustrating this phenomenon is International Business 
Machines Corp. v. United States 298 US 131 dating back to 1936. At that time, the IBM 
Group was indicted by the Supreme Court of the United States because it had banned 
the use of non-proprietary punch cards in their punch card machines.50 If a punch card 
machine is of more value to its leasor the more cards they use, the lowering of the leasing 
fee for the machine combined with the price increase of cards, has the same effect as price 
discrimination: the total profit for IBM for each of their punch card machine and cards that 
they lease is higher the more the consumer is willing to pay for the machine.51

In the previous example, and in general, tying is profitable because the company has a 
monopoly on a single good (e.g. a machine) that is needed to use another good produced 
in a competitive market. This complementarity in unison with the fact that consumers are 
heterogeneous so that they use the machine in different amounts provides an opportunity 
for profitable tying. Those with the highest utilization rate of the machine, have the lowest 
price elasticity (absolute value) regarding the tied good’s demand. The company can 
increase its profits if it could set the price of the machine (or its leasing fee) according to 
the customer type. However, the problem is that the characteristics of their customers are 
unknown. Tying is a convenient way, in this case, to get customers with low elasticity to 
pay more than others. This is done so that the prerequisite for buying the machine is also 
purchasing product 2 from the monopoly. Additionally, the price of product 2 is raised and 

49 Cf. Economides (2012, 128).
50 Cf. same (p. 126).
51 Cf. Posner (1976, 173–175).
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the price of the machine is lowered. Such pricing reveals customers’ hidden preferences and 
increases monopoly profits at the expense of the consumer surplus (see Bowman, 1957).52

Figure 12a.    Figure 12b. 
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Elhauge (2009, 407-408) has illustrated how a company can boost profits at the expense 
of consumers, relying on their monopoly on product A (printer) when the market for 
product B (scanner) is competitive. Elhauge (2009) assumes that the demand for these 
products is independent from one another. In the case considered, the demand curve for 
the printers is qA = 1000 – PA (Figure 12a) and the scanners qB = 600 – PB (Figure 12b) with 
qi being the amount and Pi the price (i = A or B). The company sells printers at a monopoly 
price of PM

2 (= 600). The marginal costs CS1 and CS2 of both printers and scanners are 200. 
By tying the company requires that the customer purchases the scanners at a monopoly 
price which is now PM

2 (= 300) (Figure 12b). If the customer does not agree to this tying, 
the tying company will not sell the printers to the customer. In tying, the company sells 
both printers and scanners at a monopoly price, which increases the company’s profits. 
Likewise, in tying the customer’s consumer surplus in the scanner market will be reduced 
as the price rises from a competitive level (= 200) to the monopoly level. However access 
to the printer market still provides consumers with somewhat higher consumer surpluses. 
In the case reviewed by Elhaugen (2009), the surplus received by the customer from 
buying the printer (area S in Figure 12a) is greater than the loss experienced by the customer 
when having to buy scanners at a monopoly price (area V in Figure 12b). This makes the 
customer agree to the bundling. If a company with a monopoly in printers did not bundle, 
but also sold printers separately at a monopoly price, the customer’s consumer surplus 
would unequivocally be higher than in the bundle. At this point the customer would receive 
a surplus determined by the monopoly price of the printers (Area S in Figure 12a) and from 
the scanners a surplus determined by the competitive price (areas T + V in Figure 12b).

52 Also see Evans and Salinger (2005).
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Nalebuff (2004a) also analyzes a situation in which a company has a monopoly in 
product A and where the market for product B is competitive so that the price of product 
B, PB is equal to the marginal cost c (i.e. zero). However, in the case reviewed by Nalebuff 
(2004a), the consumer may also purchase products A and B separately. Thus it is a case 
of optional binding. The model being analyzed is comparatively general in nature so that, 
for example, prices PA and PB are determined simultaneously. Nalebuff (2004a) shows 
that when consumer demand curves are sufficiently different and lead to the purchase 
of different enough amounts, tying and mixed bundling can also be profitable for the 
monopoly in relatively general circumstances. More specifically, it is demonstrated that 
tying is profitable for the monopoly when it offers the possibility to purchase products 
A and B separately at prices PA and PB, and again at packaged prices PA and at packaged 
prices PA-e and PB+λ*e so that e > 0 and λ > 0. However, Nalebuff’s (2004a) result from 
the optional tying arrangement is a solution to the value of a limit that only applies to a 
slight deviation from an equilibrium where products A and B are sold separately. In the 
situation described, the aggregate surplus of consumers may change, as consumers shift 
from separate pricing to package pricing. But the result does not state clearly enough to 
which direction the consumer surplus will change. Nalebuff (2005) later interpreted 
this result so that tying would cause losses to consumers. Economides (2012) has also 
concluded that the surplus of the consumer reduces in optional tying as described above.

4.3. Monopoly for both Bundled Products

It was assumed above that product B is produced in a competitive market. The situation 
is fundamentally different when the same company has a monopoly on the production of 
both product A and product B. Tying or bundling is now profitable if the gain obtained 
through it exceeds the aggregate monopoly profits of separately sold products A and B. 
Thus the profitability of the bundling depends on how the willingness to pay for product 
A and willingness to pay for product B correlate within the consumer population.

In the theoretical literature an often cited example of bundling a monopoly’s products 
is the practice of American film distribution companies, which obliged filmmakers to buy 
a full package of films instead of buying movies individually. Let’s presume that movie 
theaters’ willingness to pay for film A and B are negatively correlated. This is an apparent 
consequence of the fact that the audience in the some theaters is interested in film A, but 
not in film B, and that in the case of other theaters the opposite is true. At this point, the 
profits of the monopoly selling movies A and B to theaters may increase when selling them 
to cinemas only in packages containing both movies.53 In this case, the bundle operates as 
a substitute to price discrimination. As a result, similar outcomes are achieved by setting 
theater-specific prices according to the public’s preferences.

Adams and Yellen (1976) have reviewed a situation in which a company has a 
monopoly both in product A and product B. Figure 13 illustrates the bundling of products A 

53 The United States Supreme Court dealt with this practice, for example, in the case of United States v. 
Lowe’s Inc. in 1962. The case is analyzed in Stigler (1963).
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and B when each consumer purchases either one unit of both or none at all. The consumer’s 
willingness to pay for a package of both products is assumed to be the sum of the prices 
that the consumer would be willing to pay for the products separately.54 In this situation, 
each consumer can be considered to correspond to one point in the coordinate system 
of Figure 13. Adams and Yellen (1976) consider three different pricing alternatives: 
1) a situation in which the consumer can only purchase products A and B separately; 2) 
“forced” bundling, meaning a situation where products A and B are only sold as packages 
containing both products; 3) a package discount where the consumer can choose between 
the package and purchasing individual products.

In Figure 13, the prices of products A and B bought separately are PAM and PBM. If a 
company chooses strategy 1), consumers on the right side of line PAM in the figure will 
buy product A, and consumers located above line PBM will buy product B. In Figure 13, the 
price of the package containing products A and B is PM, and if a company chooses strategy 
2), the package is purchased by consumers located on the right side of curve L. When a 
company selects strategy 3), the package is still purchased by those who, according to their 
willingness to pay, are located on the right side of curve L. Those that are on the left side 
of curve L, but on the right side of the price line PAM only buy good A. Similarly, only good 
B is bought by those on the left side of L and whose willingness to pay is greater than PBM.

From the perspective of a monopoly, the profitability of the various strategies and 
the corresponding consumer surplus are determined by the distribution of consumers’ 
willingness to pay.55 Adams and Yellen (1976) examined a situation where the correlation 
between the willingness to pay for goods A and B is minus one. A monopoly is able to 
obtain the entire consumer surplus for itself because each customer buys the package at 
the highest price they are willing to pay for it. It is also easy to see that bundling would not 
benefit the monopoly at all if the corresponding correlation were plus one. In the situation 
under review, bundling encourages customers to make choices that match a situation 
the monopoly would seek through direct price discrimination. Sometimes bundling as 
described above even sustains unprofitable production. Adams and Yellen (1976) 
show that in this case mixed bundling could be the best option for the monopoly. In this 
situation both pure bundling and mixed bundling are a competition policy problem since 
the consumer surplus, which is the most important criterion for assessing the utility of 
different practices. However, in neoclassical economics, "well-being" and "efficiency" 
often mean the sum of corporate profits and consumer surpluses. Adams and Yellen 
(1976) show that bundling could even improve efficiency defined in this manner. But even 
this result is not unambiguous. Adams and Yellen (1976) further outline the types of 
inefficiency problems that bundling can cause. According to them, bundling can cause 
such consumers to buy a product as part of a package to whom the value of the product is 
lower than for consumers not buying the product. Economists use the term "distributive 
inefficiency" to describe this phenomenon. On the other hand, packing may also include 

54 Figure 13 and the following analysis are in accordance with Adams and Yellen (1976). The notation 
has been changed.
55 Cf. McAfee et al. (1989).
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(allocative) inefficiency, characteristic of monopoly pricing that arises when pricing 
exceeds marginal costs.

Figure 13. Bundling of Products A and B.
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An important aim of the economics literature of the 1970s and 1980s was to demonstrate 
that the Chicago School’s thesis about bundling not being profitable unless production 
efficiency could be improved is incorrect. This meant the focus was often on corporate 
profits rather than on assessment of what happens to the consumer surplus. McAfee et al. 
(1989) is a typical example of such studies. They demonstrated that bundling is profitable 
for the monopoly, when information on consumers’ individual preferences is limited.

4.4. Dynamic Effects of Tying and Bundling

Previous section 4.2. and 4.3. examined the effects of tying and bundling in a market 
whose structure (i.e. the number of companies producing each good) was given. However, 
a company may also tie or bundle its products to influence the future market structure. 
Previously, we referred to a special case evaluated by the Chicago School in which a 
monopoly does not receive any immediate benefits when bundling its product (product A) 
together with a product produced in a competitive market (product B). But in this case the 
bundling in question may well benefit the monopoly in the long term as the tying company 
forces out other manufacturers in the B product market when it reduces the number of 
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combined production of other companies. As the number of competitors decreases, the 
monopoly position of the bundling company is strengthened.56

The bundling has a similar effect but not the same costs as predatory pricing.57 The 
monopoly company can achieve the change in the market structure it desires even with 
“optional bundling”, i.e. a package discount, if it slightly increases the price of the separately 
purchased product A (to PA + e, where e is some small positive number), but keeps the price 
of the whole package unchanged so that P = PA + PB. After the increase, customers would 
rather purchase the package from the bundling company than pay the sum of PA + e + PB 
for them separately.58

In the example examined above, the bundling affected the market structure by eliminating 
competitors already in the market. Most of the literature on the dynamic effects of bundling, 
however, relates to situations in which bundling aims at preventing new companies from 
entering the market. Nalebuff (2004b) examines a situation where a company (company 
1) which has a monopoly in product A tries to prevent a competing company (company 2) 
from entering the product B market by bundling products A and B. The market for product 
B is a duopoly. Nalebuff (2004b) divides the effects of bundling into two parts. A pure 
bundling effect is caused by the fact that the bundling causes company 2 to lose some of 
the customers who would otherwise purchase product B if products A and B were sold 
separately. In the Nalebuff model (2004b), bundling increases the value of marginal 
additional customers to company 1. Therefore, it is profitable for company 1 to lower the 
price level from what it would be if the products were sold at a monopoly price separately. 
This discount effect is caused by the bundling, which further hampers market entry.

Nalebuff (2004b) presents quantitative estimates for the additional profits that 
bundling produces for a monopoly company as a tool for price discrimination and as a 
means for market access prevention. In this analysis, profits achieved through preventing 
market access are much higher than profits obtained through price discrimination.59

Whinston (1990) examines a similar situation as Nalebuff (2004b), but he also deals 
with a case where a company already in the market producing two separate products can 
commit to a particular market strategy (e.g. only sell their products bundled) even before 
a new company decides to place another product on the market. Whinston demonstrates 

56 See Carlton and Waldman (2002). Carlton's and Waldman's model analyzes this aspect more 
accurately: bundled products have net effects and by blocking market entry (matching product B) in product 
2's category, the monopoly may in the longer term prevent more harmful competition to itself (matching 
product A) in product 1's market (p. 207).
57 See Nalebuff (2005, 322–323).
58 As one of the products used, Nalebuff (2005, 324–325) cites, for example, the Windows operating 
system and some of its add-ons. Although Microsoft has a monopoly on the operating system in its basic 
form, other manufacturers would be able to produce many of its components. By selling the products as a 
single package without allowing the operating system to be bought as a "stripped down version", Microsoft 
eliminates competition in its operating system's add-on market.
59 Nalebuff (2004b) also points out that (as opposed to review of the profit growth based on price 
discrimination), the dynamic impact is at its peak from the monopoly's point of view when willingness to 
pay for products has a positive correlation.
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that the possibility of this type of tying further reduces incentives to enter the market.60 
Carbajo et al. (1990) generalizes Whinston’s analysis by separately examining situations 
in which a tying company and a "newcomer" are, on the one hand, engaging in (Bertrand) 
price competition and, on the other hand, Cournot competition (where the price level 
is determined by the output levels selected by the companies). Carbajo et al. (1990) 
demonstrate that tying in Cournot competition may also increase the market share of the 
bundling company.61

4.5. Role of Imperfect Information on Effects of Tying and Bundling

In the theoretical economics literature, the importance of imperfect information has not 
become an integral part in tying and bundling, although competition policy considerations 
often see it as crucial. According to Rendan et al. (2009) tying and bundling weaken the 
comparability of discounts and price transparency. They suggest this increases so-called 
switching costs that arise when a customer switches to buy from another company. This 
phenomenon may also involve an asymmetrical distribution of information: the company 
selling knows more than the customer. In bundling and tying the customers information is 
limited by their inability to understand and evaluate the actual price implied by the often 
complex sales conditions.

The United States Supreme Court ruling in Kodak v. Image Technical Services was partly 
based on its view of imperfect information.62 The difficulty of assessing the actual price of 
a bundled product was considered to increase the market power of the bundling company 
and accounted for overpricing.63

4.6. Pure Bundling and Limited Competition

Next, some of the results which are obtained from the model analysis included in the 
appendices of this study will be presented. In this analysis the absolute monopoly of the 
bundling company is limited.  In this way we obtain an element of realism that describes 
the situations in which products are bundled.

60 In Proposition 2 Whinston (1990) shows that a monopolistic company can lower the profits of a 
competing company through bundling (so at some fixed cost values it can prevent a competing company 
from entering the market by bundling) and that the significance of the phenomenon is greater when the 
company in the market can commit to bundling their products regardless of the future decisions of the 
company entering the market. Whinston's analysis is comparatively broad in the sense that in his model 
corporate products can be diffused.
61 See Carbajo et al. (1990, 291–2). The intuition of the result is that a company that bundles in the 
Cournot balance produces a larger number of competing products (with each amount of their competitor's 
output), and awareness of this causes the competitor to reduce production.
62 504 US 451 (1992).
63 See Lande (2007) and Jacobs (1993).
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4.6.1. Model of Bundling when Demand Correlates Positively

Appendix 1 analyzes a model where a bundling company has a limited monopoly in good A 
that it bundles with good B. The market for good B is competitive, but due to fixed costs, the 
price of product B (pC ) in this market is above the marginal costs in this market. Demand 
for goods A and B have a positive correlation. The bundling company sets the price of both 
products in the package as pA. It can be shown that the market power in product A and the 
fact that PC is above marginal costs will make the customer choose the bundled product. 
Even if pA is set in a bundle at the same level as that prevailing without bundling, bundling 
doubles the company’s profit. Customers’ losses from bundling are again higher, the higher 
the price margin pA–pC is and, on the other hand, the higher the average willingness of a 
customer to pay for products A and B relative to the package price pA.   

4.6.2. Model of Effects of Switching Costs on Bundling

Appendix 2 of this study presents a model in which the bundling of banking and insurance 
services has been analyzed. In this scenario, the customer becomes a customer of a bank 
even before he or she has taken out a housing loan. In the case reviewed, bank 1 bundles 
credit and insurance services, while bank 2 provides credit separately. The model assumes 
that demand for banking services is independent of the demand for insurance services. 
The customer’s propensity to change banks when he or she is offered a housing loan or 
other type of credit is of key importance for the profitability of bundling and its impact 
on the consumer surplus. The conclusions also take into account that bundling makes it 
more difficult to conduct price comparisons and therefore increases the cost of switching 
banks. According to the results, bundling increases bank 1’s profits, but also increases bank 
2’s profits to some extent. But above all, bundling is aimed at raising prices and reducing 
the surplus of the consumer. This is most clearly the case when the bank conducting the 
bundling has a large market share and when there are significant costs associated with 
switching banks. The fact that bundling most obviously increases the cost of switching 
banks only adds to the strength of the conclusion. 

The analysis of bank switching costs presented in Appendix 2 corresponds very well 
to what has happened in the Finnish banking and insurance market. According to this, it 
could be expected that the OP Bank Group will strengthen its position in the insurance 
market from 2006 onwards, as younger generations begin to acquire housing loans in a 
new scheme where bank credit is bundled together with insurance. In 2006-2011, when 
OP introduced and expanded the concentration benefits of a bank customer, its market 
share, at least in the car insurance market, has increased significantly. Subsequently, the 
growth of OP Group’s market share slowed down, but accelerated again in the first half of 
2016. This indicates that by relying on its strong position with banking customers, the OP 
Group has managed to attract insurance customers from other companies. It may be that in 
the future its market share will begin to stabilize. This would be suggested by the analysis 
in Appendix 2, which indicates that it is not worthwhile for a bank conducting bundling 
with a large market share to gather customers from others through aggressive pricing, but 
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rather to focus on utilizing existing clientele where it has a large market share. The bank 
conducting bundling, however, behaves more aggressively where its market share is small. 
Rough information on the housing loan interest rate margins of various banks supports 
the above conclusions. The municipal data published by Statistics Finland on the ratio of 
interest on housing loans to the outstanding amount of housing loans (e.g. in 2015) shows 
that, outside the Greater Helsinki area, where the Op Group’s market share of household 
loans is high, up to more than 50 per cent in some places, the imputed interest rate margin 
is remarkably high, in comparison to the levels of Helsinki and Espoo.64 Additionally, our 
research suggests that a bank that bundles should invest more in acquiring customers 
before they take out housing loans. There are some signs of this in a comparison of daily 
service charges for regular customers for the year 2014.65

4.7. Proving the Effects of Customer Loyalty Programmes

In consumer and competition policy, the evaluation of different customer loyalty 
programmes is usually based on judgement that more or less implicitly take the research 
results of the field into account.

It is nevertheless difficult to estimate what is relevant research for making this 
judgement. Public opinion surveys, which are frequently used, can mainly be considered a 
generalization of the opinion climate surrounding the issue. Again, direct inquiries directed 
to consumers are likely to highlight the consumer’s recent experiences with a certain 
customer bonus scheme. One could imagine that such inquiries, however, deliver a rather 
positively inclined illusion of these schemes. Consumers are hardly likely to evaluate the 
system’s effects via the market on pricing, or longer-term effects on the market structure.

Econometric methods are also poorly applicable for the observation of the effects of 
these programmes for many reasons. When the launching of an entire customer loyalty 
programme is reflected in only one (average price) or a few (different companies) variables, 
the analysis of the variations of these variables over time is not sufficient to identify how 
this programme has impacted consumers and businesses. Moreover, it is difficult to obtain 
information, for example, on real prices at different times.

Perhaps for the aforementioned reasons, analysis based on formal theoretical modeling 
has been at the core of these matters at least in economics. The results of the models can 
provide valuable information about the phenomenon investigated. Even if they are sensitive 
to the assumptions behind the starting point, it is always wise to evaluate how realistic 
they are separately.

64 See http://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/fi/StatFin/StatFin__tul__velk/?tablelist=true&rxid=293e5b20-
ceb2-4f23-88d8-7782b2a0a601) .
65 See http://www.pankkiasiat.fi/pankkivertailu-edullisin-pankki .
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Petri Kuoppamäki

5. COMPETITION RULES ON TYING AND  
 BUNDLING

Under EU competition law it is possible to intervene with tying both by virtue of the 
rules regarding abuse of a dominant position inscribed in Article 102 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) as well as Article 101 TFEU which prohibits 
agreements that restrict competition. Similarly, under Finnish legislation tying can be 
examined either under Section 7 or Section 5 of the Competition Act. Article 102(2)(d) 
TFEU and Section 7 of the Competition Act prohibit making the conclusion of contracts 
subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by their 
nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such 
contracts.66 Similar prohibitions are inscribed in Article 101(1)(e) TFEU and Section 5 of 
the Competition Act. Below, tying is examined in light of the rules regarding abuse of a 
dominant position.

Article 102 TFEU applies to undertakings which hold a dominant position on at least one 
relevant market. Such position can be held by one undertaking alone (single dominance) 
or alternatively together by two or more undertakings (collective dominance). Article 
101 TFEU can be applied only when tying is based on agreements or concerted practices 
between financially independent companies.

Why does competition law intervene with tying? The most important reason for this 
is that tying or bundling practiced by undertakings that possess market power may lead 
to foreclosing of competitors from the market. This may have the effect of preventing a 
competitor as efficient as the dominant undertaking from entering the market in the first 
place or forcing such competitors to exit the market. In some circumstances tying may, 
however, be objectively justified. For example, technical equipment may function at its best 
only if it is used together with spare parts optimized for it. Furthermore, in some cases tying 
two separate products may result in efficiencies of scale and thereby lead to cost savings.

66 For a more detailed description of the elements of tying under Article 102 TFEU, see e.g. Bellamy & 
Child (2013), 811, 828.
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5.1. Commission’s Guidelines on Exclusionary Abuse

The purpose of the Commission’s guidelines on exclusionary abuse67 is to outline the 
situations where the Commission engages in enforcement actions against abusive conduct 
that has exclusionary effects. The document sets out the enforcement priorities that guide 
the actions of Commission's DG Competition in applying Article 102 TFEU to exclusionary 
conduct by dominant undertakings. Alongside the Commission's specific enforcement 
decisions, it is intended to provide greater clarity and predictability as regards the general 
framework of analysis which the Commission employs in determining whether it should 
pursue cases concerning various forms of exclusionary conduct. The guidelines also aim to 
help undertakings better assess whether certain behavior is likely to result in intervention 
by the Commission under Article 102 TFEU. In the context of this study, the guidelines 
are also interesting as they assess the prerequisites under which dominant undertakings 
may invoke the efficiency defence.

5.1.1. Commission’s Framework of Analysis

The guidelines on exclusionary abuse differentiate between tying and bundling as follows. 
Tying usually refers to situations where customers that purchase one product (the tying 
product) are required also to purchase another product from the dominant undertaking 
(the tied product). Tying can take place on a technical or contractual basis. Bundling 
usually refers to the way products are offered and priced by the dominant undertaking. 
In the case of pure bundling the products are only sold jointly in fixed proportions. In the 
case of mixed bundling, often referred to as a multi-product rebate, the products are also 
made available separately, but the sum of the prices when sold separately is higher than the 
bundled price.68  Tying and bundling are common practices intended to provide customers 
with better products or offerings in more cost-effective ways. However, an undertaking 
which is dominant in one product market (or more) of a tie or bundle (referred to as the 
tying market) can harm consumers through tying or bundling by foreclosing the market 
for the other products that are part of the tie or bundle (referred to as the tied market) 
and, indirectly, the tying market. Hence, the Commission’s enforcement actions prioritize 
cases where tying or bundling results in market foreclosure.

The Commission will normally take action under Article 102 TFEU where an undertaking 
is dominant in the tying market and where, in addition, the following conditions are fulfilled:

1) the tying and tied products are distinct products, and
2) the tying practice is likely to lead to anti-competitive foreclosure.
According to the guidelines mixed bundling (multi-product rebate) may be anti-

competitive on the tied or the tying market if it is so large that equally efficient competitors 

67 Communication from the Commission — Guidance on the Commission's enforcement priorities in 
applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings (OJ 
2009/C 45/02).
68 Commission notice, paras 47–49.
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offering only some of the components cannot compete against the discounted bundle. The 
effect of the rebate could, according to the guidelines, be assessed by examining whether 
the incremental revenue covers the incremental costs for each product in the dominant 
undertaking's bundle. However, in practice assessing the incremental revenue is complex. 
Therefore, in its enforcement practice the Commission will in most situations use the 
incremental price as a good proxy. If the incremental price that customers pay for each of 
the dominant undertaking's products in the bundle remains above the long-run average 
incremental cost (LRAIC) of the dominant undertaking from including that product in the 
bundle, the Commission will normally not intervene since an equally efficient competitor 
with only one product should in principle be able to compete profitably against the bundle. 
Enforcement action may, however, be warranted if the incremental price is below the 
LRAIC, because in such a case even an equally efficient competitor may be prevented from 
expanding or entering.69 

The Commission notes that the foreclosing effects may materialize in the tied market, 
the tying market, or both at the same time. However, even when the aim of the tying or 
bundling is to protect the dominant undertaking's position in the tying market, this is done 
indirectly through foreclosing the tied market.

The risk of anti-competitive foreclosure is expected to be greater where the dominant 
undertaking makes its tying or bundling strategy a lasting one, for example through 
technical tying which is costly to reverse. In the case of bundling, the undertaking may 
have a dominant position for more than one of the products in the bundle. The greater the 
number of such products in the bundle, the stronger the likely anti-competitive foreclosure. 
This is particularly true if the bundle is difficult for a competitor to replicate, either on its 
own or in combination with others.70 

According to the Commission’s guidelines a multi-product rebate may be anti-competitive 
on the tied or the tying market if it is so large that equally efficient competitors offering 
only some of the components cannot compete against the discounted bundle.71 

If the evidence suggests that competitors of the dominant undertaking are selling identical 
bundles, or could do so in a timely way without being deterred by possible additional costs, 
the Commission will generally regard this as a bundle competing against a bundle, in which 
case the relevant question is not whether the incremental revenue covers the incremental 

69 Commission notice, paras 59–61.
70 Commission notice, paras 53–54.
71 Commission notice, para 59. The effect of the rebate could, according to the guidelines, be assessed by 
examining whether the incremental revenue covers the incremental costs for each product in the dominant 
undertaking's bundle. However, in practice assessing the incremental revenue is complex. Therefore, in its 
enforcement practice the Commission will in most situations use the incremental price as a good proxy. If 
the incremental price that customers pay for each of the dominant undertaking's products in the bundle 
remains above the long-run average incremental cost (LRAIC) of the dominant undertaking from including 
that product in the bundle, the Commission will normally not intervene since an equally efficient competitor 
with only one product should in principle be able to compete profitably against the bundle. Enforcement 
action may, however, be warranted if the incremental price is below the LRAIC, because in such a case even an 
equally efficient competitor may be prevented from expanding or entering. See Commission notice, para 60.
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costs for each product in the bundle, but rather whether the price of the bundle as a whole 
is predatory.

5.1.2. The Efficiency Defence

The Commission notes that as part of its overall assessment it may look into claims by 
dominant undertakings that their tying and bundling practices may lead to savings in 
production or distribution that would benefit customers. The Commission may also 
consider whether such practices reduce transaction costs for customers, who would 
otherwise be forced to buy the components separately, and enable substantial savings on 
packaging and distribution costs for suppliers. It may also examine whether combining two 
independent products into a new, single product might enhance the ability to bring such 
a product to the market to the benefit of consumers. The Commission may also consider 
whether tying and bundling practices allow the supplier to pass on efficiencies arising from 
its production or purchase of large quantities of the tied product.

The Commission considers that a dominant undertaking may also justify conduct leading 
to foreclosure of competitors on the ground of efficiencies that are sufficient to guarantee 
that no net harm to consumers is likely to arise. In this context, the dominant undertaking 
will generally be expected to demonstrate, with a sufficient degree of probability, and on 
the basis of verifiable evidence, that the following cumulative conditions are fulfilled72:

1) the efficiencies have been, or are likely to be, realized as a result of the conduct. 
They may, for example, include technical improvements in the quality of goods, or 
a reduction in the cost of production or distribution,

2) the conduct is indispensable to the realization of those efficiencies: there must be 
no less anti-competitive alternatives to the conduct that are capable of producing 
the same efficiencies,

3) the likely efficiencies brought about by the conduct outweigh any likely negative 
effects on competition and consumer welfare in the affected markets,

4) the conduct does not eliminate effective competition, by removing all or most 
existing sources of actual or potential competition.

The Commission notes in its guidelines that rivalry between undertakings is an essential 
driver of economic efficiency, including dynamic efficiencies in the form of innovation. In 
its absence, the dominant undertaking will lack adequate incentives to continue to create 
and pass on efficiency gains. Where there is no residual competition and no foreseeable 
threat of entry, the protection of rivalry and the competitive process outweighs possible 
efficiency gains. In the Commission's view, exclusionary conduct which maintains, creates 
or strengthens a market position approaching that of a monopoly can normally not be 
justified on the grounds that it also creates efficiency gains.73 

It is incumbent upon the dominant undertaking to provide all the evidence necessary 
to demonstrate that the conduct concerned is objectively justified. It then falls to the 

72 Commission notice, para 30.
73 Commission notice, para 30.
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Commission to make the ultimate assessment of whether the conduct concerned is not 
objectively necessary and, based on a weighing-up of any apparent anti-competitive effects 
against any advanced and substantiated efficiencies, is likely to result in consumer harm.74

Based on the decisions of the Commission as well as the legal practice of the European 
Court of Justice (ECJ), invoking the efficiency defence in cases of abuse of dominance is 
rarely successful. This is due to the fact that already prior to the abuse competition has 
significantly declined as a result of the dominant position. Moreover, it is challenging for 
the dominant undertaking to demonstrate that – despite the undertaking’s significant 
market power – a fair share of the possible efficiency gains is passed on to consumers and 
that the efficiency gains outweigh the negative effects on competition.

In addition to practical challenges, the legal status of the efficiency defence is unclear. 
The Commission’s guidelines are binding in relation to the Commission itself. However, 
this is not the case with respect to national competition authorities or the EU courts. 
Moreover, the efficiency defence inscribed in the Commission’s guidelines deviates from 
the structure of Article 102 TFEU. Unlike Article 101(3) TFEU, Article 102 TFEU does not 
comprise a specific efficiency defence. For the time being, the ECJ has not accepted an 
efficiency defence in the scope set forth by the guidelines in its decisions regarding abuse 
of dominance.

5.2. Case Law of the Court of Justice of the European Union

In the well-known Hilti case, the company held a dominant position in the market for nail 
guns of certain technology. The tying took place on the market for the sale of nails and 
cartridge strips required for using the said nail guns. Hilti had put in place practices which 
required that consumers who purchased Hilti’s patented nail guns also purchased their 
nails exclusively from Hilti. The European Commission deemed this conduct as abuse of 
a dominant position. In its appeal, Hilti purported that the Commission erred in its view 
that nail guns and nails form separate markets instead of one indivisible market. The Court 
of First Instance, however, found there were distinct markets for the two goods and that 
independent producers of consumer goods should normally be able to manufacture goods 
that are compatible with equipment of other manufacturers. Similarly as the Commission, 
the Court found that Hilti’s arguments regarding product safety were artificial.

In case Tetra Pak II the ECJ found that Tetra Pak had abused its dominant position 
by inter alia tying together packaging equipment and the carton necessary for using the 
equipment. Tetra Pak had required that customers, to whom it supplied machinery to 
manufacture packages for liquid foods, also purchased the required carton from Tetra 
Pak. As in the case of Hilti, the Commission held that it is not customary to tie together 
the said products and there were no technological grounds for doing so. The ECJ upheld 
the Commission’s view that the goods formed two separate markets, and that Tetra Pak 
practiced both tying and predatory pricing with the aim of eliminating competition. The 

74 Commission notice, para 31.
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Court noted separately that although the goods have a natural link or they are connected 
in commercial usage, the selling of these goods tied together can in certain circumstances 
constitute abuse of a dominant position.

In both cases Hilti and Tetra Pak sought to justify their conduct with objective grounds. 
The question whether certain conduct is objectively necessary and reasonable shall be 
assessed based on factors that are “external” to the dominant undertaking. A conduct that 
results in market foreclosure can be considered objectively necessary for example due to 
health or safety reasons arising from the nature of the product. In such assessment, it should 
be noted that it is generally the duty of authorities to define and execute requirements 
regarding public health and safety. Hence, it is not the task of dominant undertakings to 
foreclose markets on their own initiative from products which they deem – for one reason 
or another – as unsafe or inferior to their own products.75 

5.3. Tying Rebate Schemes

Tying rebates are rebates which create incentives for customers to purchase products 
belonging to different product markets exclusively from a dominant undertaking. In a 
typical case of abusive tying, the dominant undertaking offers the tying product – which 
belongs to the market where the undertaking is dominant – at a lower price if the customer 
also purchases another (tied) product from the same undertaking. Such practices artificially 
restrict the customer’s possibilities of purchasing alternative products from other market 
operators.

Competition rules prohibit tying rebates where a dominant undertaking ties together 
products from distinct product markets. Often products which belong to a competitive 
market are tied with a monopoly product. The aim of such practices is to expand the 
undertaking’s dominant position to other markets or to artificially defend already achieved 
positions. Tying can also be utilized to exploit a customer’s dependence on the dominant 
undertaking. The full rebate is received only when the entire product array is purchased 
from the dominant undertaking.

Tying rebates which are determined based on joint purchases of several distinct products 
can be assessed in light of Article 102(2)(d) TFEU which prohibits “making the conclusion 
of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, 
by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of 
such contracts.” Tying rebates are a softer practice compared to explicit tying conditions 
as they leave customers the option of purchasing the products separately, albeit at a higher 
price. However, in industries where profit margins are small, this difference, which in 
principle is significant, can prove semantic. Tying rebates can in fact have similar effects 

75 Case T-30/89. Hilti v. Commission (ECR 1991, p. II-1439, paras 118–119) and case T-83/91 Tetra Pak 
International v. Commission (Tetra Pak II) (ECR 1994, p. II-755, paras 83–84 and 138).
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as explicit package deals.76 As with respect to tying, a comparable rebate condition can 
be defended by way of cost savings that are generated from joint supply of the products. 
However, in addition to savings in the logistics and other costs of the dominant undertaking, 
attention should be paid to the declining freedom of choice customers have and most of 
all the disruption of the competitive process. Cost savings are not sufficient to fulfill the 
prerequisites of the efficiency defence if similar efficiencies can be achieved by way of 
alternative rebate conditions that are less restricting on competition, such as cost-based 
bulk discounts. 

In the case Hoffmann-La Roche the ECJ established abuse of dominance with respect to 
practices where rebates were calculated based on joint purchases of vitamins belonging to 
distinct product markets. The rebate impeded customers from purchasing certain vitamins 
from a competitor.77 In the Hilti case rebates were weakened when customers purchased 
nails for their nail guns from competitors of Hilti.  Such practices were considered as abuse 
of dominance.78 In case Tetra Pak II the products were priced in a tying manner so that 
customers purchasing packaging equipment would also purchase maintenance services 
from the dominant undertaking.79

In its practice regarding rebate schemes, the ECJ has held that schemes which, without 
tying customers by a formal obligation, nevertheless tend to make it more difficult for those 
customers to obtain supplies from competing undertakings, produce an anticompetitive 
exclusionary effect.80 

5.4. Summary of EU Case Law

Tying is prohibited under Article 102 TFEU and the Commission will take action to prohibit 
the competition restriction if the undertaking is in a dominant position in the market of the 
tying product. Dominance needs to be established with respect to the tying product but not 
necessarily on the market of the tied product. In cases of bundling, dominance needs to be 
established in at least one of the markets relating to any of the bundled products. When it 
is a matter of tying on secondary markets, finding abuse requires that the undertaking is 
in a dominant position in the market of the tying product and/or the secondary market of 
the tied product. In addition to the dominant position, the tying and tied products are to 
be distinct products, and the tying practice is considered likely to lead to anti-competitive 

76 See e.g. Commission Decision in case No IV/30.178 Napier Brown – British Sugar, para 74 (OJ 1988 L 
284/41). See also Commission Decision in case No IV/33.133-C Soda-ash – Solvay, para 55 (OJ L 152/21).
77 See Case 85/76 Hoffman-La Roche, paras 110 and 111.
78 See OJ 1988 L 65/19, para 75 of Commission decision; Case T-30/89. Hilti v. Commission, ECR 1992, p. 
II-163; 53/92 P. ECR 1994, p. I–667.
79 OJ 1992 L 72/1; Case T-83/91 Tetra Pak International v. Commission, ECR 1994, p. II-755; C-333/94, 
ECR 1996 I-5951.
80 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrencerådet, ECR 2015, p. 651; para 42.
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foreclosure. Enforcement actions do not require evidence of actual foreclosure but instead 
it is adequate to demonstrate a credible risk of foreclosure.81

In EU case law, customer demand is decisive when considering whether products are 
distinct from each other. Two products are considered distinct if, in the absence of tying 
or bundling, a substantial number of customers would purchase or would have purchased 
the tying product without also buying the tied product from the same supplier, thereby 
allowing stand-alone production for both the tying and the tied product.82 Evidence that two 
products are distinct could include direct evidence that, when given a choice, customers 
purchase the tying and the tied products separately from different sources of supply, or 
indirect evidence, such as the presence on the market of undertakings specialized in 
the manufacture or sale of the tied product without the tying product83 or of each of the 
products bundled by the dominant undertaking. Indirect evidence can also indicate that 
undertakings with little market power, particularly in competitive markets, tend not to tie 
or not to bundle such products.

The wording of Article 102(2)(d) TFEU demonstrates that tying can be justified by 
objective grounds. However, the ECJ has adopted a quite rejecting stance in its decisions 
regarding tying cases because tying limits customers’ freedom to purchase goods separately 
and it typically forecloses smaller competitors from the markets. In general, when 
assessing abuse of dominance, it is reasonable to adopt the rejecting stance as a starting 
point. Nevertheless, joint selling may also be justifiable. Tying may increase efficiency 
for example when joint selling decreases the undertaking’s distribution costs. It is not, 
however, sufficient to plainly put forth an efficiency claim but instead the assessment 
needs to take into account the motivation for tying and the overall effects. Usually tying 
can be justified on the basis of several reasons simultaneously. Efficiencies should also 
be passed on to consumers at least in part. When the matter involves the enforcement of 
the prohibition of abuse of a dominant position, the threshold for viewing tying practices 
as harmless for competitive neutrality is high. A stricter approach when dominance is 
established is justified because when a tying undertaking has monopoly power, it has 
better possibilities of foreclosing competitors from the market and retaining the efficiency 
gains for itself.

Giving loyalty rebates to customers or certain customer groups is generally not against 
competition rules. In principle, anyone can become a loyal customer. Moreover, exclusive 
loyalty is not required from consumers but instead they can join several customer loyalty 
schemes should they wish to do so. However, the use of customer loyalty schemes or other 
comparable rebate schemes in practice means restricting customers’ freedom of choice 
to some extent. On the other hand, customer loyalty schemes may lead to efficiency gains, 
and rewarding customers with loyalty rebates is generally not prohibited, unless the 

81 Case T-201/04, Microsoft Corp. v Commission of the European Communities, ECR 2007, p. II–3601, 
especially paras 842, 859–862, 867 and 869.
82 Case T-201/04 Microsoft v Commission, ECR 2007, p. II–3601, paras 917, 921 and 922.
83 Case T-30/89 Hilti v Commission [1991] ECR II-1439, paragraph 67.
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undertaking in question is in a dominant position. Assessing customer loyalty schemes 
requires case-specific analysis.

The most significant risks relating to customer loyalty schemes arise when a certain 
undertaking is in a dominant position. Tying and bundling are a form of abuse of a dominant 
position. Tying refers to situations where two distinct products are tied together by the 
seller, whereby the sale or purchase of one product is made conditional to the customer 
purchasing also another product from the same undertaking. Also bundling and other 
tying rebate practices can have similar effects as explicit tying. As the markets open up 
for competition, tying may be utilized to defend a dominant position. Hence, tying can be 
used to both maintain an achieved competitive advantage, i.e. a dominant position, and to 
exclude competitors from transacting with tied customers.

The competitive effects of a customer loyalty scheme which involves undertakings 
operating on several distinct markets shall be assessed dynamically. If one of the 
undertakings involved in the scheme is dominant in its own market, the loyalty benefits 
may provide an incentive for customers to transact with other undertakings participating 
in the same scheme. While all participating undertakings benefit from the market power 
of the dominant undertaking, the scheme also further supports that market power. In 
such cases the transfer of market power from one market to another may impede new 
undertakings from entering and staying on the market where the undertaking is dominant 
and also other markets affected by the customer loyalty scheme.

When assessing the potential harmful effects a specific customer loyalty scheme may 
have, attention should be paid at least to the following factors: 1) the market position of the 
undertaking involved in the scheme, the degree of concentration of the markets and the 
potential market power or dominant position of a certain undertaking; 2) barriers to entry 
on the markets in question; 3) the amount of goods affected by the customer loyalty scheme 
and customers’ alternative options; 4) does the customer loyalty scheme apply to products 
and/or services belonging to distinct product markets; 5) the suction effect of the customer 
loyalty scheme, including the amount of consumption required to receive the rebate, the 
size and calculation period of the rebate; 6) the tying effect of the customer loyalty scheme, 
i.e. to what extent does the scheme create incentives to refrain from purchasing competing 
goods; 7) the psychological effects of the customer loyalty scheme in the decision-making 
of consumers; 8) the effect of the customer loyalty scheme on customers’ switching costs; 
9) the efficiency gains of the customer loyalty scheme that are passed on to consumers 
and their scope compared to the harmful effects of restricting competition as well as the 
alternative ways of offering similar benefits; 10) the general effects of the customer loyalty 
scheme on consumer welfare and functioning competition.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Various customer loyalty programmes have been quite comprehensively assessed in 
previous chapters. The following questions then arise: What do they have in common 
and how can they be assessed from the standpoint of the requirements of competition 
and consumer policy? Evaluation of the programmes should at least take the following 
into account:

 • Market structure in the industry and industries where the customer loyalty 
programme is being applied

 • The nature of the customer loyalty programme itself: tying, pure bundling, mixed 
bundling or conditional rebate.

 • The scope of the programme:  financial significance and comprehensiveness, based 
on how different services it combines 

 • Length of the accumulation period of bonuses
 • A customer's prerequisites  on evaluating the effects of the customer loyalty 

programme on the effective price of the service
The factors mentioned above have a significant impact on the effects of the loyalty 

programme on consumers and, more specifically, on consumer surplus. Generally, a market 
structure where a customer loyalty programme combines a monopoly or a monopolistic 
industry with a competitive industry is the most unfavourable for the consumer. Of the 
different bonus models, pure bundling is usually more detrimental to consumers than 
other systems. If the bundling of services increases the customer's difficulty in assessing 
the actual price of the bundled service, the customer loyalty programme obviously reduces 
the consumer surplus significantly. Thus, as Kalayci and Potters (2011) have found, the 
complexity of the good weakens comparability and indirectly increases the price.84 This 
difficulty is emphasized when the customer loyalty programme is extended to different 
industries and when the bonus accrual period is long. Over a long period of time, various 
random events concerning the customer or service provider make it more difficult to 
evaluate the actual price. Effects are similar if contract prices and bonus periods of the 
bundled product are different in duration.

84 In addition, complexity causes the customer to make mistaken conclusions, which also results in a 
loss for consumers. This has been observed by Wilson and Price (2010) when investigating the British 
electricity market.
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6.1. Retail Trade

In the retail trade, transactions are extensive and day-to-day, and can take place at different 
sites. Consequently, the scale of the trade's network and the range of the goods and services 
offering bonuses is probably a key competitive factor in getting customers to take part in 
the volume discounts. In the main Finnish programmes bonuses are accrued over one 
month, after which the customer can switch to a competing programme without a loss of 
bonuses. One month is a relatively short period of time and it in part limits the paralyzing 
effect of retail loyalty programmes.

Unlike in Sweden's largest retail trade (ICA), the most significant programmes in Finland 
(the S Group and the K Group) increase the percentage of bonuses as purchases increase. 
For the K Group, however, this progressivity only really applies to the retail trade. This 
feature tends to tie customers closely to one of the retail groups, which reduces competition 
and raises prices. It also creates so-called customer suction and leads to over-consumption. 
Unlike in Sweden, in Finnish programmes bonuses can also be redeemed in cash, which 
is favourable for the consumer and competition.

In Finland's grocery trade, the customer's prerequisites for making price comparisons 
between different competitors are, in principle, good. The most significant bonuses are 
retroactive rebates in nature, which complicates this comparison somewhat as they are 
determined progressively. But because customer loyalty programmes in the retail trade 
do not actually bundle different products together, comparability, as a prerequisite for 
competition is not severely weakened.

In the grocery trade, the location of the establishment is a real competitive advantage. 
To avoid inconvenience, the customer shops at a local store or a one that is easy to reach. A 
consequence of this is that the establishments that are part of the same bonus programme 
as the customer's favourite store benefit from the scope of the bonus programme at the 
expense of the establishments outside the programme. As a result, large-scale grocery 
retailers can maintain and strengthen their market shares with their customer loyalty 
programmes and prevent smaller companies from entering the market. When other services 
such as nutrition and accommodation services are tied to the bonus programme concerning 
these purchases, it is clear that they also gain an advantage in relation to services outside 
the system. In its current scale, the most detrimental impact of retail's customer loyalty 
programmes on consumers is mainly the fact that it maintains the current market structure 
and creates obstacles to the entry of new companies into the market.

6.2. Airlines

In the Finnair Plus system, bonus points accumulate over a period of three years. The 
relatively long time is likely to lock Finnair's customers outside of competition. Shortening 
the time-frame would have a competitive effect. On the other hand, for Finnair's programme, 
it should be noted that a large part of the tickets are currently purchased electronically and 
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that comparability of air fares is currently at a very good level with the help of algorithms 
that are generally available for this purpose.

6.3. Insurance

In the most important customer loyalty programmes in insurance (IF's bonus programme 
and OP's bonus customer programme), the customer receives a refund if he / she takes 
more than one type of insurance from the same company. Thus, the programmes seek 
to tie customers to one company. In insurance, the actual price of the product is not as 
clear and unambiguous as in the normal grocery trade. Company-specific differences in 
the terms and conditions of insurances result in so-called product differentiation, which 
weakens the comparability of actual prices and raises prices (reducing competition). 
Customer bonuses further undermine the comparability of actual prices and thus reduce 
competition. However, bonuses do not increase in percentages according to the value of 
the insurance, which can be regarded as positive for competition and ultimately for the 
consumer. In comparison to the retail trade's month-long bonus accrual period, insurance 
benefits are already longer due to the nature of their operation. In IF's bonus programme, 
the benefits are valid for one year at a time, while for OP's bonus customers, they are valid 
for 5 years at a time. The rather long duration of the latter limits competition and raises 
prices.  IF's bonus programme is limited to insurance, but it also promises a small 30 euro 
benefit for Nordea's customers.

If the bonus programmes of the insurance business are compared to the retail trade 
on the basis of how much money is spent within the various programmes and how these 
programmes provide financial advantages, they can be mistaken for being less significant 
for consumers than retail's programmes. However, for the average insurance customer the 
financial significance of the bonuses from insurances is relatively high.

It is not easy to estimate the impact of customer bonuses, limited within the insurance 
business, on prices and consumers through competition. Since, as a rule, the comparison 
of insurance policies is relatively difficult, their detrimental effect is apparently greater 
than in the grocery trade.

6.4. Bundling Banking and Insurance Services

In Finland, OP also bundles insurance and banking services. In the programme, OP's owner-
customers (as OP's concentrating customers) accumulate OP bonuses for banking, insurance 
and asset management services. Typically, housing loan customers receive bonuses that can 
only be used for discounts on insurance premiums and other banking services. In terms of 
the amount of money, these bonuses are clearly higher than the customer bonuses that are 
limited strictly to the internal programmes of the insurance business. OP's concentrating 
customer membership is also valid for five years. In addition, it has been extended to cover 
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real estate services. It is noteworthy that in Sweden the bundling of banking and insurance 
services is very limited and marginal in terms of the overall market.

When assessing the impact of bundling banking and insurances, attention should be paid 
to what effects it has on the comparability of the terms of the services provided by different 
companies. As a rule, the terms of insurance policies and bank loans are relatively complex. 
Calculating the actual price requires taking into account more than one parameter. In the 
housing loan market alone, the limited ability and willingness of bank customers to estimate 
the actual costs of credit and to make price comparisons provides an advantage to the bank 
in a dominant position.85 Assessment of the terms and prices of the service is hampered 
by the long periods of the agreements. This applies specifically to the bank credit market. 
Longevity affects price assessment in many ways. The cost of the service may change, for 
example, when the reference rate is changed. On the other hand, the customer may seek 
to change the credit spread over time in accordance with changes in their life situation. 
Calculating the effective price would require discounting of future costs to present value, 
and therefore an uncertain future will weaken such estimates. It is clear that evaluation of 
customer bonuses is difficult if their present value depends on an uncertain future.

A customer bonus based on combined bank credit and insurance increases complexity 
considerably even without the dimension of time adding even more difficulties. When also 
taking into account, for example, the longevity of a housing loan, the comparison of the 
terms of the package to insurance and a bank loan taken separately becomes very difficult. It 
is not merely a matter of the difficulty of the calculation, but rather that the customer does 
not want to allocate time and effort to sort out complicated matters. This gives easy access 
to the actor who makes the first bid. In the bank loan market, the first bid is usually made 
by the bank in which the customer has conducted business before the loan was sought.

Some indication of the information problems caused by the above-described system is 
that there are no software programmes facilitating comparison of financial services available 
on the Finnish market. For example, air ticket prices can be conveniently compared with 
such programmes.

It can be assumed that the incomplete information that hinders comparability in banking 
increases bank switching costs when a customer has already received an offer from their 
own bank and compares (or contemplates comparing) this offer with  terms offered by other 
banks. The analysis of the significance of the customer's switching costs in Appendix 2 of 
this study shows that an increase in switching costs can easily lead to a situation in which 
packaging reduces consumer surplus. The more significant the bundling bank’s market 
share of outstanding loans, the bigger the losses caused by bundling to the consumer,. The 
same thing has also been noted previously. Renda et al. (2009) have pointed out that 
bundling, which weakens the comparability of service terms, increases switching costs, 
which according to our analysis has an adverse effect on consumers.

85 See Allen et al. (2012).
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6.5. A Recommendation for Consumer and Competitive Policy

The problem of customer loyalty programmes prevailing in Finland for competition and 
consumers is that they have, in many places, been extended to include several industries 
at a time. Limiting bonus programmes to only one 2-digit level industry could have a 
positive impact on competition and consumers. Another problem is the long duration 
of some benefits. Reducing the bonus accrual period to two years at least in the banking 
and insurance sectors would have healthy effects on competition. It would also be in the 
interest of consumers.

It is obvious that this type of proposal will be opposed by claiming that loyalty 
programmes enhance efficiency, and that dismantling them would increase costs and create 
price pressures. If the size of the company is considered given, gaining economies of scale 
does not require the bundling of services. A large company can operate across industry 
boundaries, for example, handling different customer information, thus saving costs even 
without bundling services. If, however, bundling is intended to foster the growth of the 
already large companies, the market structure will become even more concentrated in 
Finland's key service sectors. Isn't a concentrated structure relatively widely regarded as 
problematic in regard to the effectiveness of competition?
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APPENDIX

Eero Lehto

Appendix 1. The Model of Package Pricing 

In this chapter we consider the situation in which firm 1 bundles commodities A and B. 
Bundling is compared with the situation in which these commodities are sold separately. 
Firm 1 is assumed to possess a remarkable market power in commodity A. The markets of 
commodity B are assumed to be more competitive. The price pB is, however, assumed to 
be above the marginal costs (of size zero) due to a need to cover fixed costs.    

The situation considered reminds us of the bundling of an insurance product and a 
mortgage loan. So, we assume that to take out a mortgage loan (commodity A) generates 
new wealth which has to be insured creating commodity B. The insurance product bought 
is assumed to correspond quantitatively to the mortgage loan. The assumption that the 
mortgage creates a need to buy insurance makes the model simple and analytically tractable. 
It is also assumed that a client gets a first offer of the terms of a mortgage loan from a ruling 
bank (firm 1) and that in this process also the quantity of the loan becomes fixed. After 
this the client seeks the alternative offer for a bundle offered by firm A. In the alternative 
the mortgage loan and the insurance is taken in the external market. Quantities in the 
alternative are the same as in firm 1’s offer.   

Let us consider first the bundling contract offered by firm 1. Commodity A is the mortgage 
loan and the commodity B is the insurance against the new assets. Assume that the demand 
for A – denoted by DA – is governed by 

(1) DA = α - pA, 

where pA is the price and α is the type of a client. The parameter α is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed on the range [0,1]. Owing to the assumed complementarity the demand for B 
is assumed to be DB 

(2) DB = β - pB,

so that β = α. The variable pB is B’s price and β is the customer’s type. Owing to the assumed 
similarity of demand functions, firm 1 sells A and B as a package so that 

(3) pA = pB.

In the package α the consumer surplus obtained from A is 
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(4) 1
2

(𝛼𝛼 − 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴)2.              

Because pA = pB and because of the analogy of demand functions, (4) describes also the 
surplus obtained from B.

If the client buys A from another firm than 1, A’s price is assumed to be pm , but the 
demand is already fixed on the level determined by (1). It follows from the strong market 
position of the firm 1 that pm > pA. When a client does not buys A from firm 1, commodity 
B is bought from the competitive insurance market with the price pc so that pc < pB (= pA).  

In Figure A1 describes the consumer surpluses on the basis of which the client of type α 
makes her choices. The alternatives are to buy a package from firm 1 or to buy commodities 
A and B separately in external markets.

Figure A1.
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Let consider first the situation in which α≥ pm. The surplus in the package is then 2(C+D). 
Buying A outside gives a surplus C–E. The loss E arises because A is bought excessively 
in relation to the price pm. Respectively, the surplus from B is of size F (=C+D) when an 
insurance product is bought in the competitive market. Buying in the external market gives 
the total surplus of F+G. According to this, the client chooses the package if 

(5) 2(C+ D) ≥ C – E + F + G 

In Figure A1  2(C+D) = , F = , E = , C = 

 ja G = (pA – pc)(α-pA). and G = (pA – pc)(α-pA).

In other words, the customer choose the package if

(6) (α − pA )2 ≥               +                   −                  + (pA− pC )(α − pA ).(α − pm )2

2
(α − pA )2

2
( pm − pA )2

2
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One can show that the condition (6) transforms into 

α(pm + pc - 2pA) ≥ pA(pm + pc - 2 pA),

from which one obtains  conditions 

(7a)  2pA < pm + pc

(7b)  α ≥ pA.

To choose the package conditions (7a) and (7b) have to be valid. Condition (7a) tells when 
firm 1 is chosen instead of the external markets, and condition (7b) shows the conditions 
on which the package is taken when firm 1 is already chosen.

If, instead, α < pm, the losses from overconsumption for the client who does not take a 
package rise to the amount (area C in figure A1)

(α − pA )
2

2
.

In addition, the consumer surplus which was of the size C in figure A1 turns now into 
losses of size

(pm − α )2

2
.

All in all, when α < pm , the consumer surplus in the outside market is for the client 

(8) −               −                + (pA− pC )(α − pA ).(pm − α)2

2
(α − pA )2

2

It is easy to show that when condition (7a) is in force, the "surpus" in (8) is negative and it 
is in fact deficit. We can conclude that the client chooses the package, when (7a) and (7b) 
are valid even if  α < pm.

Next we consider firms’ profits and the consumer surplus when conditions (7a) and 
(7b) are valid. 

Firm 1’s profits from the package offered are 

(9) π1 =   1 2pA(α − pA )dα .∫pA

If firm 1’s profits from commodity B without packaging are only marginally above zero, 
firm 1’s profits without packaging will be only half of the package value (9). Let us still look 
closer at the level of pA in the package. 
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Firm 1’s profit can be written in the form 

(10) pA − 2pA + pA ,2 3

from which one obtains the first order conditions of the profit maximizing 

4
3pA −    pA +     = 0.2 1

3

The above condition implies pA = 1/3 maximizes profits.86 It is easy to prove that the second 
order conditions for the profit maximizing are in force. It is remarkable that at itsmaximum 
pA is the same as it is in the case where firm 1 is in the monopoly position and produces 
only commodity A. 

In bundling α the consumer surplus from A and B is twice the area C+D in figure A1. 
Over all clients the respective surplus equals twice expression (4). In the packaging the 
customer’s surplus from A does not change from the value that can be obtained from A 
when firm 1 sells A and B separately. Without packaging the customer’s surplus from B 
over all the types is   

(11) ,  

For type α this surplus is the same as area F+G in figure A1 (if α > pm). This means that 
packaging reduces customers’ surplus by the amount 

(12) (α − pA )(pA − pc)dα .∫
pA

1

This result is clear-cut. In the package the consumer surplus diminishes. This result requires 
that it pays for the client to choose the package. On the grounds of condition (7a), this is 
not possible if pc is too close to zero and if pm is not much above pA. Then the customers 
were satisfied with the external markets.

In the situation considered we have implicitly assumed that the client loses something if 
she cannot buy commodity A from firm 1. In so far as the financial services are concerned 
this could refer to the existence of the so called switching costs. In the situation concerned 
the switching costs could describe the costs which arise when the client who is already 
attached to firm 1 switches to another firm. In Appendix 2 we consider the impacts of 
packaging in the presence of switching costs.

86 See the respective example in Nalebuff (2004a).
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Eero Lehto
Appendix 2. A Model of Switching Costs and Bundling in Financial 
Markets

2.1. General structure of the model

We consider the situation in which bank 1 bundles87 together a mortgage loan and an 
insurance product. Suppose that parameter α on the range [0,1] represents a customer’s 
valuation of the mortgage loan. The respective valuation of the insurance product is β on the 
range [0,1]. Parameters α and β are assumed to be uniformly distributed and independent 
of each other. 

The customers become attached to a bank in stages. In the first stage before the 
mortgage loan is taken out the customer becomes a bank account client. In the second 
stage, when switching to another bank could cause costs to a customer, the customer 
takes a mortgage loan and possibly an insurance policy which is included in the offered 
package. The switching costs from the initial bank to a new bank cover the costs which 
are, on the one hand, unrelated and, on the other hand, related to taking out a loan. The 
first group includes the time costs related to switching, some monetary costs and mental 
costs when a client abandons a familiar bank. The most significant costs arise, however, 
after the incumbent bank has made an offer of the package consisting of the bundle of a 
mortgage loan and insurance product. The switching costs then consist of the efforts to 
find an alternative offer and of the efforts to make comparison of the terms of the package 
costs and its alternatives. The harder this comparison is, the larger the switching costs are. 
If the client regards the initial offer (the package) reasonable but complex, the alternative 
of taking out a loan from another bank and insurance in the external insurance market is 
often not even considered. The Canadian research discovered that clients mostly take out 
a loan from their home bank without even considering alternatives.88 It is quite clear that 
difficulties in making decisions in terms of price comparisons increase substantially when 
a mortgage loan is bundled with an insurance product. 

 The models considered includes two banks, bank 1 and bank 2, of which only bank 1 
ties a mortgages loan with insurance. The insurance markets are competitive. In the case 
considered a client is assumed to take one unit of a mortgage loan and one unit of insurance. 
Let ri (i=1,2) be the interest rates of the loans and pc+ θ is the price of insurance included 
in the package offered by bank 1. In the competitive insurance the price level is pc. So a 
premium θ shows how much the package price exceeds the competitive price.

87 In this text the terms packaging and bundling means the same thing: selling two items only combined 
at the single price. 
88 See Allen et al. (2012).
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When bank 1’s account client (of type α, β) takes a package, the consumer surplus is 

 , 

where γ ≡ α + β ja z1 ≡ r1 + θ. 
It pays for an account client to take the bundle of a mortgage loan and insurance if 

(1)  .

Bank 2’s account client takes a mortgage loan if 

(2) α > r2.

A client makes two decisions. Firstly, it must be decided whether to take a package or a 
mortgage loan at all. This decision is governed by conditions (1) and (2). Secondly, a client 
must decide whether she takes a package from bank 1 or, alternatively, a mortgage loan 
from bank 2 and insurance in the external market.

Let us consider the second decision. 89 We assume that when bank 1’s old client switches 
to bank 2, it causes a client an extra cost of size δw1, where w1 is the actual switching cost 
and δ is a sensitivity parameter related to these costs. 

Let us assume next that z1 ≥ r2 and that w1 is uniformly distributed on the range [0,1]. 
Bank 2 can then hold on to its old clients and the old client of bank 1 chooses bank 1 if 

in other words
 .

According to this, bank 1’s account client chooses the package offered by bank 1 if 

(3)  ,

where ∈ , 1 . Because w1 is uniformly distributed on the range [0,1], bank 1 gets a 
share 1-   of its old clients, when the condition (3) is valid. When z1 increases in relation 
to r2, a still smaller share of bank 1’s old clients take a package from bank 1. 

Whereas when z1 < r2, bank 1 holds its old clients and gets banks 2 ’s old clients insofar as 

.

Above w2, which is uniformly distributed on the range [0,1], is the switching cost of bank’s 
2’s old clients. 

89 The modelling of this decision is based on Stenbacka and Takalo (2016).  
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The above condition is fulfilled, when 

(4)  

Bank 2 then holds the share 1-   of its old account clients. 
Suppose that the share of bank i’s account clients of all potential mortgage clients is si , 

when i = 1,2. Let s3 be the share of independent clients so that s1 + s2 + s3 = 1.
The independent clients, who are neither bank 1’s nor bank 2’s account clients, are 

supposed to choose the combination of cheapest mortgage loan and insurance. So, an 
independent client chooses bank 1 if z1 ≤ r2. If z1 > r2, bank 2 gets all the independent clients. 
In this case they buy an insurance product in the external market. We use the notation 
in which the dummy variable du1 = 1 in bank 1’s profit function when z1 ≤ r2. Otherwise 
du1 = 0. Respectively, in bank 2’s profit function du2 = 1 when r2 < z1. Otherwise du2 = 0. 

Because α and β are independent of each other and uniformly distributed, their sum 
(γ ≡ α + β) has a density function ƒ(γ) = 2 – γ when γ ∈ [1,2] and ƒ(γ) = γ when γ ∈ [0,1]. 
Respectively, ƒ(α) = 1.

Bank 1’s and 2’s profit functions depend on the conditions
i) z1 > r2

ii) z1 < r2 or
iii) z1 = r2 .
Whether z1 < 1 or 1 < z1 < 2 also impacts bank 1’s profit function. Initial experiments 

showed that with plausible values for δ, pc and si, z1 < 1. 

2.2. Profits and profit maximization in different cases

a. When z1 > r2 and bank 1 bundles

When condition (i) is in force, bank 1 keeps only part of its old clients and does not get 
any old clients from bank 2. Neither does it get independent clients. Instead, bank 2 gets 
then also a part of bank 1’s old clients and it keeps all of its own old clients. It also gets 
independent clients who are taking a mortgage loan insofar as the condition (2) is valid. 

Bank 1’s profit function is then 

(5)  .

Respectively, bank 2’s profit function is

(6)  

Bank 1 maximizes the profits (3) with respect to z1. The first order conditions for profit 
maximization,      , transform into 
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(7) 

.

 

The equation (7) already hints how s1 and δ would impact bank 1’s pricing decisions. 
When r2 is given,  for the values of z1 and r2 in the neighbourhood of the possible 
equilibria, given pc. This indicates that the rise of switching costs would increase marginal 
profits   , giving a reason to lift z1. From (7) one can also derive a result according to which  
  when δ is close to zero, and turns positive when the value of δ:n rises. This tells 
that when switching is pervasive and when s1 increases, it becomes more important for the 
bundling bank to hold on to its clients which decreases the price. Whereas when switching 
is sluggish so that δ is large, the bundling bank tends to utilize its clientele by increasing z1.

90  
In the equilibrium considered the first order conditions for bank 2’s profit maximization 

must also be valid. When bank 2 is aggressive so that z1 > r2, the first order conditions 
obtained from (6) are

 

(8)  .
 

From equations (7) and (8) one can solve optimal values for variables z1 and r2  with different 
values for the parameters of the model. The equilibrium defined by the first order conditions 
is consistent in the case considered only if it turns out that z1 > r2.

From (7) it is obtained for the second order conditions  

(9) 
 
            .

Respectively, from (8) we obtain the second order conditions for bank 2’s profit maximization 

(10)  .

b. When z1 < r2 and when bank 1 bundles 

Next we consider the situation in which z1 < r2 so that bank 1 gets a part of bank 2’s old 
account clients. Bank 2 then does not get any clients from bank 1 nor those clients who are 
independent. The profit function of bank 1 is then 

90 This phenomenon is familiar and presented already in Tirole (1989, 326). Suppose that the firm cannot 
discriminate old and new clients by setting different prices for them. When switching costs are large, a 
firm behaves like "a fat cat" by setting prices at the high level which increases the riskof losing clients to 
competitors.
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(11)  

.

From (11) we obtain first order conditions

 (12) 

  

The second order conditions corresponding to (12) are 

 (13) 

  

 

Now when z1 < r2 so that bank 2 is passive, its profit function is  

(14)    

from which we obtain the first and second order conditions

(15)     

(16)    

c. When r1 > r2 and when bank 1 does not bundle

In this study bundling is compared with the situation in which bank 1 abstains from 
bundling. Therefore we consider pricing also in the absence of bundling. When both bank 
1 and bank 2 grant mortgage loans so that bank 1’s interest r1 rate is above bank 2’s interest 
rate r2, bank 1’s profits without bundling are   

(17)  

so that the respective first and second order conditions for profit maximization are 
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(18)  

and

(19)    

Without packaging and when r2 < r1 , bank 2’s profit function and the respective first and 
second order conditions are the same as equations (6), (8) and (10), in which variable z1 is 
replaced for variable r1.

d. When r1 < r2 and bank 1 does not bundle 

Without packaging and when r2 > r1, bank 1’s profit function is 

(20) , 

for which the corresponding first and second order conditions are 

(21)  

(22)    

In this case bank 2’s profit function is the same as the expression (14) in which z1 = r1. 
The corresponding first and second order conditions are obtained by inserting z1 = r1 into 
equations (15) and (16).

e. When r1 = r2 and when bank 1 does not bundle

When the market shares s1 and s2 are equal and when bank 1 does not bundle mortgage 
loans and insurance, the behaviour can be assumed to change. We assume that then both 
bank assess that the changes in their interest rates may make both their own and their 
rival’s old clients change banks. In this symmetric situation we also assume that du1 = du2 
= 0,5. Bank 1’s profit function is thus  

(23)   , 

From (23) it is obtained for the first and second order conditions 

(24)  
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and 

(25) 

 .

Respective expression for bank 2’s profits and the first and second order conditions of 
the profit maximizations are obtained from equations(23)–(25) by inserting ri = rk and si = 
sk when i = 1,2, k = 1,2 and i ≠ k. 

2.3. Consumer surplus in different situations

a. Consumer surplus in packaging 

Finally we consider consumer surpluses in different situations. The combined surplus 
in packaging consists of surpluses generated by bank 1 (CS1), by bank 2 (CS2) and the rest 
which originates in the external insurance market (CS3). 

When profit functions are (5) and (6) so that r2 < z1, CS1   is obtained from profit equation 
(5) and it is 
  
(26)   
 
Respectively CS2, which is obtained from (6), is  

(27)   

The clients who do not take a mortgage loan from bank 1 buy insurance in the external 
market insofar as β > pc. The consumer surplus arising from this activity is 

(28)  

 

When bank 1 is more aggressive so that z1 < r2 , consumer surpluses derived from profit 
equations (11) and (14) are 

(29) 
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and

(30)  

Both bank 1’s old account clients, who do not take bank loans at all, and bank 2’s old account 
clients and the independent clients, who do not take a mortgage loan from bank 1, insure 
themselves in the external market ( insofar as β > pc). Thus  

 (31) 

 .

b. Consumer surpluses when bank 1 does not bundle

We consider next consumer surpluses when bank 1 does not bundle a mortgage loan and 
insurance. When r1 > r2, CS1 is obtained from the expression (17) as follows 

(32)  

Respectively, CS2 is the same as expression (27), where z1 = r1. Whereas surplus CS3 is 

(33)    ,

describing the situation in which all the potential mortgage clients insure themselves 
in the external market if only β > pc. When r1 < r2, we obtain the expression for CS1 from 
equation (20)

(34) .    

Respectively CS2 is then the same as (30), in which z1 = r1. CS3 is still the same as (33). Finally 
we consider the situation without packaging so that s1 = s2. Then r1 = r 2 and bank 1’s profit 
function is of the form (23). Then 

(35)  

where dui = 0,5. Surplus CS3 is again the same as (33).

c. Triopoly

Finally we consider the triopoly of three banks. Suppose that r2 = r3 so that banks 2 and 3 
compete as equals for each other’s clients. In addition, we assume that r2 < z1 so that banks 
2 and 3 get some of banks 1’s old clients but do not lose any old clients to bank 1. Then bank 
2’s and 3’s profit are 
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(36) , 

where i = 2, when j = 3 and vice versa. 
Bank 1’s profit function is the same as expression (5). The first order and second order 

conditions corresponding to this situation are solved in the same way as above in the similar 
situations. To save room these conditions are not reported.  

2.4. Calculations

Using the switching cost model we simulate the impacts of packaging on the price level 
and the consumer surplus. The prices at the equilibrium are derived from the first order 
conditions of profit maximization. Only such equilibria are reported in which also the 
second order conditions are valid and which are consistent in the sense that the initial 
assumption about of inequality regarding interest rate r2 and price z1 (or r1 and r2) is true 
also in the local maximum of the model. So, if the initial assumption is that, for example, z1 
> r2, the model solution must also fulfil this condition. In calculations we insert appropriate 
values for the parameters and exogenous variables of the model. 

The parameters and variables involved in simulations are 
s1 = bank 1’s share of old clients, actually of clients who are potential mortgage loan  
  clients
s2 = bank 2’s share of old clients 
pc = the price of insurance in the external market
δ = the sensitivity parameter related to switching costs. When δ increases, the switching 
  costs also increase. 
π1 = bank 1’s profits 
π2 = bank 2’s profits 
CS = consumer surplus
Figures A2a and A2b describe the development of the consumer surplus in packaging 

and without it under different values of the parameter δ. Figure A2a shows that increasing 
sensitivity to switching banks (parameter δ decreases) increases the consumer surplus 
with and without packaging. When the propensity to change the bank is not so great (δ is 
above 1), the consumer surplus with packaging is lower than with no packaging. Here it 
has been assumed that bundling has no effect on the switching costs.
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Figure A2a. Consumer surplus (CS) with different values of δ.
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Figure A2b. Consumer surplus (CS), when δ is smaller without packaging.
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It is, however, justifiable to assume that bundling of the bank loan and the insurance 
product weakens the clients’ possibility to compare the costs with unbundled products. 
This would increase the rigidity of banks’ old clients switching to another bank (and raise 
δ).91 The calculations presented in figure A2b indicate that packaging reduces considerably 
the consumer surplus with all values of δ, when packaging is assumed to increase δ by 0.2. 

91 The findings of Allen et al. (2012) support this assumption. They considered the behaviour in the 
Canadian mortgage market and found out that mortgage clients search mostly for a quote at their home 
banks and that the majority of these clients end up making agreements with them. That clients are lazy to 
ask and search for alternative quotas may express that there is an implicit information problem. It is hard 
and laborious to make price comparison if the effective price is affected by several parameters. 
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Figure A3. Bank 1’s profits.
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Figure A3 describes bank 1’s profits with and without packaging. The profits from 
packaging are presented in two ways: with insurance income and without it. Insurance 
incomes are assessed setting the market price pc = 0.15. Marginal costs in insurance activity 
are assumed to be zero. Bundling in any case increases bank 1’s profits. Without insurance 
income bank 1’s profits increase on the average by 12.5 per cent with various values of δ. 
Including insurance income, the increase is even 55 per cent. 

Figure A4 in turn describes bank 2’s profits. Bank 2 does not bundle, but it is affected by 
the bundling of bank 1. Packaging makes bank 1 raise prices, which makes room also for 
bank 2 to raise prices. At least when s1 > s2, the prices set by bank 2 remain below the prices 
of bank 1. Owing to this, bank 2 receives some clients from bank 1. All in all, in our model 
packaging increases also bank 2’s profits, on the average by 3.8 per cent.

Figure A4. Bank 2’s profits.
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Bank 2’s profitability strengthens, but not to the same extent as bank 1’s profitability. Does 
this mean that only consumers suffer from the packaging? It is possible that the packaging, 
however, harms bank 2 indirectly. The remarkably increased profits of bank 1 may encourage 
it to use more resources for drumming up of new account clients. 

Simulations of the model also produce the results according to which an increase in s1 

increased bank 1’s profit regardless of whether bank 1 bundles or not. On the other hand, 
bank 2’s profits increase in s2. This result is in line with the similar result obtained by 
Klemperer (1987) and Beggs and Klemperer (1992). According to them the firm 
benefits the more from of its existing clientele stock the bigger this stock is. So, for the big 
firm, it is not profitable to tempt new clients with low prices. In Finland the development 
of OP Group’s market share in the car insurance market92 (figure A5 in chapter 2.5.2.) is in 
line with this finding. With bundling OPGroup, the big player in the mortgage loan market, 
captured clients from others also in the insurance market in years 2005–2011. But after 
becoming large its pricing seems to have been targeted to foster high profitability, so its 
market share in the insurance market has no longer grown. 

Figure A5. The development of consumer surpluses when market shares s1 and s2 vary.
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Figure A5 describes how the initial values of s1 and s2 impact the consumer surplus with 
and without packaging. We have assumed that δ = 1. The consumer surplus is smaller with 
bundling than without, which has been found out already above. In addition, figure A4 
shows with bundling and without the consumer surpluses are the smallest when market 
shares considered are close to 50 per cent. Then neither bank tempts the rival’s clients 
very aggressively. If the behaviour without packaging is nevertheless thought to reflect 
the situation r1 = r2 (described in section 2.2.), both banks may turn aggressive as a result 
of which the consumer surplus would increase substantially. Figure A5 brings forth an 

92 The market shares in car insurance are seen to develop in the same way as market shares in most other 
types of insurance. 
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important result from the client’s point of view. When s1 is large and s2 is small, packaging 
reduces the consumer surplus the most clearly with respect to no bundling. When s1 = 
0.35 or smaller than this (and s2 = 0.66 or greater than this), packaging no longer weakens 
consumer surplus. This is explained by the behaviour in which it pays for bank 1 to behave 
aggressively and set the price below the rival’s price level when its market share of the old 
account clients is small.  

Small s1 and large s2 makes bank 1 aggressive and bank 2 lazy, which is satisfied with 
taking advantage of its old clients by setting prices above the rival’s prices. Packaging which 
ties bank loans to insurance combines also the distributions of α and β (i.e. a consumer’s 
valuations of the mortgage loan and insurance), changing the marginal conditions of pricing 
from the situation without packaging. The joint probability distribution of the demands for 
the mortgage loan and for the insurance product encourages banks to raise prices, when 
s1 is large enough. But when s1 becomes small, the situation turns the other way around 
increasing bank 1’s efforts to grab clients from bank 2. Calculations in figure A4, however, 
show that although δ (= 1) would be the same with packaging and without, the consumer 
surplus in packaging is not much smaller than non-packaging even when s1 = 0.3 and s2 = 0.7.  

The number of rivals in the bank market is typically more than two. So when s1 = 0.3, one 
can imagine that instead of having one large competitor, bank 1 would have two competitors, 
whose market shares are 35 %. Competition situation would turn from a duopoly to a 
triopoly. The analysis of the equilibrium in the case of three banks is more difficult than 
in the duopoly. Let us assume that banks 2 and 3, whose market shares are 35 %, would 
compete as equals for each other’s clients. Insofar as their loan rate plus the insurance price 
is below the package price z1, they would not lose clients to bank 1, but would receive some 
of the bank 1’s old clients. Bank 2’s and 3’s profit are given in the equation (36) and bank 
1’s profits in equation (5). Using these equations it can be showed that packaging raises all 
the prices and bank 1’s profits. Respectively, packaging diminishes the consumer surplus. 
This indicates that although bank 1’s market share is smaller than those of bank 2 and 
bank 3, packaging may still be profitable and at the same time detrimental to consumers.  

We have also considered a situation in which part of the potential mortgage loan 
clients are initially independent so that they can choose either bank 1 or bank 2 without 
switching costs. In the example examined, it has been assumed that 20 % of the clients 
are independent and that s1 = s2 = 0.4. In addition, we have assumed that δ = 1. Then bank 2 
becomes interested in attracting independent clients and not only bank 1’s old clients. To 
get independent clients, who are free of switching costs, bank 2’s interest can be higher 
than the level at which bank 2 manages to get old clients from bank 1. This makes bank 2 
even set the interest rate at a higher level than in the absence of independent clients and 
when s1 = s2 = 0,5. This reduces the consumer surplus in packaging, although δ would be 
the same with packaging and without.   

We have so far assumed that the insurance price pc = 0.15. If pc rose to the level 0.2, for 
example because fixed costs grow in relation to variable costs, the potential damages of 
packaging would be diluted. When pc is relatively high and still closer to the monopoly 
price, the consumers’ benefits of buying insurance in the external markets (instead of as 
a part of the package) would no longer be so great. Respectively, if pc decreases from 0.15 
to the level 0.1, the harmfulness of packaging grows for consumers. 
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Appendix 3. S Bonuses Awarded by Various Cooperatives

Table A1. Accrual of bonuses in certain cooperatives.

Household purchases 
per month €

Bonus 
per cent

Bonus 
per year €

1500
1250
1000

750
500
400
300
200

50

5 %
4,50 %

4 %
3,50 %

3 %
2,50 %

2 %
1,50 %

1 %

900
675
480
315
180
120
72
36
6

Bonuses accrue according to the table in the following cooperatives: HOK Elanto, Hämeenmaa, Varuboden-Osla Handelslag 
and Satakunta cooperatives.
Source: S-kanava, 2016.

Table A2. Accrual of bonuses in certain cooperatives.

Household purchases 
per month €

Bonus 
per cent

Bonus 
per year €

1200
1000
800
600
500
400
300
200

1

5 %
4,50 %

4 %
3,50 %

3 %
2,50 %

2 %
1,50 %

1 %

720
540
384
252
180
120
72
36

0.12

Bonuses accrue according to the table in the following cooperatives: Etelä-Karjala, Koillismaa, Kymen seutu, Pirkanmaa and 
Suur-Savo cooperatives.
Source: S-kanava, 2016.
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Appendix 4. Customer Loyalty Programme Companies and Industrial 
Sectors

Appendix 4 presents the companies and industrial sectors of the customer loyalty 
programmes. The companies are classified according to the 4-digit level Standard Industrial 
Classification compiled by Statistics Finland. In this way we can see how widely different 
customer loyalty programmes tie or bundle goods and services together.

Table A3. Industrial sectors and companies awarding S Bonuses.

G Wholesale and retail trade
45 Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

452 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles
4520 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles

Karla
47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores
4711 Retail sale in non-specialised stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating

S-market, Sale, Alepa, ABC
4719 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores

Prisma, Sokos
473 Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialised stores

4730 Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialised stores
ABC

475 Retail sale of other household equipment in specialised stores
4752 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass in specialised stores

Kodin Terra
477 Retail sale of other goods in specialised stores

4771 Retail sale of clothing in specialised stores
Pukumies, Marks & Spencer

4775 Retail sale of cosmetic and toilet articles in specialised stores
Emotion

4778 Other retail sale of new goods in specialised stores
Silmäasema*

H Transportation and storage
49 Land transport and transport via pipelines

494 Freight transport by road and removal services
4942 Removal services

Niemi Palvelut*
50 Water transport

501 Sea and coastal passenger water transport
5010 Sea and coastal passenger water transport

Eckerö Line*, Viking Line*
I Accommodation and food service activities

55 Accommodation
551 Hotels and similar accommodation

5510 Hotels and similar accommodation
Sokos Hotels, Radisson Blu Hotels (in Finland)
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56 Food and beverage service activities
561 Restaurants and mobile food service activities

5610 Restaurants and mobile food service activities
Raflaamo’s restaurants: Amarillo, Rosso, Fransmanni, Torero, Chico's etc.

563 Beverage serving ctivities
5630 Beverage serving activities

Coffee House, Presso
61 Telecommunications

611 Wired telecommunications activities
6110 Wired telecommunications activities

Elisa Saunalahti*
612 Wireless telecommunications activities

6120 Wireless telecommunications activities
Elisa Saunalahti*

K Financial and insurance activities
64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding

641 Monetary intermediation
6419 Other monetary intermediation

S-Pankki
6430 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities

S-Pankki
65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 

651 Insurance
6512 Non-life insurance

LähiTapiola*
N Administrative and support service activities

77 Rental and leasing activities
771 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles

7711 Renting and leasing of cars and light motor vehicles
Hertz*

Q Human health and social work activities
86 Human health and social work activities

862 Medical and dental practice activities
8623 Dental practice activities

Oral Hammaslääkärit*
R Arts, entertainment and recreation

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
931 Sports activities

9313 Fitness facilities
EasyFit *, LadyLine* 

In the table S Bonus partners are denoted with a star (*). All of the companies award the S Bonus in the same way. 
Source: S-kanava, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A4. K-Plussa companies awarding basic and bonus points.

G Wholesale and retail trade
47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores
4711 Retail sale in non-specialised stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating

K-Supermarket, K-Market
4719 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores

K-Citymarket (only food purchases)
H Transportation and storage

50 Water transport
501 Sea and coastal passenger water transport

5010 Sea and coastal passenger water transport
Silja Line, Tallink

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accommodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

Cumulus, Rantasipi, Holiday Inn, Crowne Plaza, Hotelli Seurahuone, Kylpylähotelli 
Rauhalahti, Flamingo Spa, Herttua Kylpylähotelli, Kylpylähotelli Päiväkumpu

56 Food and beverage service activities
561 Restaurants and mobile food service activities

5610 Restaurants and mobile food service activities
Restelin ravintolat: Martina, Mario, Rax, O'Learys, Wanha Mestari, Central Ravintola, 
Foija, Huviretki, Mestaritalli, Vespa, Grillsson, Restel Tapahtumaravintolat

563 Beverage serving activities
5630 Beverage serving activities

Hemingways, Parnells, NightLife, Kaarle XII
J Information and communication

58 Publishing activities
581 Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities

5814 Publishing of journals and periodicals
A-lehdet

N Administrative and support service activities
77 Rental and leasing activities

771 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles
7711 Renting and leasing of cars and light motor vehicles

Europcar
R Arts, entertainment and recreation

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
932 Amusement and recreation activities

9321 Activities of amusement parks and theme parks
Hop Lop 

The table presents companies awarding both basic and bonus K-Plussa points. 
Source: K-Plussa, 2016a; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A5. K-Plussa companies awarding basic points.

G Wholesale and retail trade
45 Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

451 Sale of motor vehicles
4511 Sale of cars and light motor vehicles

VV-Auto, Yamaha Center
452 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles

4520 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles
VV-Auto

454 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories
4540 Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories

Yamaha Center
47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores
4719 Muu vähittäiskauppa erikoistumattomissa myymälöissä

Anttila
473 Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialised stores

4730 Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialised stores
Neste Oil

474 Retail sale of information and communication equipment in specialised stores
4741 Retail sale of computers, peripheral units and software in specialised stores

Musta Pörssi
4742 Retail sale of telecommunications equipment in specialised stores 

Musta Pörssi
4743 Retail sale of audio and video equipment in specialised stores

Musta Pörssi
475 Retail sale of other household equipment in specialised stores

4752 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass in specialised stores
K-Rauta, Rautia, K-Maatalous

4759 Retail sale of furniture, lighting equipment and other household articles in 
specialised stores
Kodin1, Sotka, Asko

476 Retail sale of cultural and recreation goods in specialized stores
4764 Retail sale of sporting equipment in specialised stores

Budget Sport, Inter Sport
477 Retail sale of other goods in specialised stores

4772 Retail sale of footwear and leather goods in specialised stores
Kookenkä, Kenkäexpertti

K Financial and insurance activities
65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security

651 Insurance
6512 Non-life insurance

If

The table presents companies awarding only basic K-Plussa points.
Source: K-Plussa, 2016a; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A6. K-Plussa partners offering assorted benefits.

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accommodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

Nordic Choice Hotellit
J Information and communication

59 Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music 
publishing activities
591 Motion picture, video and television programme activities

5914 Motion picture projection activities
Finnkino

K Financial and insurance activities
64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding 

641 Monetary intermediation
6419 Other monetary intermediation

OP, Nordea, Danske Bank  

The table presents companies offering assorted benefits but not awarding points.
Source: K-Plussa, 2016a; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A7. Stockmann Loyal Customers.

G Wholesale and retail trade
47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores
4719 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores
 Stockmann 

The level of the Stockmann Loyal Customer programme is affected only by purchases made from Stockmann. 
Source: Stockmann, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A8. Collaborative partners offering benefits to Stockmann Loyal Customers.

G Wholesale and retail trade
45 Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

451 Sale of motor vehicles
4511 Sale of cars and light motor vehicles

Veho
452 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles

4520 Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles
Autoklinikka

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accommodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

Haikon Kartano, Långvik Congress Wellness Hotel, Scandic, Hilton
J Information and communication

59 Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music 
publishing activities
591 Motion picture, video and television programme activities

5914 Motion picture projection activities
Finnkino

N Administrative and support service activities
79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities 

791 Travel agency and tour operator activities
7911 Travel agency activities

CWT Kaleva Travel
R Arts, entertainment and recreation

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities
931 Sports activities

9312 Activities of sport clubs
Motivus

The table presents Stockmann collaborative partners offering various benefits to Stockmann Loyal Customers. 
Source: Stockmann, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A9. Finnair Plus.

H Transportation and storage
51 Air transport

511 Passenger air transport
5110 Passenger air transport

Finnair, Oneworld 

Finnair bonus and level points can be earned from flights on Finnair and other Oneworld companies. 
Source: Stockmann, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A10. Assorted benefits offered by Finnair Plus collaborative partners.

G Wholesale and retail trade
47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores
4719 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores

Stockmann*
473 Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialised stores

4730 Retail sale of automotive fuel in specialised stores
Neste Oil

475 Retail sale of other household equipment in specialised stores
4752 Retail sale of hardware, paints and glass in specialised stores

RTV*
4759 Retail sale of furniture, lighting equipment and other household articles in 

specialised stores
Jean Vernet*, Decanter*

476 Retail sale of cultural and recreation goods in specialised stores
4764 Retail sale of sporting equipment in specialised stores

Golf Center
477 Retail sale of other goods in specialised stores

4771 Retail sale of clothing in specialised stores
Joutsen*, Marimekko, Patricia*, Belizia*

4777 Retail sale of watches and jewellery in specialised stores
Timanttiset*

4778 Other retail sale of new goods in specialised stores
Moomin Shop*

479 Retail trade not in stores, stalls or markets
4791 Retail sale via mail order houses or via Internet

Zalando
H Transportation and storage

49 Land transport and transport via pipelines
493 Other passenger land transport

4931 Urban and suburban passenger land transport
Arlanda Express

4932 Taxi operation
Cabforce*

4939 Other passenger land transport n.e.c.
ExpressBus

50 Water transport
501 Sea and coastal passenger water transport

5010 Sea and coastal passenger water transport
Silja Line, Silversea Cruises*

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accommodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

56 Food and beverage service activities
561 Restaurants and mobile food service activities

5610 Restaurants and mobile food service activities
Restelin ravintolat, Royal Ravintolat, Ravintokolmio Ravintolat, Ravintola.fi Ravintolat ym.

J Information and communication
58 Publishing activities

581 Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities
5814 Publishing of journals and periodicals

Otavamedia, The Economist*
59 Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music 

publishing activities
591 Motion picture, video and television programme activities

5914 Motion picture projection activities
Finnkino  
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K Financial and insurance activities
64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding

643 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities
6430 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities

LähiTapiola
65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 

651 Insurance
6511 Life insurance

Mandatum Life*
66 Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities

661 Activities auxiliary to financial services, except insurance and pension funding 
6619 Other activities auxiliary to financial services, except insurance and pension funding

ChangeGroup*
N Administrative and support service activities

77 Rental and leasing activities
771 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles

7711 Renting and leasing of cars and light motor vehicles
Avis*, Europcar*, Hertz*, Sixt*

79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities
791 Travel agency and tour operator activities

7911 Travel agency activities
Aurinkomatkat*

799 Other reservation service and related activities
7990 Other reservation service and related activities

Lippu.fi
P Education

85 Education
855 Other education

8559 Other education n.e.c.
Suomen Projekti-instituutti*

R Arts, entertainment and recreation
90 Creative, arts and entertainment activities

900 Creative, arts and entertainment activities
9002 Support activities to performing arts

Flow Festival
91 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities

910 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities
9102 Museums activities

Museokortti, Abba-museo
93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 

931 Sports activities
9312 Activities of sport clubs

Peltomäki Golf, Motivus*, Linna Golf, Niitvälja Golf, Esport Fitness, Midnight Run 
Helsinki

932 Amusement and recreation activities
9321 Activities of amusement parks and theme parks

Linnanmäki
S Other service activities

96 Other personal service activities
960 Other personal service activities

9601 Washing and (dry-)cleaning of textile and fur products
SOL Pesulapalvelut

9602 Hairdressing and other beauty treatment
Helsinki Day Spa, Kämp Spa  

The table presents collaborative partners of the Finnair Plus programme offering benefits to Finnair Plus members. Some 
companies award points and in some companies points can only be used. Collaborative partners awarding points are denoted 
with a star (*).
Source: Finnair Plus, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A11. Industrial sectors of LocalTapiola’s Omaetu programme.

K Financial and insurance activities 
64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding

643 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities
6430 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities

65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security
651 Insurance

6511 Life insurance
6512 Non-life insurance

653 Pension funding
6530 Pension funding 

The table presents the industrial sectors of the LocalTapiola Omaetu programme.
Source: LähiTapiola, 2016b; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A12. OP concentration benefits.

K Financial and insurance activities
64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding 

641 Monetary intermediation
6419 Other monetary intermediation

OP
643 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities

6430 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities
OP

65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security
651 Insurance

6512 Non-life insurance
OP

L Real estate activities
68 Real estate activities

683 Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis
6831 Real estate agencies

OP Kiinteistökeskus*  

The table presents the benefits of being OP bonus customers and owner-customers by industrial sector. Owner-customers get 
a 250 euro discount on OP Kiinteistökeskus broker fees.
Source: OP, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A13. If bonus programme.

K Financial and insurance activities
64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding 

641 Monetary intermediation
6419 Other monetary intermediation

Nordea*
643 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities

6430 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities
OP

65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security
651 Insurance

6512 Non-life insurance
If

The table presents the industrial sectors of If’s bonus programme. * = Nordea customers receive an extra 30 euro deductible.
Source: If, 2016a; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Appendix 5. Potential Monetary Benefits of Customer Loyalty
Programmes

Appendix 5 describes the potential benefits of customer loyalty programmes in Finland. 
The programmes selected for evaluation are S Group’s S Bonus, K Group’s K-Plussa, 
If’s bonus programme and OP’s bonus and concentrating customer programmes. The 
calculations estimate the potential monetary benefits a household would be able to gain 
if it concentrated its spending to the fullest extent possible. The calculations therefore 
assume that the household will acquire all of its services and goods from a customer loyalty 
programme if the companies participating in the customer loyalty programme offer them.

Calculations require information on customer loyalty programmes, the companies 
participating in them, the services and goods offered by these companies and the 
consumption of households. Appendix 4 presented the companies and industries of 
the customer loyalty programme. This information is combined with the household 
consumption statistics, which differentiates the consumption expenditure of different 
households on a very precise level. In addition, households’ assets and liabilities are utilized 
to assess the benefits of customer loyalty programmes in the banking and insurance sectors. 
The statistics used in the calculations are Statistics Finland’s household consumption and 
household wealth statistics. The latest household consumption statistics are from 2012 
and the latest household asset statistics are from 2013, so the magnitude of the benefits of 
customer loyalty programmes is estimated on the basis of data for these years.

Consumption and potential concentration benefits are computed in the calculations by 
comparing the structure of three types of households. The comparable household structures 
are: all households on average, one-person households on average and two-parent families 
with children on average.

The tables presenting the potential centralization benefits of the S Bonus and K-Plussa 
show the consumption of different households broken down by consumption categories 
and how much of these goods can be obtained from a company belonging to the customer 
loyalty programme. In the tables consumption is presented at the highest level of the 
consumption categories, but consumption was nevertheless divided into concentrated 
and non-concentrated consumption using the lowest level of consumption categories.93

5.1. Potential Benefits of S Bonus

The table shows the concentration benefits offered by the S Bonus. The table describes 
the consumption of different households and how much they could concentrate their 
consumption. For example, the second row in the table shows that total households spend 

93The top level of the consumption categories 2N includes a breakdown of consumption into 12 categories. 
The most detailed level of the classification 7N covers 629 different categories.
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on average EUR 794 per year on alcohol and tobacco and would be able to concentrate 540 
euros on this consumption to S Bonus companies. The magnitude of the S bonus depends 
on the amount of consumption in different ways depending on which cooperative the 
household belongs to. The table calculates the bonuses offered by different cooperatives 
to different households based on estimated concentrated consumption. According to the 
calculations presented in the table, households could receive a bonus of 350-1365 euros a 
year, depending on the structure of the household and the cooperative.

Table A14. Potential monetary benefits of S Bonus.

S Bonus’s potential concentration benefits
Type of Household All Single-person household Two-parent family

with children
Household consumption 
expenditures €

Total Concen-
trated

Total Concen-
trated

Total Concen-
trated

A01 Food and non-alcoholic 
beverages

4540 4540 2480 2480 7478 7478

A02 Alcoholic beverages and 
tobacco

794 540 695 528 996 690

A03 Clothing and footwear 1177 1153 662 648 2347 2327
A04 Housing 10047 117 7444 51 13975 199
A05 Home furnishings, appliances 
and materials

1683 1175 925 599 2732 1939

A06 Health 1130 384 640 228 1210 407
A07 Transport 6111 2548 3445 1503 10805 4722
A08 Communications 903 883 629 617 1396 1372
A09 Culture and recreation 3636 1454 2619 1102 5825 2907
A10 Education 59 0 41 0 99 0
A11 Hotels, cafés and restaurants 1466 1261 1381 1177 2313 1906
A12 Other goods and services 4224 1870 2611 1053 7855 3353
Total consumption expenditures 35770 15925 23573 9986 57031 27300
Bonus per cent 1 5 % 4,50 % 5 %
Bonuses per year € 796 449 1365
Bonus per cent 2 5 % 4,00 % 5 %
Bonus per year € 796 399 1365
Bonus per cent 3 4,50 % 3,50 % 5 %
Bonus per year € 717 350 1365

The table presents the potential benefits of S Bonus. The calculations assume that a household concentrates all its purchases 
for which S Bonus companies offer bonuses. 
Bonus per cent 1: Etelä-Pohjanmaan, Jukolan, Arina, KPO, Keskimaa, Keula, Maakunta, PeeÄssä, Pohjois-Karjalan, Suur-
Seudun and Turun Osuuskaupat.
Bonus per cent 2: Etelä-Karjalan, Koillismaan, Kymen seudun, Pirkanmaan and Suur-Savon Osuuskaupat Bonus per cent 3: 
Elanto, Hämeenmaa, Varuboden-Osla Handelslag and Satakunnan osuuskauppa
Source: S-kanava, 2016; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

5.2. Potential Benefits of K-Plussa 

It is possible to receive either simple basic points or both basic points and bonus points from 
companies belonging to the K-Plussa programme. The table shows consumption for which 
the household can only get points as well as consumption for which both basic and bonus 
points can be obtained. In the table, an asterisk (*) is used to denote prizes. Depending on 
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the household structure, the potential concentration benefits from K-Plussa vary according 
to the calculations of the table between 86 and 340 euros. K-Plussa’s benefits thus seem to 
be considerably lower than those of S Bonus.

Table A15.  Potential monetary benefits of K-Plussa customer loyalty programme.

Type of Household All Single-person 
household

Two-parent family
with children

Household consumption 
expenditures €

Total Concen-
trated

Total Concen-
trated

Total Concen-
trated

A01 Food and non-alcoholic 
beverages

4540 4540 2480 2480 7478 7478

A02 Alcoholic beverages and 
tobacco

794 540 695 528 996 690

A03 Clothing and footwear 1177 1153 662 648 2347 2327
A04 Housing 10047 117 7444 51 13975 199
A05 Home furnishings, appliances 
and materials

1683 1561 925 891 2732 2556

A06 Health 1130 100 640 57 1210 120
A07 Transport 6111 5108 3445 2551 10805 9258
-Transport* 10 0 20
A08 Communications 903 110 629 74 1396 218
A09 Culture and recreation 3636 1766 2619 1439 5825 3006
-Culture and recreation* 271 144 366
A10 Education 59 0 41 0 99 0
A11 Hotels, cafés and restaurants 1466 1261 1381 1177 2313 1906
A12 Other goods and services 4224 1602 2611 940 7855 2807
Total consumption expenditures 35770 18139 23573 10980 57031 30960
Consumption eligible for basic 
points

18139 10980 30960

Basic points 18139 10980 30960
Consumption eligible for bonus 
points

6622 4329 10469

Bonus points 13244 6184 36949
Total Plussa points 31383 17164 67909
Bonus per year € 157 86 340

The table presents the potential benefits of K-Plussa. The calculations assume that a household concentrates all its purchases 
for which K-Plusssa companies offer bonuses. The euro amount for concentrated consumption tells how much of a household’s 
consumption can be concentrated to the K-Plussa programme. A star (*) denotes the consumption that is awarded bonus points 
as well as basic points.
Source: K-Plussa, 2016a; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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5.3. Potential Benefits of If Bonus Programme

Table A16. Potential monetary benefits of If bonus programme.

Type of Household All Single-person 
household

Two-parent family
with children

Home insurance 304 174 441
Personal insurance 161 70 373
Comprehensive motor vehicle insurance 212 113 363
Motor vehicle insurance 267 155 449
Other insurance 11 7 17
Total € 955 519 1643
Total after discounts from benefit programme 812 441 1397
Total concentration benefits  € 143 78 246

The table presents the magnitude of benefits if a household concentrates all its non-life insurance to If. 
Source: If, 2016; Households’ consumption, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

If’s customer loyalty programme offers a discount on non-life insurance for concentration. 
Table L16 presents the potential benefits from If’s programme. In the table the benefits 
from IF’s programme vary between 78 and 248 euros per year.

5.4. Potential Benefits of OP Bonus Customers and Concentrating Customers

OP’s owner-customers are offered discounts for concentrating insurance like If’s loyalty 
programme. Benefits of being an OP owner-customer vary between 36 and 115 euros.

Table A17. Potential benefits of OP owner-customers.

Type of Household All Single-person 
household

Two-parent family
with children

Home insurance 304 174 441
Personal insurance 161 70 373
Comprehensive motor vehicle insurance 212 113 363
Motor vehicle insurance 267 155 449
Other insurance 11 7 17
Total € 955 519 1643
Total after owner-customer discounts 888 483 1528
Total concentration benefits € 67 36 115

The table presents the potential benefits of OP owner-customers if a household concentrates all its non-life insurance to OP. 
Source: OP, 2016; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

OP’s concentration benefits include the discounts and bonuses given to owner-customers. 
Household consumption and wealth statistics are used in the calculations. Households’ 
savings and investments as well as loans do not include households belonging to the 
wealthiest 10 per cent of the population, whose financial assets are largely concentrated. 
This is because the average of the total population poorly depicts the savings and 
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investments of a typical household.94 The loans, savings and investments in the table show 
the average debt / financial assets for households having debt / financial assets.

There was no statistical data on bank service fees, so they have been estimated by dividing 
the sum of banking service charges paid with OP bonuses.95 This information is then used 
to estimate the average bank charges for all households. Banking service charges for one-
person households and two-parent families with children were estimated by dividing bank 
service charges according to the size of the households.96 The magnitude of bank service 
charges obtained in this fashion is nevertheless likely to be too underestimated because 
the bonuses for all of the owner-customers are unlikely to cover all service charges.

Owner-customers receive a further 3% discount on non-life insurance on top of a 7% 
customer discount, so they receive a nearly 10% discount on their insurance. Owner-
customers also receive OP bonuses to pay for banking and insurance fees.

94 In 2013 the wealthiest ten per cent of the population accounted for 63% of households' financial assets 
(including deposits, investment funds, listed shares, other equities, personal pension insurance, savings 
and investment insurance and other financial assets). In 2013 household's total financial assets averaged 
EUR 50,373 while the corresponding figure excluding the wealthiest ten per cent of the population was 
EUR 20,876.
95 In 2013 OP bonuses paid for EUR 96 million of bank service fees and the number of owner-customers 
was 1.37 million.
96 Banking charges for all households x (banking transactions of household type / banking transactions 
of all households).
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Table A18. Potential monetary benefits of debt-free household concentrating its customership.

Type of Household All Single-person 
household

Two-parent family
with children

Insurance €
Home insurance 304 174 441
Personal insurance 161 70 373
Comprehensive motor vehicle insurance 212 113 363
Motor vehicle insurance 267 155 449
Other insurance 11 7 17
Total 955 519 1643
Banking transactions €
Loans and credit 0 0 0
Savings and investments 21358 10120 25681
Banking service charges 70 33 87
Bonuses €
Bonuses on insurance 2 1 4
Bonuses on loans and credit 0 0 0
Bonuses on savings and investments 53 24 64
Total 56 26 68
Concentration benefits €
Bank service and insurance fees 1025 552 1730
Bank service fees 70 33 87
Bonuses 56 27 68
Bank service fees - bonuses 14 6 19
Insurance fees 955 519 1643
Insurance fees for customers 888 483 1528
Insurance fees for concentrated customers 862 468 1482
Bank service and insurance fees after discounts 
for concentration

876 475 1501

Total concentration benefits 149 77 229

The table presents the potential benefits of OP owner-customers if a household concentrates all its non-life insurance to OP. 
Source: OP, 2016; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

The annual benefit for households with debt is between 178 and 520 euros. Thus, 
the benefits of these households are clearly greater than those of debt-free households. 
Households with debt are entitled to bonuses that are considerably higher than banking 
services, so they can be used to pay insurance premiums. According to the table, the average 
amount of insurance premiums for all households is EUR 955 per year, of which EUR 701 
remains after the discounts and bonuses.
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Table A19. Potential monetary benefits of concentration for households with debt.

Type of Household All Single-person 
household

Two-parent family
with children

Insurance €
Home insurance 304 174 441
Personal insurance 161 70 373
Comprehensive motor vehicle insurance 212 113 363
Motor vehicle insurance 267 155 449
Other insurance 11 7 17
Total 955 519 1643
Banking transactions €
Loans and credit 69869 40169 116231
Savings and investments 20876 9756 25614
Banking service charges 70 39 110
Bonuses €
Bonuses on insurance 2 1 4
Bonuses on loans and credit 175 100 291
Bonuses on savings and investments 52 24 64
Total 230 126 359
Concentration benefits €
Bank service and insurance fees 1025 558 1753
Bank service fees 70 39 110
Bonuses 230 127 359
Bank service fees - bonuses -160 -88 -249
Insurance fees 955 519 1643
Insurance fees for customers 888 483 1528
Insurance fees for concentrated customers 862 468 1482
Bank service and insurance fees after discounts 
for concentration

701 380 1233

Total 324 178 520

The table presents the potential benefits of OP owner-customers if a household concentrates all its non-life insurance to OP. 
Source: OP, 2016; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A20. Potential monetary benefits of concentrating to LocalTapiolan Omaetu programme.

Type of Household All Single-person 
household

Two-parent family
with children

Home insurance 304 174 441
Personal insurance 161 70 373
Comprehensive motor vehicle insurance 212 113 363
Motor vehicle insurance 267 155 449
Other insurance 11 7 17
Total € 955 519 1643
Total after discounts from benefit programme 793 431 1364
Total concentration benefits € 162 88 279

The table presents the magnitude of benefits if a household concentrates all its non-life insurance to LocalTapiola.
Source: Etuohjelma palkitsee, 2016; Kotitalouksien kulutus, 2012; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Appendix 6. Accrual of Bonus Points and Bonus Per Cents in Sweden’s 
Retail Customer Loyalty Programmes

Appendix 6 shows the bonus offered via the customer loyalty programmes of the Swedish 
retailers ICA and Coop. The amount of bonuses for purchases made at ICA’s stores and 
Hjärtat Apotek does not depend on the amount of consumption, but rather only on whether 
the customer has a bonus card or a combined bonus and bank card for ICA Banken.

Table A21. Accrual of ICA bonus points and bonus per cents.

Bonus card only Joint bank and bonus card
Consumption 
per month €

Bonus points Bonus 
per year €

Bonus 
per cent

Bonus points Bonus 
per year €

Bonus
per cent 

1000 1000 120 1 % 2000 240 2 %
700 700 84 1 % 1400 168 2 %
363 363 44 1 % 726 87 2 %
350 350 42 1 % 700 84 2 %
150 150 18 1 % 300 36 2 %

The table presents the bonus points received for consumption in ICA outlets. 
A joint bank and bonus card means bonus cards combined with ICA Banken’s cards: ICA Bankkort, ICA Bankkort Maestro and 
ICA Bankkort Plus. ICA pays double bonuses to customers paying with a joint bank and bonus card if they have savings, loans 
or insurance with ICA Banken.
Swedish kronor converted to euro at the exchange rate of October 3, 2016.
Source: ICA, 2016.

In Coop’s programme, the bonus percentage is influenced by whether a customer has 
a bonus card or MedMera Banken’s joint bonus and bank card. In addition, the bonus 
percentage will increase if a customer’s consumption exceeds SEK 21,000 during half a year.
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Table A22. Accrual of Coop bonus points and bonus per cents.

Bonus card only Joint bank and bonus card
Consumption 
per month €

Bonus points Consumption 
per month €

Bonus points Consumption 
per month €

Bonus points Consumption 
per month €

1000 2000 240 2 % 3000 360 3 %
700 1400 168 2 % 2100 252 3 %
363 726 87 2 % 1089 131 3 %
350 350 42 1 % 700 84 2 %
150 150 18 1 % 300 36 2 %

The table presents the bonus points received for consumption in Coop outlets.
A joint bank and bonus card means bonus cards combined with MedMera Banken’s cards: Coop MedMera Mer, Coop 
MedMera Betala Efter, Coop MedMera Betala Före and Coop MedMera Konto. 
Swedish kronor converted to euro at the exchange rate of October 3, 2016.
Source: Coop, 2016.

The table below presents the products that can be purchased with Coop’s bonus points 
as well as the bonus point price and the products’ sales prices. In addition, the table shows 
the bonus per cent for each product.

Table A23. Products purchasable with bonus points and their bonus per cent.

Bonus per cent
Product Product price 

SEK
Bonus point 

price
Benefit in per 

cent
Joint bonus 

and bank card
Bonus card 

only
SF Anytime internet videos 47,75 4500 1,1 % 2,1 % 1,1 %
Junkyard’s gift card 50 5000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %
Polarn O. Pyret’s gift card 100 8000 1,3 % 2,5 % 1,3 %
Brothers’ gift card 100 8000 1,3 % 2,5 % 1,3 %
SF Bio movie ticket 120 12000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %
Live It gift card 100 9500 1,1 % 2,1 % 1,1 %
Tuikku candles 59,95 5000 1,2 % 2,4 % 1,2 %
Candles 15,95 1500 1,1 % 2,1 % 1,1 %
Champagne glass 29,95 3000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %
Dolce Gusto capsule coffee maker 799 40000 2,0 % 4,0 % 2,0 %
Cheese grater 16,95 1500 1,1 % 2,3 % 1,1 %
10 chicken eggs 22,95 2000 1,1 % 2,3 % 1,1 %
Yogurt drink 11,5 1000 1,2 % 2,3 % 1,2 %
Colefish fillet 28,5 2500 1,1 % 2,3 % 1,1 %
Haddock fillet 49,95 4500 1,1 % 2,2 % 1,1 %
Coop gift coupon 30 3000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %
Coop gift coupon 100 10000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %
Coop gift coupon 300 30000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %
Coop gift coupon 500 50000 1,0 % 2,0 % 1,0 %

The table presents products purchasable with bonus points, their price, the amount of bonus points required for their purchase 
and their bonus per cent.
Source: Coop, 2016.
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Appendix 7. Customer Loyalty Programmes of Regional
Länsförsäkringar Companies

Appendix 7 presents the concentration benefits offered by Länsförsäkringar’s regional 
Länsförsäkringar companies. The programmes presented in the first table are referred to 
as type I programmes in this report.

Appendix A24. Länsförsäkringar ”type I” customer loyalty programmes.

Discount on insurance
Regional Länsförsäkringar 
companies

Gold 
Customer

Silver 
Customer

Bronze 
Customer

Länsförsäkringar Bergslagen 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Gotland 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Göinge-Kristianstad 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Göteborg och Bohuslän 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Halland 20 % 10 % 5 %
LänsförsäkringarJämtland 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Jönköping 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Skaraborg 20 % 7 % 4 %
Länsförsäkringar Skåne 25 % 15 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Stockholm 15 % 8 % 4 %
Länsförsäkringar Södermanland 15 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Uppsala 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Värmland 20 % 15 % 10 %
Länsförsäkringar Älvsborg 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Blekinge* 20 % - -
Länsförsäkringar Kalmar län* 15 % - -

Becoming a Gold Customer requires home insurance, an active bank account and regular savings with Länsförsäkringar. 
Becoming a Silver Customer requires home insurance, an active bank account or regular savings. Becoming a Bronze Customer 
requires home insurance or and some other kind of insurance.
Customers are considered to have regular savings if they have savings or investments of at least SEK 200,000 or if they save 
at least SEK 500 per month.
An active bank account is an account where a customer receives salary, financial assistance or other regular income.
* The discount programmes of Belking and Kalmar counties have only Gold Customers.
Source: Länsförsäkringarbolagen, 2016.

In the following we present the concentration benefits offered by Länsförsäkringar 
companies. These type II programmes have three levels of benefits like the type I 
programmes, but they have different eligibility criteria than the type I programmes. The 
benefits of type II programmes are similar to those of type I programmes.
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Table A25. Länsförsäkringar ”type II” customer loyalty programmes.

Insurance discount
Regional Länsförsäkringar companies Top level Second level First level
Dalarnas Försäkringsbolag 25 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Gävleborg 20 % 10 % 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Västernorrland 20 % 10 % 5 %

The top level requires home and car insurance, an active bank account and regular savings. The second level requires home 
insurance and two of the following: car insurance, an active bank account and regular savings. The first level requires home 
insurance as well as auto insurance or an active bank account or regular savings.
Customers are considered to have regular savings if they have savings or investments of at least SEK 200,000 or if they save 
at least SEK 500 per month.
An active bank account is an account where a customer receives salary, financial assistance or other regular income.
Source: Länsförsäkringarbolagen, 2016.

Next we present the concentration benefits of four regional Länsförsäkringar companies 
that do not have type I or type II programmes. These programmes may differ in terms 
of both the benefits they offer as well as the eligibility criteria for receiving the benefits.

Table A26. Assorted Länsförsäkringar customer loyalty programmes.

Länsförsäkring Kronoberg Discount
4th level: home insurance, two other types of insurance, an active bank account and regular savings 20 %
3rd level: home insurance and some other insurance as well as two of the following: optional insurance, 
active bank account and regular savings

15 %

2nd level: home insurance and some other insurance as well as one of the following: optional insurance, 
active bank account and regular savings

10 %

1st level: home insurance and some other insurance 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Västerbotten Discount
5th level: home insurance, at least three other types of insurance and an active bank account 25 %
4th level: home insurance, two other types of insurance and an active bank account 20 %
3rd level: home insurance, one other type of insurance and an active bank account 15 %
2nd level: home insurance and two other types of insurance 10 %
1st level: home insurance and one other type of insurance 5 %
Länsförsäkringar Östgöta Discount
3rd level: home insurance and an active bank account as well as active savings or accident insurance for 
over 60 year olds

15 %

2nd level: home insurance and one of the following: an active bank account, active savings or accident 
insurance for over 60 year olds

10 %

1st level: home insurance and one other type of insurance 5 %

Customers are considered to have regular savings if they have savings or investments of at least SEK 200,000 or if they save 
at least SEK 500 per month.
An active bank account is an account where a customer receives salary, financial assistance or other regular income.
Source: Länsförsäkrinsbolagen, 2016.

Table A27. Länsförsäkringar Norrbotten’s customer loyalty programme.
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Discount table
Products in addition to home insurance

Length of customership in years 1 2 3 4 +
0–4 7 % 9 % 13 % 17 %
5–9 9 % 13 % 17 % 21 %
10 + 13 % 17 % 21 % 25 %

In order to be eligible to receive a discount a customer must have home insurance and the indicated number of other products. 
Source: Länsförsäkringarbolagen, 2016.
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Appendix 8. Swedish Companies with Customer Loyalty Programmes 
by Industry

Appendix 8 presents Swedish companies with customer loyalty programmes and their 
industries. The companies are classified according to Statistics Finland’s 4-digit level of 
industrial classification. This allows us to see how broadly customer loyalty programmes 
tie or bundle goods and services together.

Table A28. ICA Gruppen, companies awarding bonuses.

ICA Gruppen, companies awarding bonuses
G Wholesale and retail trade

47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores

4711 Retail sale in non-specialised stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating
ICA Nära, ICA Supermarket, ICA Kvantum

4719 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores
ICA Maxi

477 Retail sale of other goods in specialised stores
4773 Dispensing chemist in specialised stores
 Hjärtat Apotek 

The table presents companies awarding ICA bonuses. 
Source: ICA, 2016; Statistics Finland, 2008.

Table A29. ICA Gruppen, companies from which it is possible to receive double bonus points.

ICA Gruppen, kaksinkertaisten bonuspisteiden kerryttämisen mahdollistavat toimipaikat
K Financial and insurance activities

64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding
641 Monetary intermediation

6419 Other monetary intermediation
ICA Banken

643 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities
6430 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities

ICA Banken
65 Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 

651 Insurance
6512 Non-life insurance
 ICA Banken 

The table presents companies from which it is possible to receive double bonus points.
Source: ICA, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A30. ICA Gruppen’s collaborative partners from which it is possible to receive a discount but no 
bonuses.

ICAn yhteistyökumppani. Tarjoavat kanta-asiakkaille alennuksia, ei bonuspisteitä
H Transportation and storage

50 Water transport
501 Sea and coastal passenger water transport

5010 Sea and coastal passenger water transport
Stena Line, Viking Line

51 Air transport
511 Passenger air transport

5110 Passenger air transport
BRA*

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accommodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

Countryside Hotels, Scandic Hotels, The Reef Hotel & Resort, Svenska Spahotell
M Professional, scientific and technical activities

74 Other professional, scientific and technical activities
742 Photographic activities

7420 Photographic activities
ICA Foto

N Administrative and support service activities
77 Rental and leasing activities

771 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles
7711 Renting and leasing of cars and light motor vehicles

Hertz
79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities 

791 Travel agency and tour operator activities
7911 Travel agency activities

Ving
R Arts, entertainment and recreation

90 Creative, arts and entertainment activities
900 Creative, arts and entertainment activities

9001 Performing arts
Concerts and theatre performances

9002 Support activities to performing arts
Concerts and theatre performances

91 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities
910 Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities

9102 Museums activities
Astrid Lindgren huset

9104 Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserves activities
Aquaria, Kolmården

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
931 Sports activities

9113 Fitness facilities
Actic

932 Amusement and recreation activities
9321 Activities of amusement parks and theme parks

Legoland, Grönalund 
9329 Other amusement and recreation activities

Funäasfjällen, ICA Upplevelser 

The table presents companies from which ICA Gruppen’s customers receive discounts but no bonus points. Source: ICA, 2016; 
Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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Table A31. Coop companies from which it is possible to receive bonuses and double bonuses.

Coop companies from which it is possible to receive bonuses and double bonuses
G Wholesale and retail trade

47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
471 Retail sale in non-specialised stores

4711 Retail sale in non-specialised stores with food, beverages or tobacco predominating
Coop Konsum, Coop Extra, Coop Nära

4719 Other retail sale in non-specialised stores
 Coop Forum 

The table presents Coop companies from which it is possible to receive bonus points and double bonus points.
Source: Coop, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A32. Coop companies from which it is possible to receive double bonuses.

Coop companies awarding double bonuses
K Financial and insurance activities

64 Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding
641 Monetary intermediation

6419 Other monetary intermediation
 MedMera Banken

The table presents Coop companies from which it is possible to receive double bonuses.
Source: Coop, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A33. Coop companies from which it is possible to receive bonuses but not double bonuses.

Coop companies from which it is possible to receive bonuses but not double bonuses
D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

35 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
351 Electric power generation, transmission and distribution

3511 Production of electricity
GodEl**

3512 Transmission of electricity
GodEl**

G Wholesale and retail trade
47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

477 Retail sale of other goods in specialised stores
4771 Retail sale of clothing in specialised stores

Polarn O. Pyret, Brothers
H Transportation and storage

49 Land transport and transport via pipelines
493 Other passenger land transport

4939 Other passenger land transport n.e.c.
Swebus

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accomodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

Nordic Choice Hotels
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N Administrative and support service activities
79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities

791 Travel agency and tour operator activities
7911 Travel agency activities
 Fritidsresor 

The table presents Coop’s collaborative partners from which it is possible to receive bonus points but not double bonus points. 
These points are not included when calculating the 21,000 point bonus doubling threshold. 
Source: Coop, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.

Table A34. Coop colaborative partners from which customers receive discounts and other benefits but 
no bonuses.

Coopin yhteistyökumppanit. Tarjoavat kanta-asiakkaille alennusta, mutta ei bonusta
G Wholesale and retail trade

47 Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
477 Retail sale of other goods in specialised stores

4771 Retail sale of clothing in specialised stores
Junkyard

H Transportation and storage
49 Land transport and transport via pipelines

493 Other passenger land transport
4932 Taxi operation

Taxi 020
50 Water transport

501 Sea and coastal passenger water transport
5010 Sea and coastal passenger water transport

Tallink Silja
51 Air transport

511 Passenger air transport
5110 Passenger air transport
 SAS 

I Accommodation and food service activities
55 Accommodation

551 Hotels and similar accommodation
5510 Hotels and similar accommodation

Clarion Collection Hotel Riga, Clarion Collection Hotel Odin, Hotellpremie, 
Masesgården

J Information and communication
59 Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music 

publishing activities
591 Motion picture, video and television programme activities

5914 Motion picture projection activities
SF Bio

M Professional, scientific and technical activities
74 Other professional, scientific and technical activities 

742 Photographic activities
7420 Photographic activities

FUJIdirekt
N Administrative and support service activities

77 Rental and leasing activities
771 Renting and leasing of motor vehicles

7711 Renting and leasing of cars and light motor vehicles
Hertz
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772 Renting and leasing of personal and household goods
7721 Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods

Sweden by Bike
7722 Renting of video tapes and disks

SF Anytime
79 Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities

791 Travel agency and tour operator activities
7911 Travel agency activities

Fritidsresor
R Arts, entertainment and recreation

90 Creative, arts and entertainment activities
900 Creative, arts and entertainment activities

9001 Performing arts
Concerts and theatre performances

9002 Support activities to performing arts
Concerts and theatre performances

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
932 Amusement and recreation activities

9321 Activities of amusement parks and theme parks
Liseberg, TusenFryd

9329 Other amusement and recreation activities
 Live It 

The table presents Coop colaborative partners offering discounts but no bonuses.
Source: Coop, 2016; Tilastokeskus, 2008.
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